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by Brian Wirth
Construction of the new $10
million campus library may be held
up for "three to six months" due to a
possible statewide carpenter strike,
according to a former carpenter on
the construction site.
Paul McJunkin, a journeyman
apprentice carpenter who used to
work at the campus library site, said
a carpenter strike starting June 16
"is most likely, in fact, almost a
promise."
McJunkin, who is now working
on a project in Mountain View, said
that carpenters may go on strike in
order to protest against "too much
open-shop activities going on."
According to McJunkin, the
prsent contract expires on June 15,
and carpenters are upset that
contractors are not maintaining
"closed" union shops, which means
they are hiring non-union workers.
Therefore, he said, the carpenters
would walk out in protest.
"We just want protection for our
families," McJunkin said. "It’s not
fair that contractors hire non-union
help at $7 to $8 an hour when they
should be hiring us
union
workers
McJunkin said that a journeyman carpenter is -probably the
lowest -paid skilled worker," making
approximately $14 an hour "while
plumbers and electricians make
about $18 an hour."
( strike I is not just against
Dickman ( Construction Company)," he continued. "This is
against contractors in general. Open
shop is taking over because of in-
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Dean Hood faces carpenters strike possibility
flation. They ( contractors ) want to
cut thee costs."
Dickman Construction Company is building the new library for
the university.
Mac MacGowen, of Carpenters
Union 316, said "if we don’t get a
decent contract, there might be a
strike. This is between the carpenters and the contractors only.
"I’m not going to tell you our

demands," he said. "mostly because
I don’t know for sure what they are.
I’m not on the negotiations committee. I think that’s privileged
information anyway."
Asked if one of the demands
concerns
non-union hiring,
MacGowen replied,
This is an
important consideration. The proper
wording of the contract will make a
big difference." He then added,’ the

carpenter unions in the 46 counties
all want the same thing. We want the
whole hog or nothing:
"I am just a representative of
the union," MacGowen said
defensively. "This is not an official
union statement."
He refused to talk about the
matter further.
Frank Borunda, Dickman
Construction site supervisor for the
new campus library project. said
"It’s no good ( a strike). They’re
( striking carpenters) hurting us and
themselves. As builders, we lose
that momentum. If there’s a long
strike, we have to start all over
again.
"The strikers," he said, ’won’t
be able to obtain unemployment
( benefits ) and their locals ( union
chapters) won’t pay them anything.
It’s too bad.
"We won’t know until it strike)
happens," Borunda said. "They
may get what they’re asking for and
settle before June 15, we don’t know.
We’re just going to have to wait and
see what happens."
Borunda said he didn’t know
whether open shop activities were
the main thrust of the possible
strike. He noted that most carpenters on the SJSU library project
"believe that a strike will happen."
J. Handel Evans, associate
executive vice president, said
carpenters are "negotiating a
contract for the next five years. The
possibility of a strike is an unpleasant thing. Nobody wants a
strike. No one benefits.
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’Jarvis is stupid,’
prof tells crowd
at ’No on 9’ rally
by Brian Boyd
About 60 persons who attended the "No on 9" rally yesterday were
told in no uncertain terms that Howard Jarvis is the enemy.
"Jarvis has said that the voters are stupid," Wiggsy Sivertsen, local
chapter president of the United Professors of California, told the crowd.
"Jarvis is lying," she added. "Jarvis is stupid. He is trying to defraud
you."
Sivertsen was one of six speakers who addressed the noontime crowd
in the Student Union Amphitheater.
If passed on June 3, Prop. 9 would cut personal income taxes in
California by 50 percent. It would tie income tax brackets to the consumer
price index so taxes don’t get eaten up by inflation and it would repeal the
business inventory tax.
British puppeteer Paul Newman opened the rally with a "Punch and
Judy" puppet show that took a few jabs at Jarvis, who was portrayed as
the devil.
Amber Brazil, an administrative staff member, said that her biggest
complaint with Prop. 9 has to do with Jarvis’ last tax -cutting measure.
"We don’t even know what Prop. 13 did to us yet," she said.
Prop. 13 cut $7 billion in property taxes from local governments in
1978, but its impact has been offset by state bailout funds.
Speaking for A.S. government was Council member Tom Fil. A.S.
president Nancy McFadden, who was originally scheduled to speak, was
called away to a meeting in Long Beach.
Fil’s message was a simple plea to vote against the initiative.
Political science Professor Terry Christensen warned the crowd not
to become overconfident because of recent polls showing that Prop. 9 is
losing voter support.
"It would be a terrible mistake to let up now," he said. "His $5 million
advertising campaign will be starting soon. The only thing we have is you
to walk precincts. We’ve got to crush Jarvis and send him back to
wherever he came from to sit and eat milk toast."
The 50-minute rally was closed with music major Ron Ealy, a junior,
singing a song he composed called "Vote No on 9." The selection was
sung in a powerful operatic style.
"It will cut your taxes," he sang. "But teachers get the axes.
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Anderson favored on SJSU campus
by Kevin Folan
Support for John Anderson’s independent
Presidential candidacy, strong opposition to
Proposition 9, and dissatisfaction with the area
surrounding the campus were some of the findings of the spring poll conducted by the
Sociology Department.
Both faculty and student opinions were
surveyed on a number of campus, national and
international issues.
More than half the faculty and almost half
those students polled favored a "midwestern,
Republican, independent candidate," or John
Anderson.
For the Democratic nominee, students
favored Carter to Kennedy 35 to 21 percent.
Faculty also favored Carter 28 to 20 percent.
Nineteen percent of both faculty and
students said they didn’t care who the parties
nominated.
Seventy-four percent of students and 92
percent of the faculty opposed Proposition 9.
Opposition to the measure "tended to characterize all segments of the campus community,"
the survey said.

If Proposition 9 passes, 94 percent of both
faculty and students felt that cuts in faculty
should be made only as the last choice. Athletic
programs were also seen as important, with
only 17 percent of students and 4 percent of
faculty agreeing that cuts should be made there
first.
If the passage of Proposition 9 mandated
tuition, 24 percent of students said they wouldn’t
drop out regardless of the amount while 25
percent said they would quit if tuition in the
range of $200 to $500 a year were imposed.
If a tuition fee of $500 to $800 were imposed,
51 percent of students polled said they would
drop out of school.
When asked about the availability of parking
around SJSU, 64 percent of the faculty said they
find parking "convenient," while 37 percent of
students said it is "fairly convenient," and an
equal number said parking is "very inconvenient."
However, 59 percent of both faculty and
students oppose the demolition of buildings to
provide more parking space. Fifty-five percent
of students and 65 percent of faculty favor a new

garage on the 10th Street lot or additional spaces
added to the 10th Street garage.
Students were asked to rate their
classmates, professors and various features of
the campus environment on a scale of 1
( terrible ) to 5> delightful).
Ninety percent ranked their classes and
professors in the 3 to 5 range. Ninety-five percent
put their fellow students in the 3 to 5 range.
The campus bureaucratic institutions were
not ranked as highly: 72 percent of the students
gave a 1,2 or 3 rating. Eighty-eight percent gave
the area surrounding the campus a 1 or a 2.
Students and faculty were also surveyed on
their feelings about registration for a military
drart and womens’ role in a draft.
Forty-one percent of the students were in
favor of having both men and women included in
registration for a draft, while 39 percent favored
no registration at all.
Sixty percent of the faculty favored
registration for both men and women, with 32
percent opting for no registration at all.
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SJSU Political Science Prof. Terry Christensen

Porter grievance hearing recessed until fall
by Ron Regalia
The grievance hearings of Business Prof. Albert Porter, after more than
three tense hours of accusations and confusion Tuesday, were recessed until
the fall semester by the grievance committee.
Time conflicts for both Porter and the committee members prompted
the delay which was initially proposed by campus representative Robert
Sasseen.
Porter submitted a list of 37 witnesses to the committee. The two who
were allowed to speak, English Department Chairman John Galin and
School of Business librarian Sandra Bellinger, were dismissed by the
committee after objections by Sasseen, asso late academic vice president.
Both witnesses admitted not having first-hand nor specific knowledge of
ISJSU President Gail Fullerton’s decision not to reinstate Porter to full-time
status. For this reason, the committee declared their testimony
-irrelevant."
,
In fall 1976, Porter was approved for the university’s reduced -time, pre’retirement plan. Under this plan, his instruction time was cut in half for a
period of five years prior to retirement.
Fullerton turned down Porter’s request to return to full-time status in
February, 1979. Porter subsequently filed a grievance with the university,
claiming F’ullerton’s decision was "unfair, uninformed and possibly
malicous."
Porter claimed he was defamed both professionally and personally by
Fullerton’s decision. The administration’s failure to consult with both him
and the Chancellor’s office following the decision constitutes an
abridgement on constitutional due process, he added.
During the selection of the committee, he said he was threatened and
.defamed by Executive Officer Gareth Williams. Williams, according to
Porter. said, "You seem paranoid" in discussion before recess.
Porter said Tuesday Fullerton had "committed a felony, possibly in

collusion with the California State University and Colleges Chancellor’s
office."
He accused Sasseen and the committee of not reviewing the evidence,
and being -hostile and totally unprepared" for the hearing.
Porter formally challenged the competency of both parties to conduct
the procedure. He warned the committee that it may be "aiding and abetting
in a conspiracy to commit a felony."
Called as a witness by Porter, Sasseen said the grievance was "without
substance." Porter had the right to request returning to full-time status, but
Fullerton’s power to act on that request was not limited by Title Five of
university law.
The "extraordinary circumstances" required for a reinstatement don’t
exist in this case, Sasseen said. Title Five, which outlines the pre-retirement
plan, does not prevent the president from reinstating a professor to full-time,
he added.
Sasseen denied making an earlier statement to Porter’s advisers that "I
wouldn’t let him Porter I back in if he had the Nobel Prize."
Both Patrick Williams, former chairman of the Department of
Organization and Managment, and School of Business Dean George
Halverson felt Porter lacked the competence to warrant a return to full-time
status, according to a series of early 1979 letters submitted by Porter.
Halverson, in the Feb. 1, 1979 letter to Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns, said "My own opinion, based on evidence of an unsatisfactory level of
teaching performance by Dr. Porter, is that it would not be in the best interest of the university for his request to be granted."
Porter insisted these "accusations of poor teaching and weak
professionalism" were the basis for Fullerton’s decision.
Sasseen, who verified the letters, admitted that he did not consult Porter
on these evaluations. He also admitted not personally reviewing Porter’s
academic and professional record and said he "perceived no animosity" in
Halverson’s letter.

Sasseen said he and Fullerton both felt the recommendations of the
School of Business and the Department of Organization and Managment
were "sufficient" for a decision.
Sasseen refused to comment on whether he felt Porter was
professionally competent.
Fullerton mailed a letter to Porter in February of 1979 stating her decision, but would not personally discuss it. Porter said.
According to Sasseen, such a meeting was "an unwarranted use of the
president’s time." It is up to Fullerton to decide what information is relevant
or appropriate to her decisions, he added.
"I believed then, as I do now, that we acted in accordance with Title Five
in this matter," Sasseen said. He added that Fullerton was acting in the
"best interest of the university."
Porter requested at one point that Fullerton be called as a witness.
"It is not the practice of the president to appear at grievance hearings,"
Sasseen said. He denied Porter’s assertion that Fullerton was "under orders" from the chancellor’s office to refuse the reinstatement.
"How can we question anyone Fullerton) sitting in the seat of the
Starship Enterprise 6,000 miles above us," Porter asked.
He called the proceeding a "kangaroo court and a travesty on justice."
Porter, after consulting with his advisers, business students Nance
Deardorff and Susan Taylor, said the recess was "in the best interest of all
concerned."
He said he will spend the summer acquiring background for his case. He
added that he will consult with the attorney generals of California and the
United States on passible felony charges against SJSU.
Sasseen refused to disclose other faculty members currently in the preretirement plan, insisting that such information is private. He admited
though, that Porter was not the only one.
Burns said the pre-retirement plan is public information. "If I knew who
was in it, I would tell you," said Burns last Friday.
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Timing: Key to future downtown San Jose
by Scott Hinrichs
Staff Writer

San Jose’s downtown just west of SJSU has been
compared to parts of London after the bombs of the Third
Reich hammered buildings and entire city blocks into
dust.
Complaints about the ugliness and the desolation of
downtown and the wastefulness of letting land sit empty
have poured from the mouths of citizens and politicians
alike.
Is San Jose doomed to live with parking lots and ruins
for long?
According to a noted political scientist, Floyd Hunter,
the downtown area will probably become the financial hub
for the electronic industry of the South Bay. That means
bank buildings and office towers.
The rest of the future seems to be veiled in a fog of
uncertainty. Are we being kept in the dark or is it true that
the city does not know what will happen to its own
downtown?
The city’s general plan, adopted in 1976 and revised
last December, sheds little light on the shape of things to
come. The plan indicates that the city core will contain
high density, high-rise commercial development.
That could mean just about anything.
Then one wonders about the validity of the general
plan when a low-rise Bank of America branch building is
being constructed on Fourth and San Fernando streets, or
when a three-story state office building is scheduled to go
one block west of SJSU.

The city planning commission’s leniency with the
developers of Ryland Tower, a multi-million dollar highrise condo recently scrapped because of neighborhood
opposition, shows just about how much weight the general
plan has against the real determining factors money
and influence. The general plan did not call for highdensity, high-rise development on the Ryland site.
However, the planning commission’s rezoning proved that
general plans are made to be broken.
So what are the people of San Jose to expect?
Most likely the seeds for downtown development are
already sown. Those with the most money and greatest
power will follow through with the plans that serve their
best interests.
The land downtown is already worth a great deal. If
successful growth occurs, then those land values will soar
even further. The person who happens to be on the land at
that time will be rocketed to success, along with the land
values.
Development plans are already in the minds of those
with the biggest stakes in the game of downtown
monopoly.
Those plans will be the ones most likely put into
practice not the projections the city mounts on easels
and shows to the public.
This is a crucial time for potential players in the
game. Downtown investors want to keep a lid on any plans
that might spark a frenzy of speculation. That is probably
why everyone is so tight-lipped about the downtown area.
Right now, timing is the name of the game downtown.

Driver Improvement offers
chance for gripes, insight
by Marion
Associate Nets.f. dam-

When I showed up at Branham
High School at 8 a.m. Saturday, the
last thing I wanted to do was go
through eight hours of driving
school.
After all, I thought, the citation I
had gotten wasn’t really justified.
Forgetting to flip on my lights for a
couple of blocks in downtown San
Jose on a Friday night didn’t seem
like such a crime, when somebody
was probably being mugged a block
away.
The class participants all
walked in and sat down, observing
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each other. They appeared to be
from all different age groups and
social strata. It seemed impossible
that we would be able to stand being
cooped up for eight hours in the
same room.
California Highway Patrolman
Gary Herrell, our instructor, walked
in and sat down on his desk.
"There are two ways to teach
this class," he said.
One was to "shoot a bunch of
statistics at you." The other, which
he intended to use, was a combination of lecture, discussion and
class participation.
As the class progressed, we each
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Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted at the
Daily office (JC 208) between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail to
the Forum Page, do the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, 125
S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, Can
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment as appeared.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length.
Forum
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
Comments,
columns
and
editorials will discuss local, state.
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
byline attributing the article accordingly.

had an opportunity to explain the
circumstances under which we were
cited, join various discussion groups
and bring out any gripes we had
about the system, as well as ask any
questions we had.
When I complained about my
citation, adding that a rape was
probably occurring at the same time
a couple of blocks away, Officer
Herrell claimed he picked up a
rapist in the area complaining about
the driver with her lights off who
almost ran him down.
I found myself laughing along
with the rest of the class, and
realized I wasn’t really mad about
the ticket anymore. But,! told him.!
wished I had run over the rapist.
Throughout the day, we related
various incidents we had experienced during our driving
careers and I discovered I had
gotten out hostilities I had carried
around for several years about one
police officer.
Although the class included the
usual gory movies and snapshots, I
was surprised how interesting the
group discussions about law enforcement and drinking drivers
could be. Officer Herrell helped us to
realize what it’s like from the
patrolman’s side of the picture.
By the time the day was over,
we left the class feeling much better
than we had when we came in. As we
filed out, several people thanked the
instructor and expressed their
appreciation for the trouble taken to
offer such classes.
One man with a German accent
told the teacher how much respect
he had gained for the police through
the class.
Besides having the citation
removed from my driving record, I
gained a lot from the driving school
and appreciated the chance offered
by the Metropolitan Adult Education
Program to use this alternative.
I came away from the class with
a better understanding of the rules
of the road, as well as the officers
that patrol it.
And I didn’t even mind using my
whole Saturday to do it.

The player that jumps into the downtown area with a
costly project first is on the shakiest ground.
If that first big project is a success, then others will
follow. If it fails, a panic may result and land values will
fall, frightening other investors and creating utter confusion and speculation.

The next year may determine the speed and the
quality of development it’s all in the hands of the
developers and the big money interests. If they build for
quality, San Jose may have something it can call an accomplishment. If not, San Jose will continue in its
traditional method of development haphazard.

Illegal aliens in bind between
survival, greedy businessmen
by Jeff Morris
Staff Writer

They are smuggled to this state
in hot, overcrowded moving vans.
They are the "cargo" in a growing,
human, Black Market work-force
scheme.
Once they leave, a return trip
home is almost inevitable, but
within three weeks they will make
the risky trek again.
"They" are called illegal aliens.
But, why risk life and limb to
come to the United States, particularly California?
For a majority of these people,
employment and a chance to survive
in a country with a higher standard
of living are the main attractions.
But, survival in a competitive
job market is not easy for U.S.
citizens, let alone for an illegal alien.
Illegal aliens have several
factors working against them
besides language and cultural
barriers.
From a business standpoint, it is
much more economical to hire 10
illegals at half the cost of five U.S.

citizens.
Illegal aliens will readily work
under sub-standard job conditions
rather than face deportation.
Because illegal aliens are not an
organized work force, meaning they
have no union to present grievances
to, employees are fleecing them of
large amounts on paychecks as well.
Minimum -wage
laws
are
avoided by what is termed as "piece
rate" work. Employers pay the
illegal alien for the amount of work
turned out in an hour. This usually
amounts to $2 per hour.
If the illegal alien is lucky, he or
she will see half of their weekly
wage because of "legal deductions"
which employers can easily take out
because the majority of illegals cash
paychecks at the company and not
through normal banking channels.
This kind of robbery nets profits
of $30,000 to mom per year alone
for California businessmen who
employ 30 or fewer illegals, according to a report by the California
Immigration Service.
With the job market tightening

in this country, the question of
whether illegals represent a job
threat to U.S. citizens will increasingly rise.
While the illegal alien seems to
be caught up in a bind between
survival and greedy businessmen,
taxpayers are being taken for
millions of dollars because of federal
funds to aid illegals.
Public assistance, which is
awarded to the mothers of children
born in this country when the father
cannot be found, is growing by some
1.5 million a year in this state.
Nationwide, the figure went
from 8.1 million to nearly 40 million
by 1979.
If the American economy were
expanding, this increase would not
be so detrimental, but the fact is that
if a plausible solution is not reached
soon, the illegal alien situation will
reach epidemic proportions in an
economic sense.
With a decrease in employment
projected for this sununer, one can
only wonder how long Americans
will stand idly by, while illegal
aliens take a chunk of the economy.

letters
’Biased’
Editor:
We are writing this letter to
bring to your attention a most unfair
and biased article written for your
paper by one of your staff reporters
by the name of Brian Wirth. The
article in question appeared on page
2 of the May 9, 1980 issue, and was
titled, "The Student Union: SJSU
Country Club." In this article, Mr.
Wirth directed derogatory remarks
against peaceful Iranian students
whom he claimed to have encountered while strolling through
the Union.
Such racist remarks are innamatory in character, and do very
little to lessen racial tensions among
the student population on campus.
Furthermore, this type of nonobjective reporting should not be
practiced again, since it does more
harm than service to the campus.
Mr. Wirth has displayed a
fundamental misconception of the
complex issues surrounding the
Iranian-American crisis when he
wrote, "... Strolling through the
interior of the Student Union, you
may not be surprised to hear some
Persian Jibberish coming from
some display table located in a
remote corner ... while walking by
the table you will notice a portrait
( or perhaps a dartboard) of the
Ayatollah Khomaniac."
This type of selective reporting
is intended to isolate the Iranian
students. It does irreparable
damage and assumes that Iranians
are the only ethnic group frequenting the Union, which, of course, is
misleading. The choice of words in

the above quotation is not good or
professional journalism. It is instead
inflamatory journalism for which
Mr. Wirth, and the Spartan Daily,
are solely responsible.
Mr. Wirth has done little to
improve goodwill among the various
student groups on campus. For this
reason, we feel that an apology is
now due to the Iranians on campus.
The mass hysteria and the witch
hunt against non-violent Iranians
must stop. Mr. Wirth should take the
time out to educate himself that the
university experience can be
enhanced by the presence of
culturally diverse ethnic and foreign
students from all around the world.
We hope that Mr. Wirth’s use of
emotionally loaded words will now
give way to constructive and healthy
debate among the rational and
concerned members of the SJSU
community. It is only in this spirit
that we decided to register this
protest in writing.
K.A. Beyoghlow
Lecturer,
Dept. of Political Science
A.A. Bustamante
Industrial Design, junior

Name change
Editor:
I, Bruce Olcott, am officially
changing my name to Bruce Alcott
for the purpose of cutting down the
number of spelling mistakes in the
Spartan Daily. Any references to my
name in the future should be made in
the new spelling.
P.S. I appreciate your criticism,
insults, compliments, and presence
at our production of "The Skin of
Our Teeth,"
Bruce Olcott
Broadcast Journalism
Freshman

Distinguish
Editor:
Dr. Hobert Burns referring to
the probable demise of New College
is quoted as saying "experimental
things have cycles. They serve
purposes and then tend to die. . ."
Experimental
agree.
I
programs come and go. But I think
it’s a matter of importance to
distinguish between natural death
and being murdered or dying from
malignant disease. Some anaylsis of
New College was desirable. Unfortunately, the evaluations served
other ends than diagnosis and
treatment.
In my opinion, New College had
the potential to continually renew
itself. Some of the faculty saw that
any fixed and rigid program would
then die when that specific program
was no longer pertinent to the basic
issues of education. The founding
document of the college was general
enough to permit many flexible
programs to come and go without
destroying the college itself.
I could say New College is in its
present situation because of a
failure of communication, but that is
nonsense. The failure of communication is a result of the un-

willingness of people to talk to each
other - a result, not a cause.
Dr. Chenoweth either never
understood the relevance of
flexibility or disliked the idea. He
felt that the program lacked
direction and was for this reason
among others, wishy washy.
Dr. Burns was upset at some of
the specific wording of contracts. He
felt they had no academic merit.
Finally it became increasingly
clear that he did not agree with the
goals and philosophy of New
College.
I am an empiricist. New
College’s success or failure should
have been made on the basis of the
success or failure of our students
upon completion of the program.
Instead the evaluation was focused
on the paper work and the nature of
some aspect of a specific contract,
or some one program. Those individuals prone to conspiracy
theories feel this was intentional.
W.F. McCormack
Former lecturer
In New College

’Mad as hell’
Editor:
"I’m mad as hell and I’m not
gonna take it anymore!" That’s how
I sum up my feelings about the
dorms and dorm life.
I have decided that I have ’D
complete my final semester at SJSU
in an apartment ( This is in response
to Ellen Goodwin’s story in the April
22 Spartan Daily ).
Why has it taken me four years
to finally realize that the dorms are
the pits? Well, agreed, it is a great
convenience to live on-campus: only
a short distance away from classes,
only a stroll away from food.
Ready for the bad things? The
No. 1 thing on my list is the inconsideration demonstrated everyday by most residents. There are
freshmen who are battling their own
insecurity and immaturity problems; there are freshmen who insist
on playing their "type" of music at
104 decibels ( with their doors open,
when closing the door would cut the
discomfort level down by 50 percent); holding late-night discussions
"on the state of the world" outside
someone else’s door who, by coincidence, is trying to sleep or study or
do something ... but, N0000000!
Those idiots have to talk and gab and
scream and yell and ... it doesn’t occur to them in the least bit that there
are other people around and those
other people have a right to quiet
just as much as those idiots have a
right to talk and scream and yell (I
forgot gab) ...
Sure, I’ve tried to ask these
people to "quiet down," and do you
know what kind of responses I get?
"Aw, it’s that jerk that’s always
complaining . ." and on goes the
noise! So what can I do about them
w.thout starting a full scale war. The
R.A.’s ( resident advisor) hands are
tied too. They just don’t listen to
reason.
Christopher G. Martin
Senior, English
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Retiring dean to begin research residency
by Roo Regalia
Henry
Bruinsma’s
five-year career as dean of
the SJSU School of
Humanities and Arts officially ended yesterday.
His work, though, is far
from over.
After more than 40
years in administrative
and teaching positions, the
64-year-old educator and
researcher is not about to
give it all up.
"I don’t like the word
retirement," he said.
"That implies that I will be
sitting in a rocking chair
the rest of my life. It will be
a long, long time before I
resort to that."
On Aug. 16, Bruinsma
will begain a one-year
research residency at the
Netherlands Institute for
Advanced Studies in the
Humanities and Arts. He
was one of two American
scholars chosen for the
"once in a lifetime opportunity.
Bruinsma
had
originally planned to retire
in spring 1981 but decided
to push the date up rather
than take a one-year leave
of absence.
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The
residency,
Bruinsma hopes, will
provide background for a
book he is writing on the
relationship of music and
art to Renaissance theater.
Bruinsma said he will
probably
receive
a
research grant from the
National Endowment for
the Humanities to continue
the residency another year.
He plans to retire to a
condominium outside
Portland.
"I don’t feel like I’m
retiring," he said. "I’ll be
working just as hard as
when I was dean. It’ll just
be shuffling a different
kind of paper."
Both Bruinsma and his
wife, Grace, are widely
published authors. Grace
has written four books and
approximately 150 articles,
he said.
Bruinsma himself has
written numerous research
works, mainly dealing with
the Renaissance. His most
recent
work,
a
biographical sketch of
teacher Nadia Boulanger,
is in this month’s "San Jose
Studies."
English Prof. Arlene
Okerlund was named to
replace Bruinsma as dean
of the School of Humanities
and Arts last month. She
had served as associate
dean of curriculum in the
school since Bruinsma’s
appointment in 1975.
Okerlund
was an
"excellent associate dean"
and a "solid, high quality"
choice for the deanship,
Bruinsma said.
Bruinsma reflected on
his SJSU career with pride
but admitted that "Nobody
is
ever
completely
satisfied" with his work.
As dean, Bruinsma’s
main goals were to
promote the School of
Humanities and Arts as an
interdisciplinary program,
improve advisement and
personal contact with

Henry Bruinsma’
students and stimulate
faculty members to
achieve their
fullest
potential.
"Things have gone
quite well in my five years
here," he said. "No job,
though, is ever done. The
day I walk out, other
problems will arise," he
added.
Under Bruinsma, a
new advising system,
developed largely by
Okerlund, was instituted to
encourage new students.
The plan includes a
schoolwide student advisement meeting each
semester and personal
letters from the dean and
department chairpersons
to new students.
The school must let
students know that it is
concerned about them,
Bruinsma said.
"In a big school, it’s
easy for a student to feel
that no one cares," he
added.
This program has been
a major factor behind the
School of Humanities and
Arts’
"stabilizing

Ii

Julie Levy

enrollment," Bruinsma
said.
The
enrollment
decline in this school has
not been as great as that in
other liberal arts programs
across the country,
Bruinsma said.
In 1978, for example,
SJSU’s decline was around
4 percent, while that in the
school was only 1 percent,
he added.
Bruinsma believes the
fine arts should be more
closely interwoven into the

fabric of the entire
university.
"I’d like to say we have
one series of programs, all
interdisciplinary, rather
than
14
separate
programs," he added.
Bruinsma served as
dean of the School of Fine
Arts at Arizona State
University from 1964 to
1975. The school was
excellent," but was
isolated from the rest of the
university, he said.
Under Bruinsma, SJSU
has adopted minor
programs in creative arts,
Latin-American studies,
musical theater and liberal
studies. A graduate
program in clinical
philosophy,
combining
philosophy with health
problems and business
ethics, is currently "in the
works," he said.
The English Writing
Lab was also created to
help students work on their
writing deficiencies. The
lab is a -model program
for the entire state,"
Bruinsma said.
Religious studies, once
only a minor, is now a full
degree program, he said. A
bachelor of music I in
addition to the B.A.
degree) and an M.A. in fine
arts have also been
developed, he added.
In an attempt to

streamline overlapping
Bruinsma
programs,
worked with the School of
Applied Arts and Science to
integrate the university’s
design programs.
Separate degrees in
inerior, industrial and
graphic design were offered in 1975. Since then.
they have been combined
into a single Art B.A.
emphasizing design and
offering concentrations in
each area.
Bruinsma has also
worked to develop a
photography major at
SJSU which he said will
become a reality "very
soon."
"I can’t take credit for
all these programs,"
Bruinsma said. "I’d like to
think, though, that I had
some part in them.
"I couldn’t have done it
without a superb faculty
and two excellent associate
deans
Okerlund and
Robert Woodward)," he
added.
The foreign language
programs have declined
during
his deanship
Bruinsma said, adding,
though, that he sees a
"revival of interest in the
languages" across the
country.
The SJSU Art, Music
and Theatre Arts departments are among the

strongest in the nation, he
added.
In philosophy, the new
general
education
requirement in qualitative
reasoning will be an important boost, Bruinsma
said.
Because many instructors are retiring this
year, the school will
probably not lose any
faculty positions this fall.
The shifting of some instructors with secondary
credentials into other areas
will also be a factor, he
added.
"Barring the passage of
Prop. 9, I feel reasonably
secure about the school for
next year," Bruinsma said.
He declined to comment on the possible impact of the income taxslashing initiative
insisting that we -just don’t
know" what will happen.
The large number of
geneal
education
requirements offered in the
School of Humanities and
Arts will be a consideration
of Prop. 9 passes and cuts

are necessary, Bruinsma
said. He added that all
SJSU students are required
to take a full year of
English.
Bruinsma said the
administration,
particularly SJSU President
Gail
Fullerton
and
Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns, have been
very "fair and supportive"
of the arts.
"I just love her," he
said of Fullerton. Any
problems the school and
administration have had
have arisen because of
politics, such as Prop. 9,
and were not of our own
making," he added.
Bruinsma described
his 21 years in the role of
dean as "a learning experience." The most difficult lesson, and the most
important for any administrator to learn, is that
of "patience, consultation
and cooperation."
In California, particularly, he said, the
faculty "won’t follow
anyone blindly."
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Car burns at SJSU
A car burned in the
SJSU Boiler Plant Building
on Ninth and San Carlos
streets Monday morning
after it rolled unattended
and severed a natural gas
pipe.
According
to
University Police Information Officer Russ
Lunsford, no one was hurt
in the incident and the fire
was put out by the San Jose
Fire Department shortly

afterward.
The accident happened
at about 6:40 a.m. Monday
when an employee in the
building was preparing to
leave, according to Lunsford.
An unidentified man,
I.unsford said, left his car
idling as he went to check
The auto
something.
slipped out of gear the
rolled into the pipe. The gas
issuing from the pipe was

ignited by the flame from a
boiler and the car caught
on fire.
Upon seeing the smoke
and flames, Lunsford said,
the man ran to the rear of
the building and shut off
the gas in the pipe.
Across the street at the
Health Building, according
to I.unsford,
window
washers saw the smoke
and reported the incident to
University Police.
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Time for ’new perspective’

Young to resume teaching
by Margie Isaacson
After serving as
chairman of the Biology
Department for 14 years,
Joseph Young is resigning
from his post to return to
teaching.
Young is stepping
down from his selfdescribed "man -killing
job" because, he explained, You tend to have
a few ideas when you start
and you kind of run out of
them. You start recycling
your own ideas. You can’t
get anything to happen."
The department, he
said, "needs someone
younger with a new perspective."
Young’s successor,
Leon Do Rosz, who has
been with the department
since 1970, is currently in
Washington, D.C., finishing
one year of scientific work
for the federal government. He was unavailable
for comment.
Young believes that
one of his major ac-

complishments during his
career as chairman has
been to effect better
communications between a
"big department that can
seem very ominous and
cold," and the students it
serves.
"As chairman I have
tried to make sure students
have felt supported by this
office," Young explained.
He
allowed
a
typewriter in the department office to be used
solely for student purposes,
paper for announcing
and
student
events
mailboxes for the various
student clubs.
"We flourish in biology
clubs. I have encouraged it
as much as I could," he
said, adding that he doesn’t
take credit for the formation of the clubs.
Young also writes a
column in the "Bio
Newsletter," a student
publication with a circulation between 600 and
800 copies.

The good relationship
between biology students
and faculty "is something
that is inherent in biology,"
Young noted.
"When you’re down on
your knees photographing
a flower with three or four
informally dressed faculty,
a relationship develops.
You develop mutual respect," he said. In a lecture situation, that interaction isn’t as likely to occur.
It is very important for
students to develop self
respect and intellectual
poise, Young added.
"I’ll tell freshmen,
’Hey, just because I look
like your grandparent and I
have a Ph.D., that doesn’t
mean I’m smarter than
you. Your brains are probably better than mine."
Young said he advises
students to be "pushy and
aggressive," a response
that happens sooner in a
If
situation.
field

something doesn’t make
sense to the student, he
said, it is probably the
teacher who isn’t explaining the subject well.
The department has
"extremely high" standards of performance for
teachers, Young added.
"We have some really
determined people," he
said.
One subject Young
refused to comment on is
the grievance proceeding
of Thomas Balgooyen,
associate professor of
biology.
Balgooyen was denied
tenure in 1978 by the
Biology Department and
School of Science retention,
tenure and promotion
committees. The university promotions committee
first overturned that
decision, but later upheld
it.
When SJSU President
Gail Fullerton signed the
denial order, Balgooyen
filed for the grievance

process.
"I can’t talk about it,"
Young said. "It will
probably never be possible
for me to talk about it."
Young added that he
felt "satisfied" that the
hearings Balgooyen
received were "fair."
Balgooyen also refused
to comment on Young’s
performance as chairman.
One of Young’s major
complaints about being
chairman is that the
university and the
California State University
and
Colleges system
"doesn’t support a big
department."
Young said his job is
very "complex and
technical" and that
"chairmen do not get the
resources" they need to
manage large departments.
An example, he said, is
the room where live
animals are kept, which is
below standard in size and
is periodically examined

Widening work to begin this summer

Buildings downed to widen street
by Scott Hinrichs
The site of the former
Recycle Bookstore on
Third and San Fernando
streets is now a hole in the
ground.
The buildings on San
Fernando between Second
and Third streets, just west
of SJSU, have been razed
as part of a street widening
project scheduled for the
summer.
Demolition work began
in late April and will
continue as the buildings on
the south side of San
Fernando Street between
First and Second streets
are demolished this week.
According to Tom Ho,
project
demolition
manager for the city Public
Works Department, the

contractor
demolition
began work on April 28.
The contractor is Evans
Brothers Demolition Co.
He said the demolition
should be completed by the
end of May at the latest.
After that, he said, the
street widening project will
go out to bid and widening
work will begin sometime
this summer.
"Unless something
else comes up," he added.
According to Ho, San
Fernando will be widened
to accommodate four
traffic lanes, a parking
lane and a bus stop lane.
The street may take
several bus routes off
Santa Clara Street and be
landscaped to form a
major bus stop mall.

The street widening
project is still being
planned, and the bus stop
mall plans are still tentative.
The bus stop mall may
be part of a larger transit
mall project tentatively
planned for downtown San
Jose by the Santa Clara
County Transportation
Agency and the city of San
Jose, to be completed in
1983.
The main transit mall
would be landscaped and
would run along First or
Second street.
If San Fernando is
given more bus traffic, a
major bus line may be routed along the north side of
the university.
According to the

English prof retires
by Kim Bergbeim
Shakespeare memorabilia dominated the office: wooden replicas of the
Globe Theatre and Globe Theatre
stage, a black resin bust of Shakespeare, chalk drawings of Shakespeare
and Queen Elizabeth I, a leather horoscope, costumes and Shakespeare plays
on the bookshelves.
This is the office of retiring English
Prof. James Jacobs, who has served on
the SJSU counseling staff as well.
Jacobs, 65, is retiring today after
approximately 34 years at SJSU.
Jacobs has been a Shakespeare
enthusiast since high school. During his
counseling career, he also taught
Shakespeare. Everything in his office
was made by former students, he said.
"My counseling years have been
beautiful," Jacobs said. "There comes
a point when a person has to let go.
There’s a point when you’ve done the
work as well as you can and then it’s
time to move on."
Jacobs will continue counseling at
the Jesuit Institute for Family Life in
Los Altos.
He said he will do family counseling
beginning in the fall.
"I will provide a grandfatherly
approach to counseling there," he said.
Jacobs has been married for 38
years to Mary Elizabeth. They have
five married daughters, one unmarried
son and four grandchildren.
During his counseling career,
Jacobs said he was always available to
talk with. Many cases described as
hopeless were referred to him, he said.
"These people said no one paid

attention to them," Jacobs said.
"Every human being is important.
"I get people to recognize what
areas they excel in and show them how
to emphasize those points," he said.
"I work intimately with people and
was able to make a person feel better
about themselves," he said.
"Getting paid for it was an added
Joy."
Jacobs originally started as a
teacher.
"In 1950, I was teaching English at
SJSU and working on my Ph.D. at
Stanford," he said. "Students would
come to me and ask for help with
English. They would end up talking
about problems in their personal life.
"I would talk to them and help in a
fatherly way," he continued.
"One day Dean Joe West asked me
what I was doing teaching and said I
should be counseling.
"I switched my Ph.D. from
Renaissance English to counseling," he
said.
Jacobs received his Ph.D. in
counseling from Stanford in 1956. He
got his B.A. in philosophy from the
University of Santa Clara in 1939 and
his M.A. in English from Gonzanga
University (Spokane, Wash.) in 1940.
Jacobs began the exploratory
education program at SJSU. Exploratory education is career
education, he said.
It helps students decide what their
best skills are and what they should do
in the future, he said.
There are two personal and career
exploration classes offered in the
Counselor Education Department.

Retiring counselor Jim Jacobs.

scheduling department of
the county transportation
agency, no plans to

by Robin Sager Whitney

Biological Sciences Chairman Joseph H. Young
by unannounced federal
inspectors.
He said the animal
room is under "threat of
closing down."
Young also contends
that "student advising
should be completely revitalized. It is hard to keep
consistent advisement."
He suggested that two or
three people should handle
the advisement folders
only.

"Yet," he added,
"we’re very fortunate in
the help we have."
The chairman also
needs to spend more time
with junior faculty, Young
said, "to help them meet
the standards we expect."
"We’ve got a good
faculty, well capable of

turning out research, but
when they teach 17 to 18
hours a week, there’s not
time," Young explained.
Young’s advice to the
new chairman is to create
"maximum openness in an
academic management
situation."
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"Frenchie

SJSU employee Harold McGuire holds hoop for his dog, "Duke
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Harold McGuire is a multi-talented person. In his part time, he works on his various
hobbies which include carpentry and dog training.
Yesterday, McGuire, who is the day supervisor of the movers and window washers
on campus, brought the fruits of his hobbies to show friends and strangers at SJSU: the
scale model of a U.S. Mail stagecoach he built which is pulled by two of his trained dogs.
When McGuire first got the idea to build his stagecoach, he had "no idea how to start
building it."
So he looked at photos in books about the Old West and checked with the San Francisco branch of Wells Fargo bank for some additional plans.
The project took him eight months to complete.
McGuire’s dogs are at least as impressive as his stagecoach.
Two of McGuire’s dogs are Australian Shepherds; they’re the ones who pull the
stagecoach. Another pet of McGuire’s is Frenchie, a French poodle.
The two Australian Shepherds are each only 1 -year-old, and McGuire said that they
both were trained in a few months.
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’/don’t see much improvement since heft’

Former president reflects on tenure here
always the most popular ones," Bunzel said. "But I was
not one to always take the easy road. Some want to rest on
their laurels, and they do that by making the easy choices.
That just was not my way."

by Greg Grimes
Poiiiiial Edlua

Former SJSU President John Bunzel’s almost incessently moving hands finally came to rest on the table in
front of him as he reflected on his tenure here recently.
This was his first press conference on campus since
he left the university in a wake of controversy early in
1978. The questions about how he viewed his stay here
were inevitable.
The lines on his forehead became more pronounced as
he raised his eyebrows and looked up toward the ceiling,
as if to capture the exact words to capsulize the emotions
and experiences he went through as president.
-There was always a vested interest in the status quo
here. It was very difficult to move with purpose and
direction toward a specified goal with that type of attitude
pervading the university."
The hands came alive again as he began to count on
his fingers the programs he initiated.
In 1974, I knew that we would have a declining
enrollment in the ’80s. I wanted to institute layoff
procedures then in order to meet the needs which would
have to be faced in the future."
His right hand moved from the first extended finger to
the second on his left hand.

Bunzel was also considered by some to be inaccessible
and elitist prior to his departure.
"If I wasn’t called an elitist by some, I’d be insulted,"
he said. "But it really is dependent on who it is that calls
me that."
Bunzel was asked how he perceived Dr. Gail
Fullerton’s job as president of SJSU.
He proceeded Fullerton as president, being appointed
by the Board of Trustees of the California State University
and Colleges system in August of 1970.
"She really hasn’t had enough time as president to be
evaluated accurately," he said.
"I have to say, though, that it wasn’t by accident that
I originally appointed her dean. She has proven herself to
be dedicated to the university and the system as a whole.
-In general, I really don’t see much improvement
since I left the university. San Jose State is still perceived
as being too big, in the middle of a deteriorating part of
the city and of having a disproportionate amount of
assaults and rapes."
Bunzel said that the city of San Jose was partially to
blame for this.

"I didn’t believe it was a sound principle that every
class should be considered equally. Should a business or
engineering class be treated on an equal level as a
recreation or physical education class? I don’t think it
should."

"I tried to work with the city by implementing a series
of joint proposals that would have reduced the negative
attitude many people have of this campus, but they didn’t
act on them."

Bunzel said he believed that a procedure needed to be
instituted which would give priority to the programs
which most deserved it.

Bunzel also said that Proposition 9 should be the
primary concern of the university at this time.
-I think if it passes, some real decisions have to be
made. Will the entire university program just drift into
the ’80s or will it go with direction? The administration
needs to realize which kinds of programs are important
and which should not have priorities.

In order to make that system work, both the faculty
and administration would have to agree on the premise
that it would be a fair system," Bunzel said.
-I thought some of our departments had served their
purpose and should either be phased out of the program or
moved in a new direction."

hv Wt. Malom

Before he left the university, Bunzel began to im- "I thought some of our departments had served
plement procedures to both lay off faculty and phase out their purpose and should either be phased out of
departments if "it became absolutely necessary to make the program or moved in a new direction," former
that change."
SJSU President John Bunzel said.
By the time I left, there was a layoff procedure
firmly in place here, which was one of the first in this
some of the faculty and administration over the type of
area," he said.
programs Bunzel wanted to institute by the time he left.
"I am the first to admit that my programs were not
A feeling of discontent was also firmly in place among

"I also think that the younger faculty in a crunch will
have to go," Bunzel said.
"I don’t think rhetoric will defeat the initiative. But I
do not want it to be approved. I don’t feel it should become
part of the constitution, It would be too rigid and inflexible
if it went in."
Although Bunzel does not want to see the initiative
pass, he does say that students should be paying the
tuition which might be imposed if the proposition passes.
"If a reasonable amount of tuition were imposed at

by Mike
"I am the first to admit that my programs wer
not always the most popular ones," Bunzel saic
"But I was not one to take the easy road."
SJSU, it would still be one of the lowest in the nation. Tt
current fees paid by students now is just not realistic.
really doesn’t pay for anything.
"This university should be ready to meet the spec1
needs of the ’80s. It must improve its image with 9
community and has a great amount of room to imprm
itself."
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AN AFTERNOON OF FUN & COMEDY
S !AIMING

IMPRESSIONIST

Final
/11-- Exam
Please answer the following:
1) Who is the President of SJSU?
A. Bella Abzug
B. Jane Fonda
C. Gail Fullerton
21 Sigmund Freud was:
A. NBA scoring leader of 1979
B. inventor of the moped
C. a famous psychologist
31 Prop. 9 is concerned with:
A. legalization of pyramids
B. banning of male strip shows
C. cuts in the state budget
This isn’t your typical GMAT, GRE, or even LSAT
prep test. In fact, passing this test won’t even
qualify you for Harvey’s Institute of Birdwatching.
But, if you answered two of the questions correctly,
you’ve qualified for our special luncheon deal I see
coupon below). If you were unfortunate enough to
miss 2 of the questions, look at the answers below
and retake the test. Good luck on your finals!

Ole!
EL HAPPY BURRITO
invites you to spice up your life.
Come and try our great variety of
Mexican food.

Flautas
Enchiladas

Tostadas
Tamales

Sandwiches and more.
Take Out Available.
Conveniently located ... Corner of San Fernando & 4111
(across from Library North)

7 days a week

8:00 to 8:00

289-8590

MARK McCOLLUN1
FRIDAY, MAY 16 AT 12:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATER
A BLEND OF COMEDY AND MUSIC WITH THE VOICES OF
LED ZEPPELIN, JOEL GRAY. JOHNNY CASH & PORKY PIG.
LAST SHOW OF THE SEMESTER.
walla 11115 WO It 1A111)51111111.41%
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Congratulations to all
1980 graduates!

Free Order Of Fries

7

Buy a large
sandwich
fisha
filet,u
Big Mac,
,r
et(r
q
pounder, or steak sandwich), and receive a free
order of regular fries.
Good only at 90 E. San Carlos
Offer expires June 15, 1980
One coupon per customer
Answers ii21(’
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this week
B Revue Friday. 4926 El
Camino Real, Los Altos.
964-0’220.

Friday, Hot Cider Saturday. 33 S. Central Ave.,
Campbell. 866-8288.

The Empire Strikes
The Country Store: Hot
Back" opens Wednesday, Cider tonight, Pace Friday
May 21 at the Century and Saturday. 157 W. El
Theaters.
Camino, Sunnyvale. 7360921.

Benefit For NORML:
Flamin’ Groovies, Naughty
Sweeties, Trouble Boys and
Spys. Sunday, May 18 at
the Keystone Palo Alto at 8
p.m.

film

music

Fargo’s: Danny Hull
Quartet tonight, Ivory Tower Friday and Saturday.
Barney Steel’s: Uncle 2540 California St., MounRainbow tonight, Jump tain View. 941-6373.
Street tomorrow, Rags SatThe Garret: Milestone
urday. 590 Veterans, Redtonight, Back Alive Friday
wood City. 365-8145.
and the Garcia Brothers
Bodega: John Kay and Saturday. The Pruneyard,
Steppenwolf tonight, Uncle Campbell. 371-6505.
Rainbow Friday and SaturKeystone-Palo Alto:
day. 30 S. Central Avenue,
The Kids plus Jo Allen and
Campbell. 374-4000.
the Shapes plus Mr. Clean
Bull’richer’s: The New tonight, John Kay with
Sons tonight, Starbaby Fri- Steppenwolf Friday, Joe
day and Saturday. 2540 Perry Project plus Snail
California Ave., Mountain Saturday. 260 California
View. 941-4900.
Ave., Palo Alto. 324-1402.

Smokey Mountain:
The Cellar: The Toons
tonight, Mark Naftalin’s R Glide tonight, Trouble Boys

Dave Mason will be
performing in the 500-seat
Mayer Theatre on the University of Santa Clara campus tonight at 7. Tickets are
available only at the information booth at Benson
Center on the SCU campus.

Ian Hunter will be performing at the Santa Cruz
Civic Auditorium on Wednesday, May 28 at 7:30 p.m.
Broken Road and Newill be performing tomorrow night in the
Student Union Ballroom
with the Blue Lightning
Laser Light Show. Student
prices are $3.50 in advance

therworld

day,, April 24 at Berkeley
Community Theatre.

and $4.50 at the door.
General admission tickets
are $4 in advance and $5 at
the door. Tickets are available at the A.S. Business
Office, San Jose Box Office
and all BASS outlets.

Hush

will be debuting
their soon-to-be-released
second album in their final
South Bay appearance at
the Smokey Mountain
Saloon in Campbell on
Friday and Saturday, May
30 and 31.

Hidden Valley Ranch
in Fremont will host a concert with the Greg Kihn
Band, Earth Quake, the
Rubinoos and special
guests, THE SPITBALLS.
2015 Stanford Ave. in
Fremont.

events
"Spokesong," Stewart
Parker’s critically acclaimed play-with-music,
will continue at the Old
Town Theatre in Los Gatos
with performances tonight
through June 4. Phone
408) 354-6057 for more
information.

Lou Rawls: tonight
through Sunday at the
Circle Star Theatre in San
Carlos.
Genesis: Friday, May
23, at the Oakland Coliseum Arena.

"American Buffalo"

Ted Nugent: Friday,
May 23, at the Cow Palace
in San Francisco.

opens tonight at the New
Aquarius Theatre, which
was propelled by a group of
San Jose State Theatre Art
grads. The theatre is at 372
S. First St.

Bill Graham Presents
Eddie Money, The Rubinoos and The Beat, Satur-

Only Beatlemaniacs will like this one
by Scott Mace
So the cannibalizing
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of
the Beatles has begun.
Capitol
Records,
recognizing the enormous
continued popularity of the
Beatles’ original records all more than 10 years old
now - decided to rifle
through its files and throw
together an album of
Beatles singles and other
junk and call it "Rarities."
Sure, there are some
memorable old tunes on
this album, such as
"Misery," "There’s A
Place," "The Inner Light,"
and "You Know My Name

( Look Up My Number)."
Anyone with any incentive,
however, found these tunes
years ago hunting through
the singles sections of any
large record store.
Beyond these and a

trivia.
Capital padded the
album with mono versions
of stereo tunes, stereo
versions of mono tunes and
other stuff only the diehard
Beatles fanatic (the chap

Record Review
tantalizing early version of
"Across the Universe,"
minus the Phil Spector
strings added to the song
for the "Let It Be" album,
lies a wasteland of Beatles

who still has his Fan Club
card in his wallet) would
find worth eight bucks to
hear.
Present are lost versions of "And I Love Her,"

"Help!" "I’m Only
Sleeping,"
"Helter
Skelter," and so on. Some
of them should have stayed
lost, songs the Beatles did
not put on American
albums for good reasons,
since most of them are
crummy versions.
Then Capitol had to
package the album ( you
can not sell them in white
covers anymore) so they
dragged out all the old
unused snapshots they
could find of the Fab Four.
The infamous "butcher
shot" which was the
original cover of the album

1980

"Yesterday and Today" is
here also, showing the boys
holding decapitated baby
dolls and chunks of bloody
meat.
This cover was yanked
quickly when it first appeared in 1966 due to public
outcry, and was replaced
by the "steamer trunk"
shot the album carries
today.
Never mind that the
"butcher shot" will never
represent what the Beatles
were and that with a little
hunting, you could have the
important songs on this album for half the cost.

Eric Clapton’s live album
shows he is still a master
by Brian Boyd
In today’s world of rock guitar, where
volume is mistaken for talent and
repetition for technique, Eric Clapton is
frequently overlooked as the master of
blues guitar.
In the mid-’70s, he seemed content to
sit and watch kids with half his talent
make millions of dollars treading ground
he had explored a decade earlier.
In 1977, the promotion for the album
"Slowhand" proclaimed that "Clapton is
back." If rock music fans were skeptical
then, his new live double-album "Just One

prevalent. The vocaLs are raw and the
guitar is out front, crying in the hands of a
true master. "Worried Life Blues," "Blues
Power," "Early In the Morning," and
"Rambling On My Mind" are all
showcases of the classic-Clapton.
There are decent versions of J.J.
Cale’s "After Midnight" and mark
Knoffler’s "Setting Me Up," even though
vocal duties are given to band member
Albert Lee on the latter.
Clapton did himself a disservice by
including -Further On Up The Road."
This version pales in comparison to the one

Record Review
Night" should remove all doubt.
In his glory days in the late ’60s, the
"Clapton is God" mentality of his fans
made expectations high and hard for him
to meet. As a defensive reaction, Clapton
mellowed out.
This album is a reaction of that. Many
of the songs are from recent albums.
There is no "Layla" or big hits from his
years with the super-group, Cream.
There is a carbon-copy version of his
last big hit, "Lay Down Sally," and a
rendition of "Cocaine" that is as awesome
a love song that drug has ever received.
The Bob Dylan composition "If I Don’t
Be There By Morning," may be wanting in
grammar.
It is the blues, however, that are

of The Last Waltz." The song drags here.
Most of the problems on this generally
good album lie in the fact that artists
rarely have enough good material for a
two-record set. Clapton is no exception.
With this album, Clapton is the tllird in
a parade of major-rock acts that have
come out with a live performance
recorded at Budokan, Japan.
On the inside record-jacket cover,
Clapton writes that he approached a tour
of Japan with mixed feelings because "the
audiences are invariably generous and
almost over-appreciative.
Clapton’s paranoia of being "overappreciated," while noble in its humility,
is wearing a bit thin. Besides, it would be
hard to "over-appreciate" music like this.

’Carousel’ opens May 29
San Jose Civic Light
Opera’s production of
"Carousel" will open
Thursday, May 29th at the
Center for the Performing
Arts.
The SJCLO production
includes a cast of more
than 60.
Evening performances
begin at 8 p.m. )5/29, 5/30,
5/31, 6/1, 6/5, 6/6, 6/7) and
matinees start at 2 p.m.

( 6/7, 6/8.) Tickets are
available now by calling

the SJCLO box office at 2866841.

Free comedy Friday
The A.S. Program
Boa rd
will
present
comedian
and
i mpressionist Mark McCollum Friday, May 16 at
12:30 p.m. in the Student
Union Amphitheater.

McCollum is noted for
his blend of comedy and
music with the voices of
Led Zeppelin, Joel Grey,
Johnny Cash and Porky
Pig.
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Wing’s
Chinese Restaurant

5W.

Cantonese Cuisine

94T. AERO
SQUADRON

131 E. JACKSON ST.

Cocktail
I’

Lunch:
Dinner:

A RESTAURANT

(6 blocks north of Santa Clara between 3rd & 41hl
998-9427
,

Cocktails and Dancing
Happy Hour Weekdays
Dinner Served Nightly
1160 Coleman Ave., San Jose 287-6150
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Banquet

1130 - 2:30 M-Sor
4:30
9:00 14-Thur
4:30 10:00 F &
Sat.
4:00 ’9:00 Sn

262-2224
Call Aheadfor Take Out Orders
579 South Main Street, Milpitas
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good time.
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BEAT THE CLOCK

(Closed Mondays)
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Thurday Nights

Mandarin &
Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner

294-3303
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Get two waterslide tickets
for the price of one.
Regular admission $2.50 I
Valid Sat & Sun
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Progressive Productions and San Jose State A.S.P.B.

THE SOUTH BAY’S HOTTEST RISING ACTS
IAA

Jesus Christ
Superstar

411.11.04,

3665 First St San Jose 704-18

SPARTAN NIGHT
750

Domestic beer
& Sebastiani wine

Soda Cul Bai Boa -
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KO

Ned Lon Pon

Frost
Amphitheatre
Stanford
University

(
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No cOver charge
Thursdays 3 pm-7 pm
9pm-1:30am
Live entertainment Tue-Sat
4 blocks from campus
Booze doubles with a single price tag
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THE BLUE LIGHTNING LASER LIGHT SHOW

May 28-31, 1980
9:00 p.m.

Friday, May 16 8:00 p.m

S.J.S.U. Student Ballroom
SJ SU Students 5.450 Advance $450 Al the
General Almtssion 54 00 Advance $5 00 Al the .t
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Park Center Plaza

San Carlos at Almaden
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Local center helps disabled
become more independent
Spanish and are limited to wheelchairs, called because
by Carla Alvarez
In recent years, the motion picture industry has they can’t find someone to be a live-in attendant. The
materialized the theme of disabled people fighting the outreach center is helping them find someone, Ferrel
bureaucracy. While the films portray the disabled said.
’winning," in reality, working with the bureaucracy is
These services are free, according to Ferrel.
extremely difficult, according to Corky Riley, a peer However, clients can pay a membership fee which entitles
Development
Independence
counselor for the Adult
them to a monthly newsletter and to participate in the
Center’s new Eastside Outreach Center.
center’s classes and social activities. Transportation is
The outreach center, an extension of the main center also provided. The center owns two vans equipped with
in Campbell, offers counseling, employment, housing and lifts.
transportation assistance, education, recreation and
Most of the courses are held at the main center.
social activities, all to help the physically disabled to Courses include job preparation skills, financial
become more independent.
management, how to adapt to a kitchen and discussion
Despite the recent movies, many physically disabled groups on future goals, sexuality, assertiveness, selfpeople do not realize what they are capable of, according esteem and other themes.
to Riley, who is a quadraplegic.
There will be discussion groups at the outreach center
-We want to show them what they are capable of," in the near future, according to Boursse.
Riley said. "We want to help them to become independent,
The first step is to get the disabled person thinking,
not dependent, on the center."
according to Christine Moreland, an assistant peer
The Eastside center was developed to serve the counselor. Moreland, who is a hemplegic, paralyzed on
bilingual and bicultural disabled individuals on the one side of her body, has been with the main center since
Eastside, who, according to Riley, have not been reached 1978.
by any other service.
"They have to be aware of the potentials they have,"
Open since November, the center offers one direct Moreland said. "They have to think about what they want
service, peer counseling.
to do, then we show them that they can do it."
Besides counseling, the center can give information
The peer counselors act as role models for the clients.
and refer disabled people to the different services, ac"Other disabled people are able to identify with us,"
cording to Andre Boursse, who is in charge of human Riley said. "They can see what I have done, the options I
services.
have and my accomplishments.
"If someone needs attendant care, we help them find
"I’ve asked clients if they can drive, and they look at
it," Riley said. "We make contacts with the various me like I’m crazy. So I take them outside and show them
departments and institutions and try to evaluate each my van, which is equipped especially for me, including a
client’s needs individually."
lift."
For example, an older Spanish-speaking man who
The center also can show disabled people which buses
was being evicted from his apartment, called the center
are accessible to wheelchairs, according to Moreland.
recently, according to Gloria Ferrel, secretary at the
"Basically we want to help them to tap their own
outreach center.
-The man is confined to a wheelchair," Ferrel ex- resources," Riley said.
The center has also proved to be a learning explained. "We helped him to find a new place to stay and
then called back later in the week to see how he was perience for those who work at the center.
’I have never been around disabled people before,"
doing."
In another ease, a senior couple, who both speak only said Ferrel, who has worked at the new center for about a

Corky Riley is a peer counselor at San Jose’s Eastside Outreach Center.
"I enjoy helping people that I can relate to,"
month. "I have really grown with this experience."
Riley said that working to help other disabled people Moreland said. "I like to help them realize that they are
become more independent "makes me push harder. I get their own individual selves."
something out of every day.
"Just as I serve as a role model for them, I watch
what they do and try to learn from their successes and
mistakes."
Moreland, who graduated from SJSU in 1978, holds a
bachelor of arts degree in psychology with a minor in
special education. She is currently taking refresher
courses at SJSU.

"We are different from other institutions, like the
state Department of Rehabilitation, because we emphasize individual needs; what the individual needs, not
what the institution wants or has to offer," Boursse said.
The center is located at 30 Kirk Ave. in San Jose, in
rooms 1 and 2 of the United Methodist Church. For information, physically disabled adults 16 years of age and
older can call 9264750.

School, politics educate 1 8-year old student
"It was funny to learn
that some of your closest
friends in your classes had
kids your age," she said
with a smile.
Graveline was appointed to the student
council in the spring of 1979
when the previous A.S.
member dropped out.
"Apathy at this school
reigns," Graveline said. It
is not fair for students to
complain if they are not
going to bother to participate, she added.
"In the special election
we only had a 2 percent
turnout."
As for her election to
the second highest post on
the AS. council, in which
she ran as a member of the
Students for Action, Access
and Accountability. Graveline defeated sorority sister
Alice Phillips by a relatively large margin, 916-363.

Rebecca Graveline
by Joan Casserly
There is an old saying
that "a person can only do
so much," but apparently
AS. Vice President-elect
Rebecca Graveline hasn’t
heard that before.
Graveline, whose A.S.
vice presidency will take
effect on July 1, is also
president of Kappa Delta
Sorority.
But that isn’t all.
Graveline is also a
member of Delta Sigma Pi,
the professional busines
fraternity, Tau Delta Phi,
SJSU’s honor fraternity
and is a "little sister" to
Sigma Nu fraternity.
In addition, Graveline
serves on the Student
Union Board of Governors
and is secretary to the
Executive Council of
Business Students.
The catch isn’t just
that the sophomore ac

counting major is doing all
this, carries 19 units and
"never misses a class."
The catch is that
Graveline is 18 years old.
Graveline. who expects
to graduate at the ripe old
age of 20, doesn’t have any
complaints about leaving
college at such a young age
- except for maybe one.
"I won’t be able to get
into the Spartan Pub until!
am an alumna," she
chuckled.
Graveline does not
think she is stretching
herself in too many
directions and she believes
she can give her fullest to
each of her obligations.
"I find the more you do
the more you can do," she
said. "Anyone can do it if
they learn the secrets of
budgeting time."
Graveline came to
SJSU in the fall of 1978 at

16. She describes her experience of being a
"teenybopper"
on
a
campus where the average
age is 26 as being "real
interesting."

Graveline said she is
"thrilled" with her new
position and "is looking
forward to working real
hard for the revenue
sharing plan," which would

To Have and To Hold
Wedding Par kage Includes
Bridal Bouquet
Mani of Honor Bouquet
2 Mother s Corsages
lather,s Boutonnters
and Church Arrangements

$59.99
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allow students to designate
what campus club or
organization a portion of
their A.S. fees would go to.
Graveline said the
SJSU campus "needs more
people having knowledge
about school and state
affairs and how they interact."
But A.S. council isn’t
Graveline’s sole interest.
Kappa Delta Sorority,

which came on campus two
years ago, is ranked high
on her priority list.
Graveline, who resides
at the sorority house at 278
S. 10th Street, said "it’s like
living in a house full of real
sisters."
The sorority is comprised of so many different
types of girls, "that is what
makes it so unique," she
said. Graveline is referred

NEED
HELP?
That’s what we’re here for.
To help students.
Personal problems?
Vocational concerns?
Academic difficulties?

SJSU
Counseling Services

to as a legacy, as her
mother was also a Kappa
Delta.
"I learn in school, in
my sorority and in student
government," Graveline
remarked. "It all comes
form
to
together
education."
When asked where all
her motivation comes from
to participate in so many
Graveline
activities,

replied with a giggle,
"Myself. I have enough
motivation to last a
lifetime."
When
relaxing,
Graveline said she either
writes, plays the guitar or
the clarinet, or skydives.
Though she claims to
live "one day at a time,"
Graveline said she eventually plans to go to law
school.

"I’M NOT SURE WHERE I
W4NT TO WORK."
You’ve decided to enter the world of busi ness. But how? Where? There is a vast variety of
offices out there, in every shape and size. Are
you best suited for the demands of a small entity,
or is the corporate structure more your style? If
only you could "shop around" try different
environments before making the big decision.
Whether you’re looking for challenge or
convenience variety or flexibility;
SPECTRUM UNLIMITED is the answer for
you.
Temporary Placement Service
2328 Walsh Avenue
if,,,NN (near San Tomos Expressway)

Room 223
Administration Building

N

Santa Clara
727-JOBS

Seventh&San Fernando

277-2966
Mon -Fri
9am-5pm

SPECTRIAA
Riff rrirup

Study til sunrise in the Student Union

A
WINNING
COMBINATION:
YOUR

TEXTBOOKS

OUR

COLD

Cat STORE INC.
330 South Tenth Street

WE HAVE

TO

San Jose, Calif. 95112

TRY’ HARDER

CASH
The Student Union will remain open all night long during finals
week, May 19 through May 23. Vending carts will provide food and
free coffee each night from 10 p.m. until 4 a.m.

Or study at Spartan Bakery til 10
Donuts, cookies, free coffee from 7 to 10 p.m., and lots of tables to
relax or read at.

Whether you study at the Union. the Bakery. or the kitchen table, good luck on finals.
Space for this ad paid for by A.S.
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Best wants to close out career at the top
winter with Southhampton,
one of the top teams in the
English first division next
season.

by Dave Meltzer
The year was 1969 and
a brash, young American
quarterback named Joe
Namath led the New York
Jets to a Super Bowl victory over the highly favored Baltimore Colts in
a game that went down in
football history.
Half way across the
world, a 23-year-old Irish
soccer star was building up
a legend, both on and off
the field, of a life which
even "Broadway Joe"
would have been envious.

"I’d like to go there
and play alongside Kevin
Keegan
Southhampton’s
star striker and possibly
England’s best player )
because that would be
going out on top," Best had
said.
Now, he said, he’s
uncertain about his future.
"My wife and I will
decide after this season.
We’ve been traveling all
over and would like to
settle down," Best said.

On the field he was a
true superstar, the best
player, on the team in the
world’s most popular sport.
His reputation on the field
grew to rival even the
legendary Pele, while his
off the field playboy image
just added to his flair.
Six months ago this
same person seemed at the
end of his rope. After a
season
in
disastrous
America where the only
headlines he made were for
his bouts with alcoholism,
he returned to Europe to
find himself unwanted,
wearing the tag of
"washed-up."
Finally, a team in the
need of a gate attraction,
Hibernian, sitting in last
place of the Scottish
Premier Division, signed
him.

Best didn’t discount
playing another season for
San Jose. "It’s very convenient for me because it’s
close to my business," Best
said.
Best owns a tavern in
Hermosa Beach near
Malibu called "Bestie’s."
"We’ve been having a
bad time," Best said, when
referring to this season in
San Jose. "It’s really like
our pre-season, everyone
getting used to one another.

by Steve Sloan

George Best at a press conference upon his arrival in San Jose.
"I’d hope we still have
shot at the playoffs," Best
said. "We still need
strengthening, particularly
a consistent scorer.

with 26 goals.
"I think I’ve got a
couple of years left," Best
said. "After I’m through
I’d like to split my time
between London and Los
Angeles.

mate on Manchester
United in England ) Noel
Cantwell came up to me
and said ’this was the best
I’ve seen you play in a
couple of years.’

"Hopefully I can make
some of that up with what
I’ve gained in experience,"
Best said.

He did what he was
expected to do, rose attendance from 5,000 to
"I’m hoping Steve
His new coach in San
21,000 per game, and he George Best dribbles through San Diego Sockers defense during his
I David
can fit in," Best
Jose, Bill Foulkes, said
even contributed on the Earthquake debut in Spartan Stadium, a 3-2 San Jose loss.
said. "I know he can do it."
"I was really flattered upon Best’s arrival that he
field, scoring five goals in
"I’ve been really
to hear that," Best said. was, "the greatest player
16 games.
Back in 1977 with the happy with my play since
really just the same as see," he said. "From then remainder of the year.
"I’ve lost a little speed ever to set foot on a soccer
But while playing for everyone else. I did the on things just went
Los Angeles Aztecs, Best coming here," Best said.
On his arrival in San
since my prime, but no field"
Hibernian and on one of his same things everyone else downhill."
set a league record with 18 "After Saturday’s game
Jose, there were ingreat athlete is the same
drinking binges, he said, he did, but since I was a star,
assists, playing alongside the New England coach
dications from Best that he
when he’s 34 as he was
"He was only telling
took a good look at himself. the media blew everything
David, who led the league ( Best’s long-time teamwhen he was 20.
When Best was taken would be playing this
the truth," Best laughed.
way out of proportion.
out of that game. he pulled
"I was almost 34 years
off his jersey and threw it
old and I wasn’t enjoying
-If I did all the things in coach Ron Newman’s .411111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111141111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111%
anything," George Best they said I did, then I’d look face.
revealed. "I decided I like I was 90-years-old by
wanted to go out as close to now," he laughed.
"Everyone didn’t like
the top as possible."
him ( Newman). but I was
**I was always going
He began taking pills out with the boys to the the only one who spoke up
which made him allergic to ha:, and everything, but I on it," Best said. "He
would only play me 15 or 20
alcohol, and claims he just never could say no,"
hasn’t had a drink in nearly Best said about what began minutes even when I was
playing well."
four months.
his problems with alcohol.
During the season the
problems
These
"I thought it was all
rift between Best and
over six months ago," he reached a peak last season Newman got so he:’. that
revealed upon his arrival in with the Ft. Lauderdale Best left the tear ;e: two
San Jose last month. Strikers.
weeks, to go on an affair
"Things have really picked
"I hadn’t played for six with the bottle.
up since then."
months when I arrived, for
On his return, a June 16
them, so I asked the coach
Having been in San if I could play the entire 90 game against the EarthJose for the past month minutes to play myself into quakes in Spartan Sadium
after what Best described shape and he said ’sure,’ " saw the San Jose
as "the easiest negotiations Best said.
crowd chant "Best, Best,"
I’ve ever had," Best
until finally Newman put
past.
his
on
reflects a little
-We had the game won him into the game. He set
and then he went ahead and up a goal 20 seconds later,
On his image as a took me out of the game but found himself in a
playboy, Best said, "I was anyway, which I couldn’t substitute
role
the
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OUTDOOR RENTALS/TRIPS =

YES YES YES
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YES
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WE BUY YOUR BOOKS
WE HAVE SHORTER LINES
WE PAY 60%
WE DO NOT REQUIRE A RECEIPT
WE BUY BOOKS ON SATURDAY
WE PAY 60%
WE BUY PAPERBACKS
WE BUY BOOKS EVERY DAY
WE PAY 60%
WE BUY CLASS SYLLABUSES
WE BUY BOOKS BOUGHT AT
OTHER STORES
YES -- WE BUY STUDY GUIDES
YES-- WE PAY 60%
YES -- WE BUY ANY CURRENT EDITION

feteit BSTEKE

330 South Tenth Street
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Backpacking Equipment
River Rafting Trips
$2-$4
$22.50 Backpacks
American River
$20.00 Sleeping Bags
Stanislaus
$1-$2
$38.00 Stoves
Kings River
arranged by the day, week, or weekend.

Car Camping Equipment

OPENED SUMMERS
Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fridays
11:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m.

Located in Student Union Courtyard
Call 277-3033 for more info.
Sponsored by Associated Students

San Jose, Calif. 95112
,i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110
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Three key Spartans out of PCAA meet

II IIIIP

"

1MONNIAMMIIIMINIMI
by David Flemale

"44

Jerome Bearden (center) will be unable to compete in this weekends PCAA meet.
EDITOR’S NOTE: A full preview of
the PCAA championship meet will appear
tomorrow.

Bared Soles
Roger Myers
Sports Editor

Fired Bellvomini
is naught but a
sacrificial lamb

by Jon Bloom
Ernie Bullard got just what he didn’t
need.
An injury-riddled season came to a
painful low earlier this week when the
SJSU head track coach learned that three
key members of his squad,including
sprinter Willie Jackson, will almost certainly not be able to compete in this
weekend’s PCAA Championship meet in
Irvine because of injuries.
Aside from the fleet Jackson, who is an
integral part of the always potentially
awesome Spartan 400 meter relay team,
world class long jumper Essodina Atchade
and intermediate hurdler Jerome Bearden
will also have to skip the PCAA clash.

The case of Atchade caused more than
that these people aren’t going to be able to
compete," a somewhat disappointed just a slight grimace to come across
Bullard said Tuesday as temperatures, all Bullard’s face.
too chilly for May, slowed a much needed
The 21 -year-old native of Togo was
afternoon practice.
having a solid season, with a best mark of
"The injuries will make it complicated 25-5/12, when a knee injury a little more
but every school has injuries and we’re than a month ago forced him out of action.
just going to have to go with the people
we’ve got."
Bullard had thought Atchade would be
able to recover from the operation in time
The loss of Jackson and Atchade are for the PCAA meet but it appears he’ll fall
particularly damaging to the Spartans.
about a week short.
Without Jackson running a leg on the
400 relay and teaming with Ken Thomas
for an almost unbeatable combo in the 100
meters, SJSU will almost certainly lose a
few points to arch rival Long Beach State.
According to Bullard, the 49ers, who
may be just as strong as SJSU in the sprint
department, will post a large threat to the
Spartans in the race for the PCAA team
crown.

"We’re going to have to accept the fact
Bobby Knight publicly strikes his players and Dan
Belluomini took one out to dinner.
Something rings amiss in the firing of the University
of San Francisco head basketball coach.
Sure, USF’s Belluomini stepped outside NCAA rules
when he took New York High School star Sam Perkins out
for dinner after a basketball tournament in Pittsburgh.
Under the NCAAs complicated by-laws governing
recruitment proceedures, a coach can only so entertain a
prospect on his official visit to the school’s campus.
Compared to the actions of Knight and other brother
After 24 years at the classes in the morning in
he will help out in the
coaches in game and practice action, Belluomini’s
helm. SJSU’s men’s tennis addition to coaching in the
transition," he said. "He is
transgression seems positively trivial.
coach Butch Krikorian will afternoon, Hubbell’s duties
too proud of his acBut Knight is a well-entrenched coach with years of
be saying goodbye to his will be a bit less demancomplishments in the
winning tradition behind him, as well as thousands of
job
ding.
(tennis) program to just
vocal Indiana faithful who, like the minions at Arizona
step aside altogether."
Taking over for the
"John will have no
State, overlook physical excesses for the sake of winning.
57 -year -old classes to teach," Crosby
We all remember the flak university officials at ASU retiring
Krikorian’s
actook when highly-successful, and thus popular, Frank Krikorian next year will be said. "He’ll just be
complishments with the
1977 California graduate coaching in the afternoon."
Kush was fired last year for striking a player.
SJSU tennis program are
Belluomini conversely has but two years of ex- John Hubbell, according to
plenty. Since the PCAA
Though Krikorian, who
perience at a school already anguishing in the NCAA’s Associate athletic director
championships started in
made
his
decision
to
hang
Jon
Crosby.
doghouse due to recruiting violations aplenty by his
1971, Krikorian has led the
up
his
coaching
respon"We are in the process
predecessor, Bob Gaillard.
Spartan netters to six
sibilities
last
October,
will
After spending 1979-80 on NCAA probation, which of the signing right now,"
league crowns, including
not be wearing the head
meant the basketball team was not eligible for post- Crosby said.
this year, and runner-up
coach’s
uniform,
he
will
be
season considerations or television exposure. USF oftitles in the remaining four.
Crosby indicated that, available to help the new
ficials were admittedly running scared of more reperunlike
Krikorian
whose
job
coach
get
a
good
start,
In addition, Krikoricussions and obviously hope firing Belluomini will satiate
at SJSU is full-time, in- according to Crosby.
an’s teams have placed
the NCAA.
-Butch has told us that
within the top 20 nationally
While people like Knight and Kush seem to be above cluding teaching several
NCAA reproach, the Belluomini’s of the NCAA universe
always seem to be the sacrificial lambs for their brethren.
There was nothing terribly wrong with Belluomini’s
actions. He made a mistake, perhaps honestly and
perhaps not. But it certainly did not warrant the severe
actions taken by USF’s probation-wary administrators.
minutes into the match, Quakes general
by Dave Meltzer
But the fear of USF’s officials is in one sense unmanager John Carbray said.
The team with a revolving-door roster,
derstandable. Under the NCAAs extremely questionable the San Jose Earthquakes, will try to see if
The Earthquakes have another admethod of "inspection," those universities once bitten the third time is the charm as they again vantage, in that they will be playing with
must remain twice as shy because the NCAA has a long try to play the Edmonton Driller at 8 almost the same line-up as in their
memory.
tonight in Spartan Stadium, barring the previous game, a first all season.
Meanwhile, those universities with All-American unforeseen.
The consistent signings and exitings of
images of winning have little to fear.
Tonight will be the third time this players, 30 so far this season, has taken its
who could blame Belluomini for demanding some
Stadium;
toll
on
the Earthquakes teamwork, and left
game has been set for Spartan
answers.
the two previous meetings were cancelled them with an 0-6 record going into
tonight’s game.
difficulty.
CBS treatment of the NBA championship final because of stadium
"We’re at the position where I would
The April 12 meeting was cancelled
playoffs is a disgrace and a disservice.
As anyone who’s been following the Sixer-Laker when a broken irrigation pipe flooded the say we’ll be ready to start the season in a
series has frustratingly discovered, CBS has decided the playing field with 1.6 million gallons of week," Earthquake coach Bill Foulkes
games originating in Los Angeles’ will be televised water. The original make-up game, set for said after Saturday night’s 1-0 shoot-out
nationally in the same time slot as they are in the East April 23. had to be postponed because loss to the New England Tea Men.
SJSU officials wouldn’t allow the Quakes
The only new face in tonight’s line-up
Coast, 11:30 p.m.
The only exception is L.A., the second largest use of the stadium because the field had will probably by the 20-year-old midfielder
from Holland, Hans Kraay Jr., who
television market in the nation, where the games are been water-logged by a rainstorm.
carried live.
If ever there was a time for the Quakes arrived in San Jose on Tuesday. Kraay Jr.
It’s a disgrace to the NBA, because CBS does not have to break their 11 -game losing streak, and the Quakes are still awaiting
enough faith in the audience drawing power of the World ( stretching back five games into last clearance from the Dutch Soccer
Federation before he can play tonight.
Championship series to put the games in prime time on season tonight is it.
the West Coast.
One question still remains. Can the
The Drillers have dropped their last
And it’s a disservice to all the basketball fans, of two matches, most recently a 2-0 defeat on Earthquakes overcome whatever jinx it is
which some really do exist, and plain old fashioned sports’ the road against the California Surf on that keeps them from winning? Their last
fans who wish to watch the games.
home victory was back on July 21, 1979,
Tuesday night.
Most have to be at work or school early the next
when they stopped the Tulsa Roughnecks,
Soccer
League
North American
morning and following the series becomes more a burden
3-2.
playing
conteam
history
shows
that
a
than pleasure. And that is not what sports is all about.
The Drillers, currently 3-3, beat San
that
close
secutive
games
on
the
road
CBS’ explanation for all this is it would be too much
Jose earlier this season, 4-2, on April 27 in
second
will
invariably
lose
the
together
trouble to juggle its line-up to air the games live
Edmonton.
one.
nationally.
The Earthquakes have dropped 12
The NAM, no longer schedules road games by one goal, the majority of them
That argument holds no water though, when put
games this close together, but since last minute or overtime losses, in their last
alongside the fact of CBS unning the games live in L.A.
Obviously, the real reason is CBS figures it can have tonight’s game had to be made up, an 18 home matches. In four other home
its cake and eat it too, garner high ratings with the show exception had to be made.
games, San Jose claimed one or two goal
even in the late slot and get its normal ratings with the
In previous seasons when the schedule victories.
regular programming.
often had teams play Friday and Sunday
The Quakes have really been out of
As usual, a network’s selfishness is costing the fans on the road, the team on Sunday would
only two home games in the past two
the most.
normally run out of steam about 30 seasons.

The Spartans will dearly miss the six
points a first place by Atchade would bring
if he had the necessary additional week of
rehabilitation.
Bearden’s ankle injury, which was
originally sustained in track practice
earlier this season was reaggravated as
the intermediate hurdler participated in
spring football practice, forcing him out of
the PCAAs.

"Essodina’s just running out of time,"
Bullard said. "He’s almost ready but still
needs a few more days and I don’t think
he’s going to make it."

Without him, SJSU has no intermediate hurdlers to challenge a strong
trio from Long Beach led by Peter Allen,
who has posted a 52.3 this season. Bearden
was not far off his pace, having run a 53.0.

It is an extremely unfortunate
situation, to say the least, as Bullard had
said on more than on occasion that Atchade would almost certainly win his
event, as only Ron Johnson of Long Beach
comes close to the 25-5 mark.

Bullard has also expressed concern
about another hurdler who may not be up
to par for the title meet, Pete Dobbins, as
the high hurdler has had a bad case of the
flu for the past week.

Tennis coach Krikorian hangs up the reins
Former Cal netter to sign as new coach

Quakes, Drillers try again

ranked teams 10 times
since his first year with the
1956,
in
Spartans
with third place NCAA
finishes in both 1959 and
1960.
"Butch has done a
great job with the
program," Crosby said.
A graduate of SJSU
himself, Krikorian spent
four productive years on
the Spartan tennis team
and took the National
of
InAssociation
Athletics
tercollegiate
singles championship in
1952 as well as garnering
Northern Calif onria Intercollegiate finalist titles
in 1951 and 1952.
As for Krikorian’s
replacement, Cal’s Sports
Information Director John
McCasey was pleased to
hear that Hubbell had
accepted the coaching
position with the Spartans.
"He was never a really
big star on our team, but he
was strong in the technical
aspects of the game. Those
are the things that you need
to be a good coach," he
said.
The 25-year-old future
coach graduated from Cal
in 1977 after lettering for
the Bear’s tennis squad for
two years.

file’ 1)110(1)

Butch Krikorian steps down from the Spartan
Tennis coaching spot

Spartan 4 All-NCBA
Four members of the
1980 SJSU baseball team
were rewarded for this past
by
efforts
season’s
receiving All -Northern
California Baseball
Association league honors.
The Spartans put two
sophomores on the AllNCBA first team.
Mark
Pitcher
Langston, who ended the
season with a 6-2 record,
was one of four pitchers
selected to this year’s AllNCBA first team.
Langston struck out 111
batters in 101 innings this
season and is expected to
anchor the 1981 staff.
SJSU’s Mike Brown
landed a spot as an out-

fielder on the first team,
even though he only played
in 28 league games,
compared to the other
outfielders, who all played
at least 37 league contests.
Brown, who is a
sophomore athletically but
is a junior academically
because he red-shirted one
year, put on a second half
power surge at the plate
which gave him a team
high RBI total of 41.
Second baseman Chris
Gallego, who started out
the season at third base,
io1101:1

senior pitcher Jay Brazil.
Brazil’s 9-4 record was
the best on the SJSU staff

this season.
Gallego, who is also a
senior, ended the 1980
season with 56 hits, second
only to first baseman Stan
Jones, who had 66 at
season’s end.
champion
NCI1A
Fresno State headed the
All-NCBA selections with
11. Fresno coach Bob
Bennett was named coach
of the year.
For the second year in
a row, Fresno’s Rich Bordi
was named pitcher of the
year.
"
q’ "
’S and the
,i)iversity of the Pacific
had six selections and
Santa Clara, like SJSU, had
four.
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For Sale

JOBS IN ALASKA Summer or year
Woo to 57,000
Good Pay
round
menthiy All fields parks, fisheries,
teaching, oil industry and more.

5375er offer. Call 267.3906.

TO:

Iwo plus deposits Before June I.
Two blocks from campus on Filth

0191,
STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
of your mouth and sane money tee
Enroll now!. Intormatron at A.S.

101 FREE magazines! Complete list
of 101 magazines you can aubScribe
to free Sublects Wildlife, Science,

Office, or call 3714011.

Business.

Travel, etc Send 57 to
COSMOS Products, 664 College Ape.,
PaloAlto, CA 94304. Postage paid.
’42 VW BUG. Not driveable, but over
53.000 worth of sal
le parts,
i.e , new sunroof, new seats, newly
rebuilt undamaged engine, etc Best
offer Call (213) 6e9-2032, or write
Pendleton.

SS2S

Westmont

Road,

Whittier. CA 90401.

DEXTER
31139 Shrine P1.
90007

ENTERPRISES,
Los Angeles,

CA

missionspatO in advance 5 hour day
Will rain Call 116 1521,
oriented

students

wanted.

Industrious, active, to develop sales
organization tor S F Chronicle and
E ’rammer. Minimum wage guaranteed against high commissions. Can

6 FOOT burgundy colored couch.
E xcellent condition. $O. Call Linda

earn 5100 to 5300 per week. Year
round lob if desired. Call 1415/ 453
5711, collect.

at 295-0374 alter 5 p.m
BEER MAX IHG
OUR kit, selling for 529.9S, makes,
gallons of delicrous brew, and then.
IS cents per 6 pack alter that.
Simple instructions and top quality
ingredients make EVERY customer
a success EVERY TIME. Your
friends will insist in coming to
YOUR pad in the future. After all,
where can they get a European type
malt beer with S percent alcohol and
not have to go out to buy it. We’ll
giv you individual instruction, or

QUEEN WATERBED with padded
train* and headboard Great condi
hon. Paid $550, will sell for $230. C11

NOW HIRING lifeguard, counselors,
horseback riding instructors, gene,
al counselors and kitchen assistants.

Kelly at 214-8373 alter 6 p.m.

Non-smoking 6,000 acre coed ranch
camp, June 1110 Aug. 30, Salary plus

FIND that special gift you’ve been
looking for at the SPARTAN BOOK

room and board Located between
Oakdale and Sonora, Calif. Personal
interview required. Call 12191 1147

STORE. Receive extra money for
shopping by selling your used books
May 12-23. EXTRA BONUS , lo per
cent discount coupon. Good far me,

5269,

chondose only.

P M. 3511 N. Montgomery, I blk. No.
of Julian, S.J. Call Mr. Scott at 294-

DRIVERS: Melody Ice Cream Co.
Full or part time. Apply 9 a.m. to 1

10-SPEED Motobecanit bike. Good
condition. 5125. Call Steve at P12-

/410.

store.

1440.

JEWISH RELIGIOUS School Teachers for fall 1900, Temple I manu-El,

ARE you graduating? What better
time to have a beautiful award
winning color portrait created by
John Er. Paulsen Call John at 441
2390
SJSU GSU: Gay Student Union is a
supportive organization for lesbians
and gay men. GSU provides a blend
of social and educational activities
which give lesbians and gay men the
opportunity

to

themselves

and

meet,

learn

each

about
and

other

Help Wanted

ditions, strong support system and
excellent salaries. Contact Fred
Marcos at 2924939.

Course. CALL 249-5275.

E NVIRONMENTAL
ACTIVIST.
Promote safe energy and slay car
wale dragons that pollute our air
and water through pesticides and

WORK available now in Southwest
San Jose, Eastside, Cupertino, Sara

toxic wastes. ASSERTIVE WOMEN
AND MEN to enjoy the summer lob
of fundraising Canvass for CITI-

CAMPUS Internship Program. Fi
nancia I Planning Training and Sales

No. 2215, or call 297-4664. Over IS,

ZENS FOR A BETTER ENVIRONMENT. 1400 Coleman Ace, Santa
Clara To schedule an interview, call

own car.

72,0994.

CAB drivers needed. Full and part
time drivers and dispatchers. Most

PERSON needed to help carry my
books to the SPARTAN BOOK
STORE to sell them on May 12-33.

toga and Sunnyvale Flexible hours
Apply in person at 210 South lot St.,

LOOKING
for
wedding
photographer?
Your
wedding
photographs by John Eric Paulsen
Photography are expressions of
love Soft, elegant and uni
Ily
understood

every

Thurs

in the S.U.
Council Chambers. Lesbian Caucus
meets 7 30 p.m. Wednesdays in the
Women’s Center. For more in
formation on any of our events, call

be 25 years ol age or older. Male and
female. All shifts available, Call
King Cabot 293)9044.
MEN!
Cruiseships!

EXTRA

BONUS

discount

coupon.
chandisit only.

10
Good

percent
tor

mer

Sailing

Expeditions,

P.O. Box 1165, San Jose 95109. Call

worldwide!

SUM.
ME R AND IMMEDIATE, lull time
and part time openings. Steady pOsi.
lion in frozen food warehouse, filling

Send 54.95 for applica
Iron. information and referrals. to

orders from shelves and city deliver)
res. Heavy lifting. 54.50 an hour. Call

Services:
COUNSELING
SJSU
Available to all students who would
like help with vocational, personal

CRUISEWORLD 20, 753S Watt Ave.,

Mrs. Emm at 2/1-4900.

or academic c
. Come see us
in our new office in Room 323, Ad.
msnotration Building, 7th and San

JOBS!

studio. 1184. Lincoln Ave. Auditions
for upcoming performances. Call
9911-2416 or 2116-6111.

Box 60129, Sacramento, CA 95060,

laundry facilities. Call 257-0136 after
II p.m , or leave message for Meg at

395.7933
g a .m.4 p.m.

MALE STRIPPER

By Toy Collector. Top
prices pate for All European Toy
Cars in ORIGINAL or MINT Con
WANTED:

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE Mar 12-23.
EXTRA
BONUS
10
percent
Good for mer
coupon

Canada All inquiries w,ll be
in
confidence
Please send all
inquiries to Suite 1205, IMB Tower,
PD, Box 10153, Vancouver, B.0

discount

dotion,

such as English Dinky,
French Dinky, Corgi, Tekno, Ram,,

etc Call (41S1 793 5311.
can earn big money in the mail
order business! With some time and
iYOU
effort, you can earn some money to
pay for the things you want! For
into, write to Capricorn Industries,
Box 1614, Palo Alto, CA 94302.
is
ATTENTIONSierra
Club
sponsoring a "Russian Ricer Canoe
Trip"

on May

10 and

11

For in

formation,
attend
our
weekly
meetings on Tuesday at; 30 p.m in
the

S.U.

Guadalupe

Room.

Non

members are welcome.
SIERRA CLUB: Lenny Groner will
speak on "The Natural History of
Nepal," Tues., at 770 p.m. in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room. Information
concerning the May 10.11 "Russian
River Canoe Trip" may
obtained at the meeting.
COVE NIE NT

shopping,

also

be

friendly

salespeople and CASH for used
books. All at the SPARTAN BOOK
STORE, May 1002 EXTRA BONUS
10 percent discount coupon. Good

EXCELLENT

pay
and flexible
hours. Nursing and clerical person.
tel needed. Aides Whr., LVN’s
Whs., RN’s Se/hr. Clerical at var.
Koos
.001510 experience needed.
Carl New NOrteens al 244.5552.

ROOMMATE needed to share flOW 3
firm. house, to min. from SJSU.
5290 mo. plus 1/3 util. Call 2594027.
VISITING father 136, a writer)
Nods a room or sleeping space in
Sal) area May 4 11 Local ref. Call
3g4/329 today. please!

MEN!

WOMEN! Jobs on Ships!
American, foreign, No experience
required Excellent pay, worldwide
travel. Summer lob or career Send
S3.00 for information to SE AFAX,
Dept. C 6, First and Laurel streets,
Port Angeles, Washington 98362,
THE House of Gent, in San Jose is
looking for a TE PPANYAK I COOK
for a Japanese steak house. Call
14011 256 4139 after 5 p.m. Ask tor
Kenny.
POLICE Officer for city of San Jose.
Must be bolongual, (Spanish/Eng
1101, 21 to 34 years of age.? years of

275

STUDIO apartment, I blink from
campus. 5235/mo. Utilities paid. Call
9914149.
ROOM neer campus. Kikhen and
laundry prfv. Non.sinolier. Call 29574311.

DELI OPENING
Sandwich makers and checkers
needed. Fuller pail time, weekends.
5 miles from campus in Milpitas

PART FURN beIrrn. Victorianpt,
1 131k., from Science Bldg. Upstairs,
2 people, refs. 0300/mo. 406 S. Ird St.,
No. 3. Call 244.3100.

Near bus. Call 9446111,
SUMMER rooms to rent close to
Call 279 9629

CAN YOU TYPE?
CAN YOU

campy’. Bargain

Or 9111-9925. Ask for Adon or Bob

nu get by Selling your books to the
PAR TAN BOOK STORE May i122
BONUS
)/(TRA
10
percent
iseount coupon. Good for mer
handise only.

lowest

vie*,

AUDIO

EARN EXTRA MONEY. We collect
high school directories CII K.0
Fitzgerald or J.L. MacLean at 13141

WORK
abled 1
for non
dit. Car

with developmentally disto I in homes on weekends
profit agency Possible crenecessary. Starting salary),

53.79 plus mileage. Alter 4 months,
S4.30. C411721.5570

I

111USSOY/WAITER positions open
e xperience preferred, will train
Call 37741154 after 3 pan.

26
28
32
33
34
35

EN

check

with

us

for

36
37
38
39

1110

honest
EVERYTHING
Correct,
information amen on performance,
etc

highly

line

my firm can handle
anything from one letter to large
Reports
manuals Or
mail lists
Quail’,
work
rSurnes
at
rates
reasonable
Call
THE

etc

EXECUTIVE’S ASSISTANT at We
1144.

TYPING
ISM Selectric
reasonable

II, Fast neat and

rrrrr

Call 5514161,

TYPING: Accurate. Term wipers.
reports. SI/pg., double spaced. Cell

typing editing on
Theses, etc. Words
Unlimited. Call Vol at 9649303.
Sillectrit

area

II.

WOO DISCOUNT COUPON just for
calling,
WCKERS
KEY
Professional

typist.
GOOD
Reasonable

Call

0445

eves

IBM
SelectriC.
Call Goldte at 767

before

10

p m

or

Typing

Discount studio

and

popular

I

MEI

WI
hi

advertised

40 Confronts
41 Apportioned,
in a way
43 Look up to
44 Makes do
(with "out")
45 Car model
46 "Porgy and
Bess" aria
50 Traffic sign
53 Coming close
54 Fanon
56 One: Fr.
57 Glassy-eyed: Var.
58 Nostrils: Anat
59 Rule: Abbr,
60 Barnyard sound
61 Between: Fr,
62 1980, etc.
DOWN
1 Soap of a kind
2 Brainstorn
3 Biblical
menagerie
4 Pulse record:
Abbr.
5 Brought up
6 Fragrant root
7 Enfold
8 Matinee nuisance
9 Tied up

"
14

II

lia

Showroom
and
service
local
manufacturtng factimes in San Jose

WOULD like to find female to be
with a handicapped man. If in.
Wester’. call 7t11 2308.

ACROSS
Corn crib
car
Hurl
Brouhaha
Word with
cotta or firma
Sister: Lat,
Earl Grey, for
example
Charlotte Corday’s victim
Actress Worth
Type of fence
95, for example:
Phrase
Shoemakers’
concern
Spelunker’s
stamping ground
Hallowed
Failed to elect
Box
Silent jester
New Deal agcy.
Seaport of
Almeria
Passenger ship
Certain supports
Ship’s record
Overseas correspondent, at times

10
11
12
15
20
22
24
26
27
28
29
30
31
33
36
37
39
40
42
43
45
46
47
48
49
51
52
55

WI

Neighborhood
Lyric
Trap in a way
Sterling
Trunk artery
Horse opera
Marvin of
the movies
Hair base
Enthusiasm
Like ivy
"
of
Progress"
Spurrer
Cup: Fr
Important event
Liquid measure
Volcanic flows
Phoniness
Provided a picnic
Observation
Winder
Nattily dressed
Window part
"Do
others..."
Intend
Mideast land
Rare bird
of a sort
Pins down
Compass pt.
12

18
22

24UU

23

11

1111118

111

25

UUU

Sounds Unique. 261 1793 Open Tires
Fri., 14, Sat., noonl.

/0
lIl

DO YOU WANT some advice? Do
You want to settle an argument? Do
you want to get someone elses

3?

IMPROVE your stereo system with
cash from selling books at the
SPAR TAN BOOKSTORE ,Viay 1222

demon, Then write
Dear John
Now Toucan get "A man’s point of
vtew

dress

chandise vole

’ Include any name and ad
you choose All reef es are
mailed to you and are held in

iv

BONUS

E X TR A
discount

Good

coupon

UUUUEH
II
35

percent
tor

II

mer

38

UUU1111UUUU

So. tor alvice,

III

ill
44

45

recorded

Travel

Happy Birthday from one
who Mires you from afar. It’s not
long novel Love from Nilo
SOT*:

anywhere at di
represent

my used books at the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE May 1223.
EXTRA
10
percent
BONUS
for

Identity Card issuance
and gritRall

MZ-As

trains

Private heated pool and taCulli
5210/mo. plus 1/3 utilitres. Call 765

...

Birthday

Imlay?

Wilson’s
Forget it

laundry.

parking

Call

2,1

Insurance

Wide

map

Backpacks
to find

travel

books

...

PLANNING COMPANY
Charter
Travel Specialists 444 E Walton,
Street 110th and Wm 1, San Jose, CA
95,17 Call 14011 1,2 MU

210
you

5115180

-r
RATES

Print Your Ad Here:
:Count approx,nately 30 letter% and spaces for each hoe)
Each

One

Two

Throe

Four

Ft.

add
liOnN

day

days

days

days

days

day

32 00

2 50

2 75

2 90

300

50

4 lows

2 50

3 00

325

340

3 50

50

5 lines

3 00

3 50

3 75

.390

4 00

SO

6 line,

3 50

4 00

425

4 40

4 50

$0

hind

Phone

Print name
Address

Fart, do000mn.0 Sneadd
50

50

%mono., Three Lines One Day
Semester Ram loll issue.) $3000

washer

Pool,

...

Hard

converters ... Camping
Club Med .. Open 7 days:
Mon Fri, 9-6; Saturday, 9 5, Sunday.
noon 5
TRIP
AND
TRAVEL

Check a Clessdorarron

277 3175

6573.

0143

USA.

Voltage

J.T.
Happy 6 months of Love
between us.
Your partner.

I HOUSES for rent one block from
campus. 3 firm.. I -I/2 ba, 2 berm,
1 ha. and den. Stove, refrigerator.

FEMALE
roommate needed to
share 3 bdrm
2 be art 2 blocks
from school from May 74 to Aug 76
1,170 per month plus 1’3 of utilities

MUM
MHO ORM
MOMUO0 11000 ORM
AMMON MUOMMUO
OOMMMOUUMOMMO
OON OBUOM
MUM ORROO 00NR
NOONNON DOOR
monnuo momnou
MOO MRUOURO
DOOM MUM MOOR
ODE= OOR
HON
UOVIONROONOOON
UOONOOMR NROROO
UDR 0000 MOUND
ORO AIJO
OPIUM

tours

0764 eves or w

11450/0425 per Month. 5210
deposit Call agent at 923-3321 or 926

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

EuRall,

lob placement

selection

yours are the best. I wish I could say
more.

HARD WORKING black artist seeks
together sister to share creative

ROOMMATE
wanted:
Female
preferred to share beautiful 4 bdrm.,
house with one male and one female

5115180

...

Canada and Mexico Travel
Youth
Hostel Cards ... Student ships and

connoisseur of eyes, I
all., eight months, that

ROOMS FOR RENT near SJSU.
Male or female
Summer only
SeS/Mo. Coll Scott at NI 9629

ideas and rent 3 firm. house in E
Foothills, Call 933.41154 before 2.

Hawaii

Asia ... Africa

StudentRii
Ore ’seas

Disco

58
53

ill

I Seri/ices
... Austral.. .. USA. r
Available
International
Student

mer

58

.me also
operations

charter

rrrrr 1
Europe .

HAVING an existential crisis7 for
fast rehel from an experienCed
pereson. call Sue al 71104425.
a

all

(including
Mexico .

chandise only.

conclude,

dUUUU

B UDGET FLIGHTS 1910 Domestic
and
rr
ions!
let
Motifs

we need mere time
Let’s go away for No
weekend with the money I get bv

Good

55

ill

.

coupon.

III
54

together

discount

Mild

Announsments

Help Wormed

Automotive

Homing

For Sale

Lon and Found

City

Enclosed HS

For

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 93192
Deadline

Iwo day’ poor 10 PobltCtiOn

Consecutrve pubecetton dates only
No refunds on cancelled ds

Service.

. Call 3734535.

SAN JOSE Secretarial Service. loan
tette anything. Call 707.3193,

10

We manufacture a
of
quality
loud

systems use but all’? to 1,2 the cost
Full manufacturers warranty with

7411.

1422.

rrrrrr zers, busboys, cooks and NOP
washers. 374 S. Ist St., San Jos*, Call
3904161.

25

SAVE THIS AD.,’
B efore you purchase any hili, car
stereo, TV, recorder or recording

UNWANTED hair removed forever.
Conf rdentia I.
355
S.
Specialist.
IlayWOod Ave. San Jose. Call 247

hrs. per week. Call 219-1996.
SUMMER lobs, Eultpia Restaurant
Is now hiring lunch and dinner waif-

23

TERPRISES HAS IT!
Lab/Disbie pup on SJSU
campus, Friday, May 9. Fountain
area. No tail. Call 2794650,

CLEAN, quiet turn. 1 WM. apt
$265 Plus NIP001111. All utilities paid.
Near SJSU. Nen:smoker, Call 101

Santa Clara, CA 95050

379-6362 eves.

video

systems,

Merchandise only.

WANTED: Female to do house.
keeping and light meal preparation
for disabled female. 53.50 per yr., 12

2611-19111.
ION LTD. SK
miles, exc. condition. 53,100 or best
offer. Also 17’ frost free Whirlpool
refrigerator Bolt offer Call Milts, al

18
19
21

protection

FOUND:

lewlewIll

141
IN Speaking hater wanted.
se n hour, two hours week TEA
Write to Jay Voral, 331 Lowell DOM

KAW

TV’s,

selection of the highest fidelity at the

reset:Kimble male student. Call 797/679 between, a.m. and 11 P.m.

’72 VW Square Back. Excellent con,
d111001. New engine and tires Call

’79

15
16
17

May 12 23 EXTRA BONUS
10
percent discount coupon Good for

free

871-4212, collect
SILL your car melte it over ?he
fountains for your summer vaca
ion? Get a tune up with the money

1
4
9
13
14

SSSO for complete price quotes or
more info, SMWFS, 10 to 10. Ask for
KEN Look to A.E. lor the widest

Money at the SPARTAN

WHAT???

for

lanaI
accurate,
r
typing. exo.riinixsts. nasonatii.
FAST.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

defective exchange, with optional S
year parts AND labor. Shipped

BOOKSTORE by selling used books,

PRIVATE room. Kitchen prow., 1/2
block 10 SJSU. Near Lucky’s. Prefer

MONT manager
rent. Call 391-1431.

Reasonable rates. Call

TYPING.
Ex
PROISESSIONL
perienced Reasonable rates. Fast.
at
2/4
1975
Jeannie
Cell

weekends.

portables and acc rrrrr ies for the
car, home, stage Or Studio. Also,

dire from wholesale distributors to

For

selectric II
440 1154.

Gayle at 3674079.

Valley

Blossom

300 brands of
components,
compacts,

Call 330-5944 Or 212-4357.

95151

Experienced.
Hod. Call 2744975,

0374.

Janet at 2274525.

nearly

Female,
LOST:
CAT II SJSU,
Hymalayan. Looks like ch0C. Pt.
Stomach
shaved
Siamese.
and
stitches. White Ilea collar. "Sissy."

selling
FEMALE: Serious. 31 plus, non
smoker, wanted to share 3 OcIrm 2

San Jose, CA 95159, for &opt

CALL 2110-6706

;eft* player. Gets good gas Mileage.
1750, Call 354 5911 eves

with

stereo

DO YOU, CAN YOU?

64 PLYMOUTH Valiant convitrti
sle. Good condition. AM/PM cas.

Jose.

!MUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!!
Get the best for less from AUDIO
EN
ENTERPRISES.
AUDIO
TE R PR ISES is SJSU’s complete
consumer electronics buying ser-

new in factory sealed cartons with
loll manufacturers warranty. 30 day

CA

typing.

ratios.

rates. Call Janet at 365.1556.

Graduate
by
SJSU
IBM Sel II South San

Stereo

Lost and Found

Jose,

Reasonable
Deadlines

message, call 14001 7744906.

at 277-4951.

ronmental I mpac t Report

I Spot Coupe Clank!
69 FIA .
Looks and runs great Must selll
Call 720 1696 or 2279528.

Department

write Dear John, P 0 Box 21026, San

be, turn apt 2 blocks from SJSU
SIN
plus
5100
deposit
Share
utilities. Pool and laundry facilities
Write: W.M. Alyea. P.O. Box 26135,

no additional materials will be accepted for addition lathe final Echo)

Automotive

Approved

;Aimmffiffimffiffiffimmm

vice,

strictest confidence
CUTE COTTAGE
Near campus. S135,no Call

college Fluent in Spanish. For more
information, call SJPD Recruiting

for merchandise only
DUE TO the receipt of the hearing
transcript and the passage of seven
weeks since the pulslic hearing on
the proposed parking facility E1R,

E schange referenceS. Call Don or
Pat al 29S 7431

10th

my Manse. Professional,

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
(k, Ito Lo4 Angeles Times Swelleate

Box 60129, 2535 Watt Avenue, Sacra-

VILLAGE
AMUSE
MENT PARK, 4110 Monterey Road.

and

TYPING by Kathy. Professional and
experienced. Siefectric II, Cali 944-

TYPING: Accuracy, neatness and
deadlines gu rrrrr wed. Experienced
in master’s, reports. dissertations

2950343 Or 264.4347.

speakers and kits WHOLESALE to
the public Our speakers use the
same components that most af the

FRONTIER

9th

NEED A TYPIST, All kinds of
typing done on an IBM Correcting

rates. Call 2694614.

So

Garbage and water included. Call

complete

fireplace, 41 patio, private yard and
and
5)
utilities
and
94 rden
responsibilities
$300 per month.

graphs,

Canada V7Y 106

COMBINATION office and studio
apt. Separate 1
room building.
Furnished.
1 block from SJSU.

quality.

11 child care. 21 coop food buying, 31 cable TV and

ibetween

FAST,

offices

Personals

SHARE

10

PROFESSIONAL

Approved Typist List.

54.9S for application, information
and referrals to LAKEWORLD 20,

AMUSEMENT park fun ... Last
Roundup ride operators ... Security,
Sales Immediate part time open
ings, full time summer Apply NOW

Call 0004704
William Street,

IBM Soksctric, Call Sue at 24E1593.

TYPING: Thesis, term papers, etc.
Experienced and fast Reasonable

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL. 20
yrs ex p Resumes, theses reports.
votaes, term reports, letters, dot

DISCOUNTS on over 250 moor
brands of equipment Good prices
available
on
lust
about

COUPLE with child to share 4 firm.
house near campus with couple with

reasonable

fe,

Open 10 5. M F

BA

IOW

IGENT TYPING
Connie and Gary U141141

Valley area Call
KATHIE at 570 1216.f am to 9 p.m.
am also on the Graduate OHM*

CANADIAN
Immigration, Levan
Consultants Ltd. (established 19731,
in Hong Kong and Vancouver Experienced advice offered
in connection with immigration to

bit

NOM by
books to

ISM

TYPING:

Reasonable

2554454.

Housing

child

reasonable

Typing

tor a Ins,charts,

LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA!

mento. CA 95460.

AgenCY

TYPING SERVICE
%ming
Reports.
books,
automatic typing Call 3494413, S.C.

IONAL exp. typist. Past,
tric. Call 3534040.

John at

bridal shower or bacheloretle party.
Call Rick at 240 0344

tape,

Little exp. Fantastic Tips! Pay! SI,
600 to 53,100 per summer. Thousands
needed.
Casinos,
t
f
ranches, Cruisers, rafting, etc Send

Prolesstonal
rates

or slop by 414 E
Sutte

PROFESSIONAL editing. Thews,
dissertations, etc. Reasonable. Call
II at 374:IN7.
Ms.

award

Entertaining for women
Paul’s Party Favor

SJSU
5150 per Month (I trst and
last), plus 1100 deposit Available
novo Call 294 430

IBM
up
work
All
at 23030e9

coupon Good for merchant/meanly

your door in a to ill days! Call 755

DRIVER-WAREHOUSMAN.

9e11-11/55.

CALL the School of Ballet Arts for
info, on classes at new spacious

:nest

bOrrn., 2 ha apt. near Westgate. 10)5 minutes tram campus. 5175 plus
I/O utilities.
Includes pool and

FOUND

WOMEN!
JOBS!

Sailing Camps. No experience, good
pay. Summer, career. Nationwide,

*its. Call 777-2966.

the

INME NT FOR WOMEN:
Male cake popper for your next

R E MALE roommate. non-smoker,
serious student wanted to share 2

LESBIAN roommate wanted. Own
room in 3 ’Arm house 1 mile from

Selechic
Kitty

Cail

TYPING

recorder/cam, and games. All items

279 -GAYS.
EVANGELICALS Concerned has a
B ible study for gay men and women,
Wednesdays at 2276 Maywood Ave.

For

winning photograph, cIl

relevant social issues. We meet at
p.m

alter 3 p m elease

TIRED of dull lectures? Combine
oft 4 week tour of
study with ple
B rrrrr h Isles and W Med ports See
London, Cannes, Bizerte, Rowe For

4411 2301.

lice, 123 N. Ith st. Call 998-0333,

is

sell for 1130 Cali Jim at 279 9629

rid

SI pq

etc

letters,

your used books at SPARTAN
B OOKSTORE May 12 23 EXTRA
B ONUS
10 percent discount

Reverend Donald
994010 lAny time)

Parking. 5e5 per week shared, 165
per week Single. 202 5 11th SI. Of’

space

COrreChng
proofread

ENJOY your vacation by faking the
trip you’ve been wailing for Pay for
it with Cash you receive from selling

No blood test required

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
Great guys and gals. Kitchen. game
room, color TV, linen and maid
f,replace,
service,
courtyard,

living

Includes one dinner and 5410 in casino
chips Tripwas first awe prize Will

Typing

BERKELEY

262 3131

Close to campus
Resident Clergy

shared, 560 to 565 per week single.
122 N. 9th St. Call 1911-0223.

YOUR

TYPING

information. call Karen Davies at

WEDDING CHAPEL

chandise Only.

1010 University Avenue, Sari Jost,
CA 95126 loll The Alameda), now accepting applications. Pleasant con.

San Jose, 2144647
Store open: Wed. thru Sat., tam. to
p.m., 4 dys.

lobs Call Roy at 294 1917

MOTHER OLSON’S LODGINGS.
from
Two houses across
campus. Kitchen, linen, maid ser
vice, TV and parking. SaS per week

IF

lust be happy to rap more with you
on Friday nights from 7 to loin the
S torm aaaaa Pub, next door to the
BEERMAKERS OF AMERICA
1040 N. 4th Street

MOVING AND HAULING. INN
large truck Avail for all sorts of

No waiting
Confidential Legal

’craMped, create more
selling those unwanted

Term panels.

SELLING TRIP TO TAHOE 3 days.
2 nights al hotel of your choice

streets)

Street Call 207 4764

RADIO time sales. Sell for top sta
hots in California. Join a last growing, dynamic organization with 12
years
cam
experience
Top

SALES

Services

ba
house
l,replaoe,

B ASS: Ponder Precision with Case.
Walnut finish, excellent condition.

memorabilia QUICK CASH See Dr
Lapin, Bus. Tower 763, or Call 117

support us, volunteers welcome.

bdrm
1
la c lities.

3 BEDROOM furnished with pool
Private balcony, security building,
covered parking 6360 per month for

RUBBER .45
cents per lb. No limit. Call 293-2954,

E porton Stadium on the corner of 5
7th and !gumboil Sts. /ring your
Out and
recyclables and coiri

3

EASY extra income: SSW to 51,000
guaranteed stuffing envelopes Send
Sell
stamped envelope

. easels&II cards, year
boobs and world series programs,
statues.
autogrphs,
sports

cardboard.
glass,
aluminum and tin cans (please
flatten). motor oil and automobile
train
across
we’re
batteries

modern

C 93011

send 53 to Aleuts, Box 7480
(6595 Sabado Tarde, No, 31, Goleta,

newspaper,

11

FEMALE roommate needed over,
21, non smoker,
to share large
Laundry
covered patio, convenient location 10
minutes from SJSU 6113 per month
plus 5117 deposit Call 212 0550 alter
s.30 p.m weekdays.

Itil employer ’,stings For Infers,a
lion,

SPARTAN
Gardens
I liCycling
, Wed..
Center is open this
11 a.rn to 2 p.m and Sal and Sun.,
to 4 pm
We collect
10 a.m

v 15 1980

Days

Mdy 15 1980

12
F=11N-1

New bike lockers arrive

FR44 "57;{R

enth Street between the Seventh
Street Garage and the School of Education, in front of the Student Union
near the Business Tower and near
MacQuarrie Hall.

McKendall said.
The lockers are more efficient
than bike racks, he said, because it
is not as easy to steal bikes or parts
of bikes which are in lockers, as opposed to bikes in racks which are
openly exposed.
However, because of the cost of
lockers, -We will eventually need
more bike racks," instead of lockers, according to McKendall.
The lockers are located at Sev-

SJSU has recently acquired 50
new bike lockers for students to use,
according to Junior Associate Dean
of Student Services Ben McKendall.
The 50 lockers, which hold two
bikes each, were obtained through
an $18,000 grant from the city of San
Jose to the university, McKendall
said.
Each locker costs an average of
$350 and will help those students who
prefer bike lockers to bike racks,

:

EAVPRE Srcees eke

LIFE
HAM SOU Is TRY/NG
ro escoe mow vADER
4$11 &MAW SibeAf,
OHO
CAv$r Ker..

C. BECKUM
IF I HAD MADE THE
JUMP ’Ti. LsGwr 54$$EE0,
you NEVER wOuLD HAVE
CAUOHT

Students may rent the lockers at
$10 a semester. A $5 deposit is required to obtain the locker, and will
be returned to the student when he
or she vacates the locker, according
to Spartan Shops.

’,,,#,$,FereeeeEE,-

Speaker named Dorm students
for next week’s ousted at finals
commencement
The main speaker for this year’s graduation
ceremonies will be John E. Reinhardt. director of the
International Communication Agency, SJSU President
Gail Fullerton announced recently.
Commencement will take place on Friday, May 23,
at 6:30 p.m. in Spartan Stadium. The topic of
Reinhardt’s speech has not yet been disclosed.
Reinhardt, 60, is a former director of the U.S.
Information Agency USIA which he joined in 1956.
He was nominated by President Carter in 1978 to
head the International Communication Agency, which
was formed by the merger of USIA and the former
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the
Department of State.
Reinhardt has also served in other key positions
during his 24-year career with the Federal Information
Agency, including ambassador to Nigeria and
assistant secretary of state for public affairs. In addition, he has held posts in Japan, Iran and the
Philippines.
Reinhardt earned his B.A. degree from Knoxville
College in Tennessee and his MS. degree and Ph.D.
from the University of Wisconsin. He also holds honorary doctoral degrees from six colleges and universities.

L_J

I SA$.4 roos SCENE

For some time, many
dorm students have been
upset by the fact that they
are required to move out of
their rooms on the last day
of finals.
According to Cordell
Koland, housing director
for the seven SJSU
residence halls, the
Housing Office does not try
to deliberately inconvenience students, but
the reason is more for
preservation of the facility.
"There is a real
problem with students
partying the last night
after finals," Koland said
According to Koland,
more vandalism occurs in
the dorms the last day of finals than any other time all
year.
Koland attributes this
to the "cutting loose"
feeling of students who are
done with their finals.

Koland said as far as
he knew no finals are being
held during the time
students are being asked to
move out, a problem some
students have complained
about in the past.
This year, according to
the spring schedule of
classes, the last final will
be over at 2:30 p.m.
Friday. May 23.

said
the
,Koland
is
Office
Housing
requesting that students be
moved out of the dormitories by 7 that same
evening.
Housing will make an
accommodation
for
graduating seniors and
allow them to stay another
night,
since
commencement exercises are
at 6:30 p.m., but they will
have to pay to stay the
extra night.

Muskie speaks in Belgium
"Make them see they must pay a price," was his
BRUSSELS, Belgium 1API U.S. Secretary of State
Edmund S. Muskie yesterday urged the European allies to message to the NATO Defense Planning Committee.
The Europeans, getting their first look at the lanky exapply meaningful economic sanctions against Iran,
declaring that ingenuity, not force, offers the best hope for senator since he replaced Cyrus R. Vance, heard a lecture
on their responsibilities.
freeing the American hostages.

Barbecues set for today
Spartan Shops and the
Housing Office will sponsor
two western barbecues on
campus today.
The first will be held
from 11:30 to 1:30 p.m. in
the Barbecue Pit on
Seventh Street outside of
the Human Performance
Gym.
Beefalo burgers will be
sold for $1.25 will all the
fixings.
Beefalo is a cross
between buffalo and cattle.
In the Archery Field
another barbecue will be

held for dorm residents
between Sand 7 p m. The
"all you can eat" menu will
include barbecued chicken
and ribs, potato salad and
watermelon.
The Jodi West blue
grass band will play during
the dorm barbecue and
again from 9 to 11 p.m. in
the Spartan Pub.

the food service is sponsoring the barbecue is
because there are not

enough activities of this
kind that include all SJSU
students.

STUPID

It’s stupid to pay more when ,well make high
quality Xerox copies for you for only 41:.
And 31/21: overnight.
And we reproduce dissertations on thesis
quality cotton rag for only 81:.
No minimums

"We will try to encourage people to wear
western clothing," said
Lorraine David, Dining
Commons food director.
David said one reason

KINKO’S COPIES.
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST
(408) 295.5511
123 SO THIRD ST (408) 295-4336

major Studio
Sneakelb Preview
Comorrow at $: p.m.

spa rtaguide
Counseling Services
will have a Stress Reduction Group meeting today
from 12:30 to 1:20 p.m. in
the Administration Building, room 223.

3A, for more information.
Call Wanda Blockhus at
The Gay Student Union 277-3214 for more informawill play volleyball at 6 to- tion.
WIND. Women Involvnight on the Seventh Street
ed for Nuclear Disarmacourts and will have a parThe German Club will ment will meet Saturday at
ty at 8 p.m. in the AS. host a dinner Saturday for
11 a.m. in Roosevelt Park,
Council Chambers in the those who organized the
12th and Santa Clara
The SJSU Photography Student Union. Call 279- Bayrische Bude. Call Dr. streets. Call Kathy Lynch
Department presents "Pri- GAYS for more informa- Pimentel at 277-2583 or at 294-5642 for more informary Exposure," a photo- tion.
come to Building N, room mation.
graphic exhibition, today
through Sunday from Ito 4
The Institute of Elec- w111111111111iiiiiiiiiiimm11111111111111111u
p.m. in the Olive Hyde trical and Electronic EnLarge High Energy Sea Food
Community Center in gineers presents Howard
Fremont. Call Charles San- Charney of 3 Corn CorporaRestaurant in San Jose
ders at 277-3219 for more in- tion speaking on "Patent
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DUMAS HAIR CARE CENTER
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’Perm. Relaxers
’Wet Look

A Unisex Shop

COMMENCEMENT

Hot Work
Theri Kurt
’Manicuring

’Hair Braiding

May 24
Santa
Hair Straightening & firth Weaning

10% OFF ALL HAIR PRODUCTS
!hands lido Cdre Center
11,1r st., RI
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923-1140 or 923-1144
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A MARTY FELDMAN FILM
"IN GOD WE TRUST"
Starring MARTY FELDMAN PETER BOYLE LOL ISE LASSER
With a visitation by RICHARD PRYOR as (hid
Introducing ANDY KAUFMAN as Armageddon T. Thunderbird
A HOWARD WEST GEORGE SEIAPIRO PRODUCTION
Written by MARTY FELDMAN CS( CHRIS ALLEN
Music by JOHN MORRIS
Executive Producer NORMAN T. HERMAN
Associate Producer LAURETTA FELDMAN
Produced by HOWARD WEST and GEORGE SHAPIRO
Directed by MARTY FELDMAN A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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The unusual, exciting
await the adventurous

hy Paul Chinn

liv I

1)11,1,

.171

hy Tom Duncan
by Margie Isaacson

by Tom Duncan

Traffic jams on the way to the beach,
long waits at the public tennis courts, and
no empty picnic tables at the park. This
summer won’t be any different from past
summers unless you make it different.
Instead of going the same old places
and doing the same old things, make this
summer unusual, and exciting.
If you’ve ever wanted to soar through
the air like a bird and mingle with the
clouds, then a ride in a glider plane can
satisfy that yearning. Sky Sailing Airport,
at 44999 Christy Ave. in Fremont, offers
glider rides every day from 9 a.m. until
sundown.
The typical ride lasts about 20 minutes
and costs $23 for one person or $30 for two
people, according to instructor Joe Fin
dley.
"However," he said, "we could stay
up all day long with the proper conditions." The longer the ride, the higher
the glider is towed, he said. Longer rides
are also more expensive.
Passengers are taken on a scenic
flight over the surrounding hills, including
nearby Mission Peak, Findley said, adding
that rides are given even in the wind and
rain. The only weather condition which
would prevent gliding is low clouds, he
said. The phone number iS 656-9900.

If you’re more of a "down to earth"
type, Campbell Skateboard Park might be
more to your liking. Located at 2155 S.
Bascom Ave. in Campbell, the park offer
skateboarding, motocross and roller
Skating.
Visitors are required to buy a one time
membership for $1.50. The three activities
each cost $1.50 for one hour, $2.50 for two
hours, or $3 for all day. Safety equipment,
including a helmet and elbow and knee
pads, are required. They can be rented at
the park for 50 cents each, or visitors can
bring their own.
Summer hours for the park will be 10
a.m. until 9 p.m. on weekdays, and until 10
p.m. on weekends. The phone number is
371-3211.
Another on -the -ground activity is auto
racing. The Malibu Grand Prix has a half
mile track and electronically timed cars
"The cars do not race next to each other,"
explained Manager Jim Tomajan. In
stead, the drivers race against the clock
and compare times, he said.
Drivers must be at least 16 years old,
and have a valid driver’s license. Visitors
to the Redwood City track, located at 340
Bloomquist, are required to buy a Malibu
racing license for 12. The license is good at
continued on page 21
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Valley night spots offer live music variety
by Brian Boyd
and Scott Hinrichs
In the local live music scene, rock ’n
roll is making a comeback. Disco has died
as far as top 40 dance clubs go, so here is a
list of some of the best nightspots in the
Santa Clara Valley.
ROCK ’N ROLL
Unfortunately for most SJSU students.
most of the good rock clubs are far from
campus.
One of the best places is the Factory in
Campbell. The Factory offers everything
from a quiet coffeehouse with chess
players and an occasional strumming
guitar, to all out rock.
One of the mainstays of the Factory is
The Parlor. This place no longer bills itself
as "live disco," but as a place that
features "glitter dance bands" On
Monday nights, they feature a ’505 band,
the Del Pompadours, and on Tuesday, they
pack the place when Joe Sharino is onstage. In the future, they will be ex
perimenting with more name acts. The
atmosphere is the usual nightspot hip with
a lot of polyester and suntans.
Mighty Like A Rose is a coffeehouse
that doesn’t have a set entertainment
schedule but is a good place to have coffee
and rest up after a night on the town.
Smokey Mountain Saloon, which until
a year ago was a country rock hangout, is
a rock club that features some of the South
Bay’s most popular bands. The Cornell
Hurd Band is there every Wednesday
night. The cover charge varies with the

band.
Across the street from Smokey
Mountain is the Bodeqa. The Bodega has
had a reputation for being the place to find
the leather and motorcycle crowd. They
are trying to lose that image by having
more big name acts such as Dave Mason
and Ronnie Montrose. There is a cover
charge. Tickets are available in advance
at BASS outlets for the big name acts.
MELLOW ROCK
At the Pruneyard, also in Campbell
and near the Factory, more mellow en
tertainment can be found.
The Garrett is a popular Pruneyard
attraction. There is a restaurant upstairs
and live music in the cellar. Most of the
acts that play here are of the mellow
acoustic variety. There is a cover charge
on Friday and Saturday nights.
Also at the Pruneyard is Boswell’s.
Boswell’s is modeled after an English pub.
It features acoustic acts in the Loggins and
Messina style. There is a cover charge on
Friday and Saturday nights.
Closer to home, Flapper McGee’s is
now a rock club. Its San Pedro Square
location makes it convenient for Spartan
rockers. Upcoming bands include Snail
and the Kids.
NEW WAVE
On Thursday nights there is a place to
go that is close, friencify and there is no
cover charge.
The Spartan Pub continues to offer
New Wave music to all who dare enter on

Thursday nights The only thing you must
have to get in is a valid ID that says you’re
21.

saving grace, otherwise it would be a
regular smoke filled bar with a dance
floor

BIG BAND

SOUL

For those whe like the big band scene
and cheek to cheek ballroom dancing, the
Hyatt Regency at the San Francisco
Embarcadero is the place.
Del Courtney and his orchestra play
the hits of the ’30s and ’40s every Friday
night from 5:30 to 8:30, 3:: there’s plenty of
time to catch more night action after the
music stops. And the music is broadcast
over KMPX FM I the big band station).
A trip to the Regency is an experience
rather than a mere stop on the night club
circuit. But, just like the architecture of
the Regency, the prices are breathtaking
a place to splurge.
A BART station is a stone’s throw
from the hotel, but remember, BART stops
running shortly after midnight.
For a closer to home big band ex
perience, try the Nite Kap on Stevens
Creek Boulevard at Blaney.
The Nite Kap cannot match the
Regency in atmosphere, but it offers live
music seven days a week with no cover
charge.
Although big band is gaining younger
fans, bring your own date to the Nite Kap
because the clientele is predominantly
middle aged.
The Nite Kap is not altogether big
band, but it features small groups playing
the oldies of the era.
The music is the Nite Kap’s only

Top ’405 diSCO May be dead but soul is
here to stay. Spats Disco, on Bascom
Avenue, plays nothing but soul and rhythm
and blues in three -f igure decibles.
For those who want to bust loose on the
dance floor, Spats Disco is the place.
-7-1,re are no meek and mild Dee Jays
at Sz alb. All the tunes have a beat you can
sink your teeth into
Three dollars will get you in on
weekends and you can party for the rest of
the night.
Come to Spats early, because on
weekends, it’s standing room only. It is
located near the intersection of South
Bascom and Hamilton avenues, near the
Pruneyard Shopping Center.
Another rhythm and blues club is Pal
Joeys at Eastridge Shopping Center. Pal
Joeys features live music on the weekends
at no cover charge.
Just like Spats, Pal Joeys is short on
elbow room, so get there early or be
prepared to stand.
JAZZ
If jazz is your thing, then drive up to
Santa Clara to Lord John’s across the El
Camino from the University of Santa
Clara.
On the weekend, Lord John’’, provides
live jazz music, but remember to rome
early, because it is usually packed.
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Discover, explore San Jose
While some SJSU students may actually have a summer "vacation," most students will probably be
spending those precious three months working in order to get through the next school year.
But, whether you have a week, the weekend or just a couple of hours, there are plenty of places to be entertained, to exercise or just relax.
From the traditional to the unusual, Santa Clara Valley and the surrounding areas have much to offer, no
matter how limited your budget is.
If you only have a day, there is bowling, hiking, sky diving, ballooning or car racing. Spend the evening
listening or dancing to anything from rock ’n roll, jazz, rhythm and blues to disco. Or spend a couple of hours
enjoying the view from Villa Montalvo or from a number of other scenic points in the valley.
There are missions, museums, amusement parks, a water slide and parts of San Francisco and Santa Cruz
to explore. If you have a weekend, visit Monterey, Carmel, or one of the camping areas within an hour’s drive
of San Jose.
For those who may have a whole month or more, there are the villages and cities of Mexico to experience.
This semester’s Spartan Daily supplement, "Spotlight," is devoted to helping students fill their spare
time.
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Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk
A Whole Summer Of Fun!

HAPPY HOUR 4-6
Draft Beer 40c

FREE PITCHER

SPEND THE SEASON WM1 US
AT SANTA CRUZ BEACH

With Purchase
of any sandwich
(With This Ad)

BOARDWALK.
Meet people from ll mer the world
and share .prrioIioirin. planned
pallor you!
Dames’ Volkshall’ Miniature Golf’
A clean, mile-long beach! And the
Boardwalk Summer Olympic s’

LIVE
ROCK AND ROLL
MUSIC
Friday and Saturday
OPEN 7 a.m.-10 p.m.
255 N. First St.
San Jose
286-8345

OPENINGS NOW $3.25 hr.
Weekends thru May - Full -Time Summer
RIDE OPERATORS. ARCADE ATTENDANTS,
CASHIERS, FOOD SERVICES,
PARKING LOT ATTENDANTS

Call For Interview

423-5590
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33 S. Central Ave Campbell, CA
(Across from the Factory)

866-8288

Open Seven Nights A Week!

Live Entertainment Nightly
*
*
*
*
*
*

MAY’S EXCITEMENT

courtesy ol Minolta Planetarium
Kinetic artist Fred Read controls a later light image at De Anza College’s Minolta Planetarium. Read is one of three originators of planetarium "Cosmic Concerts."

Friday May 16 & every Tuesday

Stars dance to rock,
classics at De Anza
by Born Brewer
Cosmic glimpses of the night skies can
be seen to music ranging from rock to
classical in "Eye See the Light Show" at
De Anza College’s Minolta Planetarium.
The "Cosmic Concert" of incandescent, liquid and laser lights, blends
stars, planets. galaxies, spaceships and
imagination into a changing myriad of
color and form.
Minolta Planetarium was built in 1970
and is one of two "theaters of stars" in the the other being San Francis
Bay Area
co’s Morrison Planetarium, located in the
DeYoung Museum.
Some images that appear on the
planetarium’s dome are created by helium
lasers and others by krypton lasers, which

THE TROUBLE BOYS
(SKYCREEK)
featured band on KSAN "Rising Star"

are 3,000 times as powerful. Some laser
images, such as flying saucers and mosaic
butterflies, are controlled by computer.
But the show’s artists control what the
shapes do.
Most of the laser patterns are not
computerized, and no two "Cosmic Concerts" are exactly the same, according to
kinetic artist Fred Read, who brought the
show to Minolta in 1976.
Images are controlled by three kinetic
artists according to the music, their moods
and the mood of the audience, Read said.
Taped music is constantly monitored to
add special effects when wanted.
The early evening weekend shows
include music ranging from Jefferson
continued on page 31
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Boardwalk among Santa Cruz attractions
by Sam Tuohey
Those hot summer days which make
San Jose difficult to live in are not far off.
One way to bear the heatwave is to
periodically visit cooler Santa Cruz.
During the hot weather, the sea breeze
makes Santa Cruz at least 10 degrees
cooler than San Jose.
The major summer attractions in
Santa Cruz are the beach and the Boardwalk.
The Boardwalk, one of the oldest
amusement parks in California, has over
20 rides, including the Giant Dipper, which
is ranked as one of the best 10 roller coasters in the world. Also on the Boardwalk are many carnival type games, three
arcades which house hundreds of video

and pinball machines, and various shops
offering everything from hats to bumper
stickers.
Admission to the beach and Board
walk is free. Most of the rides cost 80 cents
each, but a "pay one price bracelet" is
available for $5.50. This pays for all rides
for an entire day.
However, there is more to Santa Cruz
entertainment than the Boardwalk.
For instance, there is the Pacific
Garden Mall. If you don’t spend all of your
money at the boardwalk, you can easily
spend the rest in the shops along the mall.
The Cooperhouse, for example, is
practically a mall in itself. It includes a
candy store, toy store and several little
specialty shops. For instance, one shop

sells only rainbow items.
In front of the Cooperhouse, people can
Sit, have lunch, and listen to the band
"Warmth," while watching amateur
dancers.
The members of "Warmth" aren’t the
only musicians on the mall. On a sunny
summer day, there will be at least a dozen
street musicians playing along the
sidewalks.
The typical musician on the mall plays
a guitar, but flutists, saxophonists, fiddlers and trumpeters also perform. Oc
casionally, Tom Scribner and his Musical
Saw are on the mall entertaining shoppers

For the more exercise -minded, there
is swimming at the beach or rollerskating
around town. Recently, a rollerskate
rental company opened in Santa Cruz. Sun
Skates Inc., across the street from the
Boardwalk, charges $1.50 an hour on
weekdays for its skates and $2 on
weekends. They will be open from le a.m.
to 8 p.m. beginning May 23.
Special summer events include Aptos’
Cabrillo Music festival in August and the
annual Begonia Festival to be held in
Capitola in September.
Whether you surf or listen to classical
music, Santa Cruz is a more comfortable
place to do it during the summer.

I bought this space to say "Thank
you" to all of you special people
who have helped make my three years
here at State what they’ve been -fun, exciting. sometimes aggravating
but never dull. I wouldlove nothing
better than to list all of your names
here, but the risk of leaving out
someone is far too great. I guess a
sincere, collective "thanks" will have
to do. Good Luck to you all as you
travel down Life’s highways.

Thank You
from
Bruce Eddy

h v Grurcira /
Santa Cruz beach boardwalk, seen from the pier.

Serving Lunch and Dinner
Also Sunday Brunch
Entertainment Tues. thru Sat.
5124 Campbell Ave., El Paseo de Saratoga
(408) 378-1271

20% off with this ad

offer ends May 31,1980
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Historic sites reveal area’s past

Sukiyaki
Sushi
Tempura
Open 11 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Closed Wednesdays

Winchester Mystery House

by Hilary K. Hann
There are some one of a -kind places
you can see this summer, and they are
located right here in San Jose.
For a look into a structure built around
one woman’s fears, the eerie but grandiose
Winchester Mystery House is open from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. daily. The 160 room Vic
torian mansion is located at 525 S. Win
chester Blvd. at the intersection of
Highway 280 and Highway 17 in San Jose
The story behind this mysterious
mansion lies with its owner, the late Sarah
Winchester, who first bought the house in
1884. It consisted of eight rooms on a six
acre plot of land.
The widow used the $20 million she
inherited from her husband, heir to the
Winchester rifle fortune, to continually
build onto the house for 38 years.
The death of both her husband and her
child, who died at six weeks old, seemed to
have caused her to become mentally
unstable.
Sarah is said to have consulted a
psychic who told her that if she kept on
building she would never die.
The widow believed that all those who
were killed by the Winchester rifle would
come back as ghosts to haunt her. She
thought this furious building would keep
them from killing her.

To sustain her frenzy, Sarah hired a
staff of carpenters to work around the
clock to construct the architectural fan
tasy.
Comprising this four story oddity are
47 fireplaces, 13 bathrooms, 2,000 doors,
10,000 wind
40 bedrooms and spiraling
staircases that wind up to the ceiling and
doors which lead nowhere.
The tours usually takes an hour and a
half to complete. In what has been called
the world’s .argest and strangest house,
visitors are taken through 110 of the
rooms.
Had Sarah not died in 1922 at the age of
85, the house, conceivable, could be bigger
’ 3n it is today.
In 1975, it was declared both a s!at,_,
and national landmark
While most rooms are empty, f urni
ture that would have been characteristic of
her era is now being added to some of
them
Another landmark that stands out in
San Jose is the New Almaden Quicksilver
Mine Museum located at 21570 Almaden
Road, seven miles south of Blossom Hill
Road. Admission is 82 for the general
public and 81.75 for seniors
The mines put San Jose on the map in
the 1800s and today the museum is still the
only one of its kind in the United States.

The nine -room museum recounts in
numerous artifacts, and pictures the
history of the mines, which date from the
time of John Sutter’s discovery of gold in
California to the influence of the Chinese
and Mexican mine workers.
The mines, which have never been
open to the general public, were shut down
continued on page 30

Get Your Car Tuned Up and
Air Conditioner Serviced
Before Memorial Day Weekend at

DALE’S AUTO
ELECTRIC
and get

$10.00 OFF
$ 7.00 OFF

on any tune up
on any air conditioner
recharging service

with this coupon ... good through Memorial Day
Discount prices on factory installation of air cond. units.
All major repairs, air conditioning service/installation
on any foreign and domestic cars.

Chinese Restaurant
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner
Ill E.

Jackson St.

(between 1rd 8. ilth(
294-3303,998-9427

Open 8-5 M-F 9-3 Sat

374-7440

Food to go

920 Camden Ave. Campbell

Closed Mondays
4

DALE’S AUTO ELECTRIC

17

St INNYOAK,,
131 LI
SAN TOMAS IXP

(A511)FN AVE
end
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Ancient sport is still popular
GREAT GIFTS
For the
GRADUATES
Exclusive Italian Leather
Shoulder and Hand Bags
Carry Alls, Luggage, Attache Cases,
And Accessories

ELEGANZA

III(AN/A

615 The Pruneyord
1875 S Bascom Ave
Campbell CA 95008
(408) 377-3194

by Brian Wirth
Bowling, one of the most popular in
door activities, can be an excellent source
of entertainment. However, since bowling
is a sport that virtually anyone can par
ticipate in, whether young or old, tall or
short, fat or skinny, it is getting harder and
harder to find an open lane.
Bowling has been around for many
years. It is said that the Egyptians had a
game similar to today’s game of 10 pin
bowling, so the game is no youngster on
the sports scene.
Bowling can be considered an activity
as well as a sport. One can bowl alone, with
friends, or with the family. Both good and
bad bowlers can enjoy the game.
The sound of pins crashing into each
other after being struck by a bowling ball
is invigorating, stimulating and extremely
satisfying.
In league bowling, people are given
the opportunity to get together and
socialize, and bowling then takes the form
of a "social event."
Good and bad bowlers may participate
in leagues. Generally, it costs between
$4.50 and $5 per week to bowl in an
organized league. Most of the charge goes
toward league trophies and bowling fees.
League handicaps even out the dif
ferences between superior bowlers and
less experienced bowlers, so the good ones
do not have an absolute advantage.
League handicaps are usually corn
piled at 80 percent of the difference bet
ween one team’s average, and another
team’s.
Belonging to a league which is sanc
honed by the American Bowling Congress
body,
league governing
a
(ABC),
guarantees that league funds will be

CASII
FOR VOITR
BOOKS
WHETHER USED ON THIS CAMPUS OR NOT!
DINING COMMONS ON 8th ST.
7:30- 9:00 A.M. 5 - 7 P.M.
MAY 19- 23

1
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
MAY 12 - 23

MacQUARRIE HALL/EDUCATION
AREA
10 A.M. - 4 P.M.

iit’7711partati
Book/tow
Son Jose State University
’SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR’
10% DISCOUNT COUPON WHEN YOU SELL YOUR
BOOKS!

he Julie Levy
prove otherwise.
Bowlers can set their own goals; the
sky is the limit. It is not difficult to reach a
150 average in bowling. A little more work
and a 170 average is possible. But, to reach
a goal above 170 is fairly difficult.
Bowling is a game which promotes
itself. Just look at the number of leagues
around. Leagues fill bowling establish
ments almost every weeknight.
The participants may be drinking
beer, telling jokes, or making a lot of noise,
but having fun is the name of the game.
Anyone may apply for membership in
the PBA, provided they maintain an
average of at least 190 for two consecutive
league seasons.

If vacation plans are hazy
a travel agent may help
by Kim Bergheim
When that long awaited vacation
finally arrives but vacation details are still
sketchy, a travel agent may be in order to
clear up the hazy plans.
A travel agent by definition is a person
engaged in selling or arranging personal
transportation, tours or trips.
Travel agents work on a commission
basis for agencies, which deal in domestic
and worldwide travel. They handle modes
of transportation ranging from airplanes,
cruises, buses, trains, tours and package
deals.
Some travel agents are more helpful

Los Gatos
20S. Santa Cruz Ave.
Lyndon Plaza

tott
CASH
tott
Vi01110’

handled fairly.
Bowlers who have 200 plus averages
and who want to compete with other
bowlers of comparable talent, can join the
Professional Bowlers Association ( PBA).
That is probably why people keep
coming back to the bowling lanes: to hurl a
plastic or rubber ball down the alley
toward a cluster of pins and then watch
that same combination of pins become
obliterated.
Many people claim that bowling is not
a sport. However, rolling a ball 60 feet
down the alley to "strike" down all 10 pins
skill, stamina,
takes a great deal
coordination and concentration.
The "pros" on television make those
strikes look easy, but a trip to the alley will

than others, and there are clues to single
out the better ones.
"A travel agent should do everything
connected with travel ranging from
making hotel reservations to explaining
money conversion rates," said Jan
Johnson, office manager of Dynamic
Travel Consultants in Cupertino.
The travel agent should be a
professional and know what they are
talking about.
"A travel agent should plan the trip to
fit the needs of the customer," said Lee
Caruana, office manager of Four Seasons
in San Jose.

San Jose
300 Saratoga Ave.
El Paseo de Saratoga

SWENSERS
Quiche
Sandwiches
Hamburgers
Outrageous Sundaes

Salads
Sandwiches
Ice Cream
Outrageous Sundaes

Our 45 flavors of ice cream

are made right here in our shop.

*
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You’re
Right
on
Target
at the

94th AERO
SQUADRON
A RESTAURANT
Cocktails and Dancing
Happy Hour Weekdays
Dinner Served Nightly .
Ocean view from Carmel

by Mthe

Mahl,

Monterey, Carmel: for prince and pauper
by Janet Fields
It attracts writers, honeymooners,
photographers, painters, golfers and even
race car drivers.
It offers a quaint village full of shops
and art galleries, the scent of open fish
markets, famous and historical points of
interest and a picturesque seascape.
The Monterey Peninsula, which in,
cludes the towns of Monterey and Carmel,
is approximately 70 miles from San Jose.
One could pay an expensive visit to
this area by dining on lobster or other
specialties in the local restaurants, and
lodging in a resort motel. If that doesn’t fit
into a tight budget, however, a days ex
cursion with a picnic lunch at Point Lobos
State Reserve might be better. Point
Lobos features a dramatic coastline a few
miles out of Carmel. Admission is $2 per
car.
Monterey and Carmel are saturated
with history. This area was the center of
government activity when California was
under Mexican rule, and is where the first
U.S. flag was raised in the state.
A more famous history, which author
John Steinbeck brought to life, is of
Cannery Row, which consists of blocks of
now defunct sardine canneries.
They look like a bunch of old
warehouses that have been turned into gift
shops at first, but history lives in these old
buildings.
Sardines were the top revenue in
Monterey from the late 1920s to early
19505. But the sardines ran out.
TENNIS LESSONS

"They fished them all out and stuck
them in cans," said 26 yearold MontereyMEN’
WOMEN’
FAND
ASHIONSS
resident and SJSU student Joe Bottaro.
Another theory is that the ocean
currents shifted and changed the water
temperature, so the sardines left, Bottaro
said.
Now much of the row is commercialized. For example, La Ida Cafe,
which used to be a bordello, serves dinner
in bed to customers. Sly Mcfly’s is an inter
esting bar with an old car theme. The Boil
er Room is where the nightlife is, with a
bar and live bands.
One place that hasn’t been modernized
is The Cinema. Although modern movies
are shown, there are still no seats inside,
just pillows and a thick rug.
Not far from Cannery Row is Old
Fisherman’s Wharf. Near the organ
grinder and his monkey and sea lions
barking for food, are a number of family run, open fish markets and restaurants,
and a few gift shops.
The wharf dates back to 1846, but is no
longer the center of commercial fishing.
Deep sea fishing trips leave from the
wharf and are open to the public.
Monterey is also the site of the First
Theater, the first building in California to
charge an admission for a theatrical
performance.
Old time melodramas are performed
at First Theater, which also displays relics
of early California.
About one mile from Monterey is the
compact business center of Carmel. The
TENNIS RACQUETS

WARM-UPS

works of local artists are displayed in the
numerous art galleries throughout the
village.
Carmel, with its white sand beach, is
with
honeymooners.
also popular
However, in an attempt to retain its village
atmosphere, live bands are not allowed in
Carmel, making nightlife limited.
Tourists should keep in mind that
Monterey and Carmel are packed with
people during the summer months. If one
is looking for a little peace and quiet,
finding a deserted beach along the miles of
coastline could be the answer.

Now featuring

Twilight Dinner
Specials
Mon.-Thurs.
5-7 p.m.
1160 Coleman Ave.
( across from S.J. Airport

287-6150

to40-41rAVIII.---40-41r---ter---4A-OTIJA-40’41-41*---T*T410-41r---’

Some people look for
jobs others look for

New Horizons
Offering A
Complete Employment
Service in These
And Other Areas:

Clerical
Secretarial
Accounting

Managemeni
Sales
Marketing

VALLCO/AMTEN
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S

MOST
COMPLETE TENNIS CENTER
e
LEARN TENNIS/PRACTICE TENNIS

TOP QUALITY INSTRUCTION BY REGISTERED PROFESSIONALS
INDOORIOUTDOOR PRACTICE COURTS
LOCKERS
SHOWER FACILITIES
AUTOMATIC BALL MACHINES BY AMTEN
AUTOMATIC BALL RETRIEVAL

CALL
408-255-2393
u

FREE TRIAL ON OUR

SHOES

STRINGING

496-0313
Open Saturda,

by appointment

nI

30 DEMO RACQUETS
A FULL SERVICE TENNIS SHOP

New Horizons

3000 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara
Between San Tomas & Central Expwy

AUTOMATIC BALL MACHINES
19590 PRUNERRIGE AVE.. CUPERTINO
SERVICE

}
AUTOMATIC BALL MACHINE
41
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Mexico: a different
world close to home

While many people are dreaming of or
planning a trip to Europe this summer, the
problems of cost and a host of different
languages might persuade some to consider someplace a little closer to home,
like Mexico.
The beaches of Puerto Val!arta,
Mazatlan, La Paz and, of course,
Acapulco, offer fun and sun that rivals the
shores of Hawaii.
The ruins of Olmeca, Tolteca, Azteca’
and Mayan civilizations in places like
Tula, Teotihuacan or Palenque and Chi
chen Itza in the Yucatan Peninsula offer
anthropology buffs enough material to last
for years.
Here the combination of tropical
weather and jungle growth have all but
covered the remains of cultures that
mysteriously rose to great technical and
scientific heights and then disappeared
without a trace.
However, if you can only afford to go
to one place, I suggest the District
Federal, more commonly known as
Mexico City. Mexico City is the home of
the Palacio de Belles Artes, the Basilica de
Guadalupe, the Museo de Anthropologia
(with over three miles of exhibits), and
nearby Teotihuacan, where the pyramids
of the Sun and Moon stand.
Also in the city is the Museo de Arte
Modern& displaying not only the classic
artists of Mexico such as Siqueros, Rivera
and Orozco, but also some of the more
recent art by Mexican and South
American artists.
Despite
the current
economic
situation, the dollar can still go a long way
in Mexico if one is not interested in staying
at the Hotel Presidente de Chapultepec or
eating international cuisine at Andersons.
Air fare to Mexico City or Guadalajara
from the Bay Area runs from 5200 to 5300.
Trains and buses to Mexico also
provide an alternative to flying, as well as
more scenic views.
In this case, first class is well worth
the added pesos, as the second and third
classes are usually overcrowded.

Photos and text by:
David Flemate
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BIRKENSTOCKS ARE
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
OF ALL AGES.
Hew about giving a pair to your parents?

Sizes To Fit
Men & Women

WE CARRY QUALITY SHOES
AND BOOTS FOR WOMEN!

744 .544e
-.dace

20% Discount
On all footwear
with S/B card

I) v 1, Haii1,,
While it isn’t the "perfect view," looking west from Mt. Hamilton Road is one of the
best. On a clear day, this view of San Jose is even more pronounced.

Downtown location for easy shopping
60 South 1st Street

A rewarding search
for valley’s perfect view
by Marion Chini
Ponce de Leon searched for the
Fountain of Youth. In the 1960s, surfers
searched for the perfect wave
And recently, I went in search of the
perfect "view."
Rather than take my Lear jet to
Alaska or Canada for the weekend, I
decided to concentrate on the Santa Clara
Valley.
One of the first places I searched was
Villa Montalvo in Saratoga.
Located on Montalvo Road, off
Highway 9 in Saratoga, Villa Montalvo
combines several concepts in one location.
In addition to presenting frequent
cultural events, Monalvo provides a huge
lawn for sunbathing, frisbee throwing or
picnicking.
An arboretum with trails winding past
the various labeled plants provides a quiet
afternoon of entertainment.
For those who are more energetic,
hiking trails winding up into the hills
reportedly lead one to a fantastic view of
the area.
However, the two bottles of cham
pagne my friend and I took with us up the
trail proved more inviting than the view in
the hot weather, and I never did get to see
that view firsthand.
My next quest for a great view led me
to the east side of the valley.
Two of the best views I encountered
were on Old Calaveras Road and Mt.
Hamilton Road. And I wouldn’t even have
had to get out of my Toyota to see it, if I
hadn’t wanted to.

292-4864

II

But one day, entirely by accident, I
found it: my idea of the perfect view.
I was driving west on Stevens Creek
Boulevard, toward the Cupertino hills. On
a whim, I turned left onto South Foothill
Boulevard and continued on it after it
became Stevens Canyon Road.
Creek
Stevens
After
,rpassing
es
eR
vior, I saw a road that turned off to the
right, climbing sharply up the hill.
I turned onto Montebello Road and
continued up for a few miles, passing
laurel trees, oaks and even a couple of
vineyards.
When I looked back, the valley was
spread out below me in a fantastic
panorama.
I could see all the way across to A.
Hamilton. Below and slightiy to the nor
could see the giant dirigible hangars at
,
Mountain View’s Moffett Field.
On a clear day, right after a rain, the
view extends about 100 miles, as far as San
Francisco.
The road came to an abrupt end at
some private driveways, and I turned
around to make the trip back down, which
was just as spectacular as the trip up.
The view at night is also unbelievable.
As the area population continues to grow,
more and more lights twinkle in the valley
below.
Although there are signs prohibiting
parking on Montebello Road, it’s worth the
drive to check out the view. The gas it
takes to drive the 30 mile round trip from
SJSU costs less than the average movie,
and it’s worth it, even with the high price
of gas.

4’7’1

;1;

Take it to the edge!
We can help with the equipment.
We will be o en all summer.
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’MAKE LOVE
’NOT BEDS!
k Never Make a Bed Again
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Save your time for study, love making,
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or sun bathing. The choice is yours after
you visit Bedding Down in the Sunnyvale
Town Center for a down comforter in a case.
That’s your total bedding when sleeping
European style.
Comforter + Case = Total Bedding

Send Mom in for this ideal graduation
or wedding gift. It’s a once in a lifetime purchase. It will last for so many
years it will become a family heirloom.

e
APEZIO
DANSKIN
WENDY KNITS
SIRE NA
SPEEDO

oe I

take along lust,
casuals’ Here, our
softest slide with a cool
weave and padded
sole Plus a flexible
air -putted wedge for
cushions, comfort $2(3

Beach
combing or
city roaming

JO s
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joyce.selby shoes
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where you’ll find sizes, service and selection
Vtsa1Master Chatg

BIG & TALL

OPEN
COOL & COMFORTABLE TERRY
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Relax comfortably this summer
with the latest looks in soft, thirsty
cotton terry.

10-6

Sun
12-5

Tall: Medium to 2X Tall
Big: lx to 4X

Dahle’s

1635 W. San Carlos St.San Jose
Sunnyvale Town CenterSunnyvale

A new face for spring...in gorgeous new
Highland Flower Colors. How to have it!
Creamy Powder
Shadow
$550

N
.\’

,Wiert
The Natural Shirt
for Summer.

Lip Tote
$7 75

V
11
\

Nature colors New spring makeup shades are medium ,n
intensity a refreshing change from the vibrancies of last
winter A Beauty Advisor will show you which shades are
prettiest on you free Try Marigold or Wild Rose for
your lips and nails Experiment with Clover Teal.
Clover Mist. Peachblossom and Kohl Brown
on your eyes Blush with Highland
Bronze or Wild Rose All in the
Highland Flower Collections of
new makeup shades.
from $3 75 to $7 75

53

European -Style
Comforters
1

Designer Sheet Case \
Ensembles
Quality Pillows
Nail Glaze w Protei,
$3 75

CUSTOM ORDERS
A SPECIALTY
2761 Sunnyvale Town Center

1

Mathilda Ave between
El Camino and Highway 101

736-7888
Mastercharge and VISA

1:
1.
l’
l’

Eye Pi
$’13
Aqul BasP
$5 5’

MERLE
noRmnn
’1 he !lace hr 1 he I
litre
/-11.

vnier
.1011

,Lonns
1411,1

air
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BIG & TALL

The Shopping Center
That Lets The Sun Shine In.

4c1c#11@
With the

All Cotton

Built-in Edge.

All Comfort

The Sedgefield Do -Nothing Denim.
Won’t Shrink out of size
Resists wrinkling and puckering
Resists twisting in the leg
Gets softer sooner and washes cleaner
Waist Sizes 32 to 50

Inseams to 38"

Dahle’s

1635 W. San Carlos St.San Jose
Sunnyvale Town CenterSunnyvale

DORIS KAYE t’iSI-IIONS

LE REGAL BEAGLE

I 1DUAL WOMAN

carries a large
selection of long
dresses and formal
gowns for those
special occasions.

Sunnyvale Town Center

Shop

...000...

TOYS

Graduation
Formal Balls
Receptions
Parties

GIFT ITEMS

11111111.11111111111111111111111111111Mar

Sunnyvale

-))1,:o,), 4

9

4.a

r

6

minor alterations
free of charge

SUNNYVALE TOWN CENTER
First Level

733-7232

hone 730-8702

L))vilwayswel)).),

S.

*.
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(APPROVED AND UNAPPROVED)

PUPPY COUNTRY

SUNNYVALE PET VILLA
sill? III

PI IV.,

CONVENIENT COMPLETE SELECTION
OPEN NIGII Ts
AQUARIUMS -FRESH& SALT
II 011 r1) 00M I
MARINE & TROPICAL FISH
11 110 1(31) III) SAT
PARROTS -PARAKEETS
12 00TO 5 (Cl Si IN
PETS St 1PPLIES
PLIPMES-KITTENS

244-2144

IH

PUPP11, (1111"),
PAP501, 1,112\KII Is
11"0.1s1I Ks ,,1(51

I

1 0511’1 Fl AQL \

110% STUDENT DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD)

\
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for the price of
Buy a bagel and butter and get one free. (exp. 5/31)
Party time? Beat the snack food blahs with Cocktail Bagels.
Only 51.25/dozen (5 doz. minimum 8, 24 hr. advance notice)

Student Lunch Special:
Salami or bologna on bagel with choice of salad, pickle
tax with student ID.
and can of soda. Only 11.85

T3ACMIlo Mlii3M09 tegge
Berlieley
25112 Telegraph Avenue
141518410613

Polo Alto
129 Lytton Avenue
14151 3231887

Sip Jose (new Weilgstel
5241 Prospect Road
14802551321

I

Bell Helmets - Star II
Moto III

$99.50
$94.50

we carry

Dunlop, Continental, Michelin Tires

1

and many others
1

1

Free Mount with
Purchase of a Tire

srikuulteramonssve
airr4 BASCOM MN JOU

In

Historic Los Gatos itt

MOUNTAIN CHARLEY’S
Saloon and Restaurant
HOME OF

The Shooter The World Belly The Great Chase
Scouter Relays
Bucking
Race
Championships
as seen

on NBC’s "Real People Show"

CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH
GREAT DINNERS
Total Entertainment 7 Days a Week
Banquets up to 120
"Step back Ill time . . . for the time of your life. -

LUNCHES

15 N. Santa Cruz Ave
Los Gatos
(408} 354-2510

1

by Patti Sullivan
Broadway Street in San Francisco’s North Beach by day, where people in search of lively
entertainment flock at night.

San Francisco:
more than night,’ife
by Joan Casserly
the city with
San Francisco
unlimited possibilities for entertainment.
Thousands of tourists flock into the
city each year to experience fighting for a
spot on an overcrowded cable car, ex
ploring the intriguing and unique shops on
Pier 39, or smelling the steaming crabs on
Fisherman’s Wharf.
Visitors are fascinated by the ob
noxious techniques of the Broadway Street
barkers, accompanied by the wide array
of flashing neon lights
Tourists fight the crowds to see
Ghiradelli Square, the Cannery, and to
ride down Lombard Street, "the crooked
ist street in the world."
Without a doubt San Francisco
provides interesting sights to see and has
the potential to provide just about
everyone with a "wild nightlife."
But the city of San Francisco offers so
much more than the "typical" fast paced
thrills it is widely known for.
The following list is for those people
who get tired of the same old thing in San
Francisco. These places may not be as
action packed as the traditional tourist
spots, but they truly demonstrate the
and
uncontestable
unique character
physical beauty of this "city by the bay."
Golden Gate Park
This attraction, though widely ac
claimed, offers more than the average
visitor is aware of Golden Gate Park is
renowned as one of the finest city parks in
the world. It runs one half a mile wide
from the center of the city to the shore of
the Pacific.
Rollerskating, bicycle riding, jogging
or just taking a long stroll can be very
enjoyable and relaxing
The park provides gardens and lawns
for picnics, volleyball games and softball
games, science museums, art museums,
an aquarium and playgrounds.
The Conservatory features an
awesome collection of exotic flowers, and
Stow Lake, the largest of all the park’s
lakes, where rowboats, paddleboats and
small motorboats can be rented.
Mount Davidson
A visitor to San Francisco may enjoy
just looking at this summit which is the
highest one in the city 1938 feet), but few
realize that a hearty hike to the top can be
exhilirating.

At the top is a 103 ,foot lighted cross
which is visible at night for many miles.
Though a hike to the top of Mount
Davidson has been labeled "not easy," the
superb view of the city is quite rewarding.
The trails are heavily wooded and it is
recommended that one does not travel
alone.
Golden Gate Bridge
San Francisco is famous for the
Golden Gate Bridge. A walk across the
bridge, perhaps to spend the day in
one of
Sausalito, is a unique experience
many that can be experienced only in’ San
Francisco.
The view of the city is breathtaking,
and the walk is fairly easy. However, there
are times when it gets fairly windy.
Every month, about 1,500 persons take
this walk, which takes approximately a
half hour each way. The ride is great for
bike riders and there is no toll charge.
Baker’s Beach
This beach lies just inside the
It is
Presidio’s southwestern corner
generally geared toward persons looking
to "escape." The beach is peaceful,
relatively clean and never too crowded,
except on San Francisco’s infrequent hot
days.
Though
overnight
camping
is
prohibited, all day picnics are very en
joyable.
Compared to the other beaches in San
Francisco, Baker’s Beach is a beautiful
spot that provides a great view of the Gold
en Gate Bridge. However, if you should de
cide logo wading, be cautious of the under
tow.
Mission Dolores
This mission, established in 1776, is
referred to as one of the city’s most
remarkable
historical
monuments.
Located at 16th and Dolores streets, it is
one of 21 missions established by the
Franciscans along the California coast and.
is the best preserved of all the missions.
A walk through the mission, which
requires a 25 cent donation, is comparable
to being in a museum. A visit to the
mission is perfect for those who are in
terested in history or who just want some
peace and quiet in the midst of a hectic and
congested city.
continued on next page
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Run With The Winners
Run With

Sun worshippers may
enjoy Candlestick, zoo
continued from page 14

witness baseball by the bay

Sigmund Stern Memorial Grove
The grove, located at 19th Avenue and
Sloat Boulevard, is a place for the whole
family. Admission is free.

Lands End

During the summer months there are
free music concerts. The grove is also
furnished with barbeque pits and picnic
tables. Many families set up nets on one of
the huge green lawns and have all day
badminton or volleyball games. Sweet
smelling eucalyptus trees are an added
feature of the grove
Candlestick Park
Though San Francisco has not won a
pennant since 1962, the Giants still provide
some exciting baseball. We’ve all heard
about the strong winds, the peanut shells
flying in your eyes and the rowdy, often
times savage, fans. But what better way is
there to spend a lazy sunny Sunday af
ternoon?
Those on a budget can take advantage
of the El charge for "bleacher" seats and

Lands End is another one of those "get
away" spots that’s often overlooked.
Lands End is located at Point Lobos
and 48th Avenue.
There are dozens of trails to explore,
but be careful since some become steep.
The cliffside is not safe for climbing,
but the paths provided for hikers feature
spectacular views.

adidas

San Francisco Zoo
Watching The lion being fed is just one
of many experiences at the San Francisco
Zoo.
Located at 44th Avenue and Sloat
Boulevard, the zoo is open every day of the
year. Admission. is 52 for adults and for
children without an adult.
Monkey Island is a favorite at the zoo.
The island is surrounded by a moat and is
inhabited by over 50 spider monkeys.
To see a large portion of the zoo in a
short time, the Elephant Train gives 25
minute tours.

11"
9

Boston Running Short
100% tricot 3 -striped sice
seam trim on flying panels
Self fabricbinding on legs,
side seams, key pocket Velcro
fastener 100% tricot liner 7
colors available
9s Atlanta Running Shirt
100% tricot 3 -striped side
seam trim Runners vent 7
colors available

Orlando Runnino Short
100% nylon Cite 3 -striped
side seam Flying panels Sell fabric binding on legs and side
seams Key pocket Velcro
fastener 1130% tricot liner 4
colors available
Common Running Shirt
100% tricot tank top with
$0/50 poly/cotton fishnet
bottom Vented sides 6 colors
available

Sonoma Running Shirt
100% textured poly -Golden
Touch- High -back Runners
vent 4 colors available
Dania Running Short
100% textured poly -Gulden
Touch
key pocket Velcro
fastener, special woman scut
without liner 4 colors
available

12 9’
8 9’

89’

"":"’"-

X.%
7.ror’.17.

47 95
mens,
OF

ladies

3485 Marathon Trainor
Leather reinforced toe. heel
Ghilly speed lacing system
Concave rubber sole 3 -phase
shock absorption Side
stability

3487 TRX Trainor
Leather reinforced toe box,
heel area Soft eva wedge.’
rubber outsole Special heel
counter

Ragdy

35 95

mens
ladies

SPORT
SHOP

3020 ALUM ROCK AVE., SAN JOSE
Located just ,h mile east of 280/680 on Alum Rock. Next to O.S.H.
by Pdtri S,Illevd,
Paddle boating on Golden Gate Park’s Stow Lake in San Francisco can prove to he a
quiet change from tourist hot -spots.

PEN 7 DAYS -3 NIGHTS

Phone 926-3020

ALL MAJOR BANK CAR*
ACCEPTED
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DUNGEONS
& DRAGONS
Miniatures
Accessories
Dice

ALSO:
New comics and
back issues
Sci-fi books
Magazines
Pinball Machines

SPACESTATION
II
Mon.-Fri. 1-7
Saturday 11-6
Sunday 1-5
983 S. Bascom Ave., San Jose

HOURS:

Free drawing for "The Empire Strikes
Back" tickets Sat.. May 17, 1:00. Must
be present to win.

Take a ’short trip to yesteryear’
The horn sounds On the interurban
train that once operated over the San
Francisco Bay Bridge. Passengers push
forward as the last person gets off and a
new line forms immediately with more
visitors for a short trip to yesteryear.
The horn sounds again as the
motorman takes charge of the controls,
easing his train around the tracks to the
amazement of the spectators picnicking on
the lush, green lawns. The train passes a
bookstore, the main source of revenue for
the California Railway Museum.
Further on, the two car train greets a
rusty old Western
Pacific steam
locomotive put out to pasture under the
wings of the museum at Rio Vista Junc
tic i.
The train moves swiftly down the main
line that is covered with long strands of
canery (the type of electric cable used to
supply the trains with the necessary
electricity, or "juice," as coined by trolley
fans).
Past the switchman at South Park
Junction and the voltage regulator stored
in a stainless steel shack that was acquired
from Bay Area Rapid Transit, the train
picks up speed for a half mile until it
reaches three ties placed precariously
across the tracks, indicating the end of the
line.
The motorman then unhooks his
throttle handle and opens his control cab at
the rear car, and begins to operate from
the rear of the train. Thus the end becomes
the front, and the front the rear.
An articulated train such as this one
has cars which are joined together per
manently or semi permanently for
operation as a single unit or coupled to
other trains.
The California Railway Museum was

00 LA WEE IT’S

Inter -urban train No. 182 pulls into station.
formed initially during the post World War
II days. In 1960, the group saw a need to
purchase some property to store their
unwanted and retired electric trolleys. The
group, now calling themselves the Bay
Area Electric Railway Association, Inc.,
bought a 22 acre site on Highway 12, where
the museum is today, in order to start a
refugee camp for wayward trains ousted
by technology.
Next came the problem of moving the
from
equipment
various
people’s
backyards to Rio Vista. When that was
done, track needed to be put in, along with
the juice. Then the plans of refurbishing
went into action.
Unfortunately,
with
a
non-profit
organization where hard work is paid for

by one’s ambition and there isn’t enough
elbow grease lots of times, the plan was
easier said than completed.
The most interesting and attractive
train at the museum consists of the former
Key System articulated cars that used to
roam the Bay Area like BART does today,
ironically over territory now traversed by
BART. They were the latest in interurban
transportation in 1937 and went out with
the automobile age during the late 19505.
For those planning to make a stop at
the Rio Vista Junction sometime this
summer, take 680 north to Highway 80 and
then take Highway 12. The museum is just
east of Fairfield and is open year-round on
weekends from noon to 5 p.m. For more
information, call (707) 374.2978.
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Cheesecake & Company
Entertainment For All Occasions

*
*
*
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* Fraternity
Sorority

* Bachelor
* Bachelorette *

celebrating anything
semester break
initiation
birthdays
pranks
singing telegrams

makes fora
great send off
gift from friends

"Professional
male & female
dancers"

’St
*
1(
*
*
’II

Exotic Dancers
Cake Pops
Business Luncheons
Get Together Parties
Anniversaries
Divorce Parties

Trade Shows
Package Deals
Swinger Parties
Models
Bands
Weddings

Surprise Boxes
Stag Parties
Welcome Home Parties *
Poker Parties
Get Well Parties
Conventions

If you’re buying a diamond engagement ring for someone you love,
you can’t afford not to visit Proctor’s. All our diamonds are guaranteed for
their quality and value. And, when you bring in this ad, you’ll save
15% on selected rings.
’Items shown sublact to prior sale
Reduced prices begin at $350.

ew
For Information Call (408) 280-1257
2444 Moorpark Ave., Suite 300, San Jose, CA 95128
********************************************

216 EL PASEO DE SARATOGA, SAN JOSE
307 TOWN AND COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN JOSE
110 TOWN AND COUNTRY VILLAGE. SUNNYVALE
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Western Pacific locomotive No. 94.
A small boy tests his skills at rail walking.
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No. 94 was built by American
Locomotive Works in 1909

Robert Hanft takes tickets on one ol the
Key System
trains.

Photos and text by:
Kyle Brehm
Al Atkins at the throttle
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From fortress to prison;
tour reveals island history
by Kevin Folan
It anchors down solidly in San
Francisco Bay, wind-swept, crumbling
and forlorn. A clean, sharp, salt tang
clings to it. Seagulls dip and swoop
overhead, their long raucous crys trailing
after them in the breeze.
The Indians called it White Island. The
Spanish explorers dubbed it the Isle of the
Pelicans. The island now has a secure
place in history as Alcatraz.
The blunt -nosed "Royal Knight" is the
ferry that carries visitors across the short
expanse of the Bay to the island. It’s a
journey that lasts only minutes but takes
the voyager far back in time.
A National Parks Service ranger
meets the contingent of visitors at a dock
composed of weathered, grizzled pilings.
He affably introduces himself as Lou
Siveras and invites the group to follow him
as the tour begins.
Alcatraz’s major transformation from
the barren clump of rock it once was began
during California’s Gold Rush days.
Concerned that the city was vulnerable to
attack, the Army decided to enlarge and
strengthen the small fort already on the
island.
The fort never saw service, and
following the Civil War, the Army decided
that Alcatraz would be more useful as a
prison than a fortress.
With prisoners as workers, the craggy
topography of the island was leveled off to
a manageable degree and tons of earth
were transported to cover some of the bare
rock.
In 1934, Army prisoners had corn

After a prisoner showed himself to be
reliable, he received the ’privilege’ of an
’outside’ job in one of Alcatraz’s small
factories.
In the grim, rigid world of Alcatraz,
everything beyond that essential for life
was a privilege, Siveras explained.
Any time not spent working or eating,
prisoners spent in their cells, about 15
hours a day. Once a week, on a Sunday
afternoon, prisoners were allowed a two
hour period in the tiny exercise yard
outSide.
Prisoners were allowed one visitor a
month. There was a one, hour conversation
over a telephone, while a guard monitored
the conversation. A thick steel wall and a
heavy glass plate separated prisoner and
visitor.
All mail was censored, both -incoming
and outgoing. Most letters the convicts
received were re -worded and typed so that
any hidden messages concerning escape
instructions were ruined.
Prisoners received no news of the
outside world. No mention of anything but
personal matters was allowed in letters or
conversations with visitors.
Journalists were not allowed on the is
land. Prisoners could call a hunger strike
or riot, but with the knowledge no one on
the outside would ever know of it.
For the inmates of Alcatraz, the prison
was their entire world.
Any infraction of the rules would
result in the loss of Alcatraz’s sparse privileges or a possible removal to isolation.
The ranger leads the group to a small

Park Ranger "Lou" leads tour of Alcatraz

hi: Kyle. Br,’ ,,

VW OUR SPECIALTY
REBUILT VW ENGINES
1200cc
1500cc
1600cc

$395
each.
$410 + each.
$425 + each.

Rebuilt Trans .
Installations Available
Baja Kits
85.5 Pistons & Cyl

from $285
$109.95
$74.95

COMPLETE VW MACHINE SHOP SERVICE
Replacement parts for all your VW needs
Complete line of Off -Road & Dunebuggy Equipment

SMALL CAR ACCESSORIES
(Next to Cowtown)
1580 Almaden Road, San Jose
Mon -Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m., Sat 10-4, closed Sun.
292-6046

’Most prisoners who escaped
were either captured or killed’
pleted work on the new federal prison
facility and Alcatraz entered a new era.
After a short, steep climb to the top of
the island, the group arrives at the heart of
Alcatraz
the blunt solidity of the main
cellblock.
The building consists of three levels of
concrete and steel, with 250 individual
cells. Each cell was furnished alike with
toilet, sink and bed. At either end of the
block there is a wire.enclosed catwalk
where an armed guard patrolled. At the
end of each row of cells is a four foot metal
arm. Siveras reaches up and pulls the
lever down and the cell doors mechanical
ly slide. Pushing the lever back up, Siveras
sends the steel curtain back, where it
meets the concrete in a resounding "slam"
that echoes up to the skylight pierced roof.
It is a starkly barren place, devoid of
any element of warmth or comfort.
No prisoner was sent directly to
Alcatraz, according to Siveras. Only those
prisoners in the federal prison system who
were the most difficult or dangerous
arrived here.
Alcatraz was designed to break the
toughest spirit, to grind down the most
recalcitrant offender into submitsion with
its harsh regiment. Even in the best of
terms, life on Alcatraz was hard.
From 1934 to 1940, silence was the rule
on Alcatraz. Conversation could bring a
spell in isolation.
There were no rehabilitative pro
grams, only manual labor jobs. A new
prisoner would first be assigned to an
’inside’ job, working or cleaning around
the cellblock itself.

wing off of the main cellblock. This was
Alcatraz’s final remedy for the fractious
isolation. The confinement here was 24
hours -a -day, seven -days -a -week.
For
additional punishment, a prisoner was
confined in a dark isolation cell.
One looks at one of the tiny cells and
tries to imagine spending 13 years of one’s
life there, as one ’Whitey’ Franklin did. Or
88 days in the tomb like blackness of a
dark cell, as another inmate did.
When Siveras said that a number of
inmates in the isolation section ended up
"totally insane," it isn’t hard to believe.
One man in the group asked about
escape from Alcatraz.
According to Siveras, "the hard part
(of escaping) was getting out of the prison
itself," not necessarily making it to land
following an escape.
This was due, in part, to the large
number of guards at Alcatraz. There was
an average of 100 guards for the prison
population of 250 inmates. This compared
very favorably with the national average
now of one guard for every 20 to 30
prisoners, Siveras said.
The guards were some of the best in
the federal prison system, carefully
chosen and specially trained.
Many of them lived with their families
on the island, forming a completely
separate world in the tiny speck of rock,
one part free, and growing, and connected
with the outer world, the other part con
fined, static, reclusive.
Those who did escape from the prison,
of course, still had to get off the island.
continued on page 30

We invite you to come to La Fonda
and enjoy our Mexican food.
We haven’t wasted time or money on expensive
surroundings or special gimmicks. We exert our
effort in bringing to our customers
the best quality
and best tasting Mexican food in town
at the most reasonable prices.
Try us and compare. We’re sure
you’ll agree with
our customers that we have
the best Mexican food in town
We are also known for
our exquisite margaritas.

Hours: 11:00a.m.-10 p.m.
7 days a week
2000 So. Bascom Ave.
Phone 371-3424
Campbel:
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Skydivers seek
challenge, excitement

The air at 12,000 feet is thin and cold as
it rushes in the open door of the venerable
old DC3.
Lounging on the floor of the craft are
30 individuals clad in loose fitting jump
suits and parachutes. The roar of the Plane
makes conversation difficult, so jumpers
Sit in quiet anticipation.
The plane begins to slow as it reaches
the "drop zone." The jump leader leans
out of the door and surveys the terrain.
mentally computing the wind speed and
the position of the plane. The jumpers will
exit the plane at the proper moment in
order to land squarely in the drop zone.
The jumpers are now clustered close
to the door. An air of excitement pervades
the cabin as the group tenses for the
plunge.
Suddenly, the group seems to almost
explode out the door, plummeting away
from the plane at an incredible rate as
they form themselves into diamond and
circle -like configurations.

Page 71

Photos by Liz Hafalia
Text by Kevin Folan
Hurtling downward at 100 m.p.h., the
iumpers rapidly approach the ground. The
formations now begin to break apart, the
jumpers spinning away from each other.
With a "pop" that carries down to the
spectators below, the parachutes open,
dotting the sky with a profusion of multi
colored canopies.
The jumpers float down to the earth,
swaying gently under the square shaped
parachutes. They laugh and call out to
each other as they touch down on the hard packed dirt of the drop zone.
As they gather their "chutes" up, the
dive is discussed with ribald humor. The
mood is brightened even further when it is
announced that three free cases of been
have been donated.
There are about 38,000 parachutists in

clubs scattered across the country. In the
Bay Area, there are jump sites in Liver
more, Antioch, Yellow County and Pope
Valley.
Of course, the first question most
people ask is why anyone would want to
jump out of a perfectly good airplane. Is it
simply a desire to flirt with death, to live
dangerously?
Most jumpers probably wouldn’t
agree. The sensation of soaring unhindered through space, the experience of
tasting, even if briefly, complete freedom
may be part of it.
But perhaps the only to understand the
fascination of skydiving is to try it first
hand. One thing is absolutely guaranteed
an unforgetable experience.
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Reed magazine reviewed

Readers ’must dig for greatness’

THE

by Scott Mace

JAZZ

"Reed Magazine," Volume XXX IV.
1980. Published by the English Depart
ment, SJSU, which has copies available
for 62.00.

MUSICIAN
Bringing you the best in

national and local
talent at reasonable
prices and a tom liirlable
atmosphere

.

COMING ATTRACTIONS
HEATH BROTHERS
MARK MURPHY
HANK CRAWFORD

-vPg"--

STAN GETZ
MOSE ALLISON
EDDIE HARRIS
JOE FERREL

THE
JAZZ MUSICIAN
233 W. Santa Clara St.
2nd Floor. DeAnza Hotel
San Jose
288-6210

I had hoped that this "last" Reed
Magazine would reach some pinnacle Cl
greatness, some remembrance of years
past. Unfortunately, one must dig here for
greatness,
Perhaps some of the more stilted
poetry and torrid prose in this book would
reinforce the A.S. council’s feelings
against continued funding of The Reed. In
fairness, though, the book is thematically
sound and visionary in places.
The first short story, "Te Kin and the
Animal Man,- by Robert Joe Stout, takes
an interesting turn when what at first
appears to be a standard World After- Ar
mageddon tale narrows to the Armaged
don of Vietnam. Though the main
characters are hardly developed past how
they came to be where they were, the
images of ancient, hidden idols (a sub
terranean Buddha plays prominently
here) evoke the underlying power of ritual
to surpass all human suffering, be it that of
the wpurided American soldier or the
orphaned Vietnamese peasant.
Less satisfying but more familiar is
H.W. Blattner’s "The Party," a Saul Be)
lowish war between the sexes. Why are
cruel women so attractive to some men?
The author’s implied put-down of both men
and women for their delusions and
jealousies is visible, but so what: static
charactes do not resolve conflict and bore
the reader.
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"Night Passage," by Richard Paul
Russo, is the finest short story in the book,
if flawed. A young man picks up a woman
in a bar, they go to her glace, sleep
together and then the woman swallows 33
Valium pills and dies while the man does
nothing to prevent it. Russo pulls it off,
painting a haunting portrait of human
beings paralyzed by modern society,
unable to feel or reach out to others. Where
the story fails is in the aftermath, where
the man shows only the faint glimmerings
of growth, as he strives simply to
remember the woman’s name.
As with most literary reviews these
days, a sizeable section of The Reed deals
With art and the writers themselves. As
elsewhere, the efforts on this theme vary.
"Gregory Saxon," by Mitch Vickors, a
standard trustrated-SJSU-student-in-f irst
writing -class piece, never really gets off
the ground and will appeal mainly to
writing students
"Thirty three Feet per Second, per
Second," by Richard A. Bretschneider,
though, is a far more interesting story. In
it, the artist imagines himself as the story,
looking upon his "real self" (sitting at the
desk, breaking pencil tips as he writes the
story) as the true fantasy, or at least as
nnly nne reality. So called immutable laws
Of phsIcs are broken ( the title represents
an acceleration one second per second
faster than Earth’s gravity) and all that
remains is perception.
The poems on art are also a mixed
bag. "In the Sonata/1 Wear a Surgeon’s
Mask," by Ruth Lisa Schechter, has an
intriguing musical structure and images of

PC Board
Wire a Harness
Stuffing
Mechanical
Expediting
Touch -Up
Rework

via

NW

he Greg Rrehard
poet as surgeon
though I dissect a noun or verb
though I use no anaesthesia
though I repair my perennial stanzas
in the sonata/I wear a surgeon’s mask
"Bug Heaven," by Candace Gonzalez
Shelton, features a narrator who creates
an Insect cemetery:
And when I couldn’t find them dead
I’d step on them.
And that, basically, is how to create
art.
Among the smattering of mundane
poems editors usually incluoe in anthologies, a few gems stand out, like Will
Patterson’s "Water Trompe L’Oeil,"
derived from a French phrase meaning
"deception of the eye:"
Pond face ref lectionsthrough rippling, cloud -louvered sky,
leaves falling upward
Many forgettable poems are included,
such as "canopornabalgraphismy," a real
mouthful that means nothing.
On the domestic scene, Peggy Boett
cher in "The Visitor" describes a single
parent bringing a new lover home He closes the front door behind her and
his children do not look up from the tele
vision. They see the screen flutter once
as she passes on her way to the
bathroom, they do not hear the water
rush into the tub.
If man (and woman) is a reed, a
thinking reed, as the traditional opening
quote from Pascal states, this possibly
final edition of The Reed shows jost
enough thought amidst the swamp of bad
literature. But it is Worth the expedition

NICOLET TECHNOLOGY
Is Looking For A

SENIOR ENGINEER
Top Starting Salaries/Excellent Benefits
major projects;
prototypes and

RESPONSIBILITIES: All Activities necessary for completion of

GO GREYHOUND
E

TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL

711 Colorado Ave.

3333 Bowers

Pal() Alto

Santa Clara

128-2770

727-5301
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Continuing Engineer, you will be designing

productizing NMR instrumentation(
REQUIREMENTS: MSEE or equiv., plus experience as an Engineer.

Send Resumes to: Kathy Sweet
Nicolet Technology
145 E. Dana St.,
Mountain View, CA 94041
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Summer reading suggestions
by Scott Mace
Each month, hundreds of new books appear on the store shelves and super
market racks. Without passing myself off as any kind of authority, here are my
suggestions for summer reading.

KINKO’S
Instant
Passport Photos

General
"San Francisco Stories," a collection of short fiction by Bay Area writers, in
eluding three short ones by Richard Brautigan ("Trot)! Fishing in America"). (SF
Stories, 1979, $3.501
"Smiley’s People," John Le Carre (Knopf, 1980, $10.95 hardcover). LeCarre’s
latest is a masterpiece, beautifully written and heads above other socalled "spy
novels."
"The Politics of Privacy," by James Rule et al., (Mentor, 1980, $2.50) a
"disturbing, completely documented study of the invasion of privacy in America."
If you decide to lay low to protect your privacy or if the summer job market
does not pan out try "Possum Living," a guide to "living easy off the land without
a job and almost no money." Useful stuff in these times (Dolly Freed, Bantam, 1978,
$2.50).
For you sports fans, "Bronx Zoo" by Sparky Lyle and Peter Golenbock is must
reading if you have not perused it already. Lyle’s recreation of the 1978 New York
Yan%ees season will, if nothing else, provide you with further glimpses of madcap
Billy Martin. (Dell, 1979, $2.50).

Into Summer
Adventure at

Science Fiction/Fantasy
"The Fountains of Paradise," Arthur C. Clarke (Del Rey, 1980, $2.50), Clarke’s
purported last novel, explores the idea of a "sky hook" or "orbital tower" which
could make travel to places much more economical. Clarke weaves a good story, as
usual.
"Thrice Upon a Time," James P. Hogan (Del Rey, 1980, $2.25) is almost an in
joke for computo-philes Mixing fantasy and current technology.
"Janissaries," Jerry Pournelle (Ace, 1980, $2.50), an excellent adventure story
that manages to raise some interesting questions along the way. And it is illustrated
to boot.
Also, Del Rey has rereleased the first seven Oz books by L. Frank Baum. They
are fantasy classics and not to be missed. Original illustrations have been included
in these naive, fun period pieces, all written in the early years of the century.

STEVEN’S
PARA-LOFT
1ST JUMP
GROUP RATES

276-3211

3 MINUTE SERVICE
*Professional Color
and Black & White
*Quick Portraits
and Visas
Color S6.95
Black & White S5.95

NO WAITING
NO APPOINTMENTS
Also Copiers at 31 q
overnight no minimum
XEROX 9400 & KODAK COPIES
We Also Doe
THESIS COPYING
*GOLD STAMPING
BIND INC
1235 3rd St
285-4336
OR
411 E San Carlos St.
285-5511

Or

.

757-9975

You c esorve us !
Camping only a
stone’s throw away
by Robyne Martin
Gas crunchedcampers can find local
camping this summer in five public areas
within an hour’s drive of SJSU.
Castle Rock State Park on Highway 35
south of Saratoga is famous for its rock
climbing opportunities. But there is a
camp 3 1/2 miles from the parking area on
the trail which connects Skyline Ridge
with the ocean. Campers can start at this
trail campsite, and move to Waterman
Gap campsite between castle Rock and
Big Basin State Parks then hike through
Big Basin park and on to the ocean.
Reservations for the trail camp and
Waterman Gap must be made through the
rangers off ice at Big Basin park.
Big Basin Redwoods State Park in
Felton is probably the most popular park
in California. It features groves of some of
the oldest redwoods in the United States.
There are 35 miles of hiking trails, including the one which leads to the Pacific
Ocean.
The large park has four backpack
camps and sites for cars, trailers and
group camping. Reservations should be
made at Ticketron outlets or by calling the
park at (408) 338 6132.
Henry Coe State Park is 14 miles East
of Morgan Hill on Dunne Avenue. There

are more than 30 miles of hiking and
horseback riding trails that can be used
year round. Ten group campsites are
available for those with cars; four other
areas are for backpackers only. Water
must be carried.
For reservations and park information
call (408) 779 2728
Sanborn -Skyline
Park
is
ad
ministrated by the County of Santa Clara
and is primarily for picnickers. However,
recent developments by the county and
youth groups have opened up several
campsites for first come, first served use.
Information can be obtained at the park
off ice 3 miles West of Saratoga on High
way 9 or by calling 867-6940.
There are more than 40 parks and
public wilderness areas administered by
the East Bay Regional Park District,
which can be reached by mail at 11500
Skyline Blvd., Oakland, CA 94619, or by
calling (415) 531.9300.
At three of the parks camping is
available on a first come, first served
basis, at Sunol Valley Regional Park in
Fremont, Las Cumbres Park (Lake
Chabot) in Castro Valley and Bellevalle
Park in Oakland. Some of the parks are
accessible from BART and the AC transit
system.

Because we pamper you.
Our congenial atmosphere,
fine food and excellent service
make your dining experience memorahl
Join us, we deserve you

V
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NOW
Omega
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Enlarger

for everyone who felt they
couldn’t afford the best!
Chromega
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dichroic
color
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filtration
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Discount
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171 S. 3rd St., S.J.
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Tully Road Stables rents horses for $S an hour and $12 and $14 for two hours.
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Look no further for summer fun
by Ron Regalia
If you’re willing to take the time and
effort to look, the Santa Clara Valley and
South Bay do have their share of
amusement centers and summer ac

GO FOR
IT!

MEMBERSHIP
INITIATION
FEE
10% discount to
SJSU students
on all merchandise
coupon expires
6/30/80

THE SUPREME COURT III
355 W Sari Fernando. Sari ..lose CA 95110

408 289-1340

tivities. The problem is finding them.
Scattered among the valley’s pinball
arcades, fast food outlets, pornographic
theaters and corporations are a few
quality operations. Some are even worth
the gas or county transit headaches
necessary to reach them.
Marriott’s Great America, Northern
California’s largest entertainment center,
is an excellent, if expensive, alternative
for summer excitement. For a $1095 adult
admission, Marriott’s offers a full day’s
worth of live shows, dizzying rides, games,
music and dancing.
Located off Highway 101 just north of
San Jose, Marriott’s begins daily 10 a.m. to
8 p.m. operation on May 24. After June 20,
the closing hours are extended to 9 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday and 11 p.m.
Friday and Saturday.
Marriott’s, though its main drawing
cards are rollercoasters and "tidal
waves," also is high on musical entertainment. "Date nights," with two for
the price of one admission, a Fourth of
July live music festival and a Labor Day
weekend country music show featuring the
Oakridege Boys highlight the summer
program.

it those aren’t enough, there’s always
the "Broadway" shows, "Bugs Bunny’s
Bourbon Street Follies," and the Pic
torium.
Marriott’s is accessible by Greyhound
or the county transit system. If you’re
driving, don’t fret. Marriott’s has its own
gasoline station and hotel.
Frontier Village, located on Monterey
Road in South San Jose, is less expensivc
than Marriott’s, but shallower in en
tertainment. Oriented toward children, the
village provides a full day of amusement
park rides for $7.45. Admission only
tickets are also available for $5.75.
The "Home of Fred Flintstone, Scoo
by Doo and Yogi Bear" is open from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 10 a.m. to 7
p.m. weekends starting May 24.
Like Marriott’s, Frontier Village is
accessible by county transit, offers free
admission for children under 3 and accepts
Visa and Master Charge.
If you’re tired of smog and blistering
hot valley days, the Santa Cruz Beach
Boardwalk is your best bet. Located just
over the hill on Monterey Bay, the
"seashore playground" is a welcome relief
continued on next page

KOMATSU
Japanese Cuisine
3rd Year Anniversary

10% Off Lunch & Dinner
Lunch: Mon -Fri, 11:30am-2:00pm
Dinner: Mon -Sat, 5pm-lOpm
Sun 4pm-9pm
Closed Wednesday

(408) 379-3000
93 South Central Ave., at the Factory, Campbell
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Ride, skate in South Bay
continued from page 24
for both your lungs and pocketbook.
The half mile long strip of beach,
amusement park rides, carnival games
and pinball arcades has no admission
price. Rides are roughly 80 cents each and
the beach is free. An optional $5.50 ticket
earns unlimited rides for a day.
The Boardwalk is open from 11 a.m. to
11 p.m. daily after May 24. Don’t forget to
challenge the famed "Giant Dipper," one
of the world’s top rollercoasters.
Unfortunately, a large number of
valley residents find the Santa Cruz
beaches appealing.
Particularly on
holidays and hot days, the Boardwalk is an
almost suffocating mass of people.
Marine World Africa U.S.A., located
about one half hour north of San Jose in
Redwood City, provides fairly low cost
entertainment for both adults and
children.
Ski and boat shows. an ecology
theater, killer whale and dolphin
exhibitions and a jungle raft safari
through Marine World highlight the
summer program. Playgrounds, pools and
zoo facilities are available for children.
Marine World operates Wednesday
through Sunday from 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
During the summer, the hours are usually
extended to 7 p.m.
Full -day admission tickets, including
all shows, are $7.95 for adults and $4.95 for
children under 12. Children under five are
admitted free.
T.,- Valley has several ice rinks, all
availa_.e at a moderate price. The East ridge ice Arena, located in the shopping
mall on Tully Road, is open Monday
through Thursday from 7:30 to 930 p.m.
and Friday from 8 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
A word of advice. Check out the
schedule before rushing down there.
Monday is ladies night, Tuesday is tam
mily night and Wednesday is adults only.
Admission price is $2.50, plus $1 for
Skate rental. Ladies night admission is
$2.50 with skates.
The Ice Palace in Sunnyvale has both
day and night skating sessions. The 13 and
over admission is slightly lower than that
of Eastride, at $2.25, plus $1 for skate
rental. The Palace also provides special
group rates for parties of 10 or more.
Lessons in both patch and freestyle
skating are available in the mornings for
$5 and lower. County transit lines serve
both rinks.
For roller skaters, the Skate Arena
Roller Rink, located just a stone’s throw
from the Ice Palace on Reed Avenue, is
ready to test your skills or lack thereof.
Emerald Hills Golf land on Blossom
Hill Road in San Jose and Golfland
Milpitas on Jacklin Road are the county’s
answer to miniature golf nuts.
In addition to two 18 hole courses,
Emerald Hills has over 60 electronic
pinball games and special rates and picnic
facilities for birthday parties.
The courses are open from 10 a.m. to
11 p.m weekdays and 10 a.m. to midnight
weekends. Standard rates range from $2 to
$3 for adults and $1.50 to $2.50 for children
under 12.
Golfland Milpitas has the same
business hours and approximately the
same admission prices.
If amusement parks and indoor en
tertainment don’t appeal to you, the Buck
Norred Stables on Bernal Road is
guaranteed to satisfy even the most
rugged westerner. Yes, there are horses in
the Santa Clara Valley.

Situated in the oak lined Santa Teresa
foothills, the ranch provides daily summer
horse rentals Monday through Friday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and weekends from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. This schedule starts in June.

The perfect shoe
for your graduation
or evening out on the town.

A one hour ride costs $8. One and one
half and two hour rides are $11 and $14,
respectively. On weekends, $18 will secure
a three hour rental. Guides are optional.
The ranch has three clubs, each
providing year long riding and lessons for
a set membership fee and monthly dues.
Private lessons in both English and
Western riding are available to non club
members.
Summertime programs include a
moonlight ride, barbeque and dance and
Other group activities. The ranch also
provides rodeo training, such as cattle
roping and has boarding facilities for
horses. Reservations for general riding
and lessons are recommended.
Road Stables, used
The Tully
frequently by SJ SU recreation and
physical education classes, offers 17 miles
of trail along the Coyote River. Horse
rental is $8 an hour and $12 to $14 for two
hours.
The stables are open daily from 8 a.m
to 5:30 p.m. and is the only area facility to
offer discounted group rates. Lessons for
both groups and individuals range from
$4010 $70.
Membership in the Horseman’s club is
available for a one-time $70 family fee and
monthly dues of $40 to $70.

From the

Life Stride
"Under ’30"
Collection.
New dress shoe drama, at your favorite
mid-heel height. Day or night, this sleek
’n sassy sandal keeps an active kashion
pace. Life Stride keeps the price down,
too, so it’s as easy to buy as it is to wear!

Play days, breakfast and dinner rides,
pony polo and other Western shows occur
throughout the summer.

$29.00

City and county parks are scattered
throughout the valley. The best are Alum
Rock Park in the hills at the eastern end of
Alum Rock Avenue, and Vasona Park,
located off Highway 17 just north of Los
Gatos.
Alum Rock, for a small parking fee,
rewards visitors with shaded picnic areas,
campsites, bike and horse trails, clear
running water and unspoiled hills.
If you try hard enough, the park looks
more like the Sierra foothills of Northern
California wilderness than an isolated
patch of green in a metropolitan valley.
Visitors to Vasona can cross the park’s
reservoir in rented sailboats or kayaks.
The park also provides extensive picnic
areas with outdoor stoves. Both parks are
served directly by county transit.

Serenade
available in:
red
white
navy

bone
camel
black

The Little Indy 500 U Drive Go Karts
in Milpitas and Karts of San Jose on
Monterey Road are among the county
tracks that provide low cost racing for the
non professional.
Of the two, Little Indy is probably the
best bargain, allowing 12 to 14 laps on its
quarter mile track for $2. Go Karts of San
Jose gives five minutes of driving for the
same price.
If none of the above amusements in
terest you, there are always the pinball
arcades and "fun centers." Merlin’s
Castle in the El Paseo de Saratoga
Shopping Center, the Red Carpet Billiard
Lounge in Santa Clara and San Jose’s own
Pinball Wizard are just a sampler.
Santa Clara Valley is hardly an en
tertainment capital, but for one with a
little imagination and perserverance, it
can be an exciting summer.
And after all, don’t the most
challenging endeavors often prove the
most satisfying?

Frants Fazhion
Footwear
Valley Fair
Highway 17
Se Stevens Creek
244.7044

Cambrian Park Plaza
Shopping Center
14922 Camden Ave
377 0129
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Two landmarks within a short drive

Missions exude old California atmosphere

13,

The only adobe building left of the original Mission San Jose.

---1,6r)v-

Fine Cocktails
Hot Coffee Drinks
Fresh Fruit Drinks
Steam Beer

HAPPY HOUR
4:00 ’til 7:00

h.n.ah

by Robyne Martin
Civilization in California began more
than 200 years ago with the establishment
of 21 missions for the Spanish Crown.
Each of these missions was founded by
Franciscan Padres, whn wcri-: leaders not
only in religion, but also in military
strategy and commerce. Each outpost had
all the elements of a working community,
basic to the peaceful colonization of Alta
California.
For a student visiting one of the
missions near SJSU, however, little
remains of the bustling agricultural
parishes to remind us of the time when
California belonged to Spain.
But both Mission San Jose and Mission
Santa Clara exude a presence that tram
scends time.
The 1929 church of Mission Santa
Clara de Assisi is a faithful replica of the
fifth church built for the mission in 1825.
Santa Clara University students pass
between the ornamental facade and the
mission cross erected in 1777 daily on their
way to classes.
The church stands on the property of
the Jesuit School and faces The Alameda,
the 4 -mile boulevard built in 1799 to
provide the rowdy citizens of the nearby
pueblo of San Jose with a direct route of
salvation to the mission church.
The other end of that road is Santa
Clara Street, which is one block from the
SJSU campus.
incense -scented
Inside the cool,
church is an atmosphere of old California.
em
Victorian
some
Apart from
belishments, the interior of the church
reflects an era when Catholicism was the
politics of the day.
Many artifacts which were ruined in a
fire in 1926 have been reproduced to match
the originals, including a life-size crucifix
over a side altar.
The mission (and city) is named after
a young aristocratic girl born in Assisi,
Italy in 1193. She ran away from home at
age 18 to join St. Francis, and later
founded an order of nuns called the Poor
Clares. St. Clare was cannonized in 1255.
The mission was founded by Father
Tomas de la Pena in 1777 for Spain. It
survived a flood in 1779, earthquakes in
1812 and 1818, a takeover by Mexican
civilian officials in 1836, by Americans in
1848, by Californians in 1850 and by Jesuits
in 1851. The newest church is a replica of
one that was destroyed by fire in 1926.
As fire began one morning, the clang
of the mission bells woke faculty and stu-

dents, who came out to battle the fire in
their nightwear. The fire, allegedly started
by electrical insulation eroded by bat guano, burned the roof in 20 minutes and re
duced the building to ashes.
One of the mission bells melted and the
other (from Spain, 1798) cracked when
struck by water from the f irehoses. King
Alphonse XIII of Spain sent a replacemen(
bell in 1929 that now hangs in the belltower
of the restored chuch.
The church and a cemetary are the
only remaining parts of the mission that
have not been turned into classrooms or
faculty residences They mark the center
of Santa Clara University, the city of Santa
Clara and a once mighty agricultural
valley.
On the edge of this valley, nestled near
the coast mountains, stood a mission
which boasted the most verdant farms and
largest livestock herds.
Named for the legendary foster father
of Christ, Mission San Jose once stood
within view of the mission and presidio in
San Francisco and the mission in Santa
Clara. It was located on the roadway to the
interior of the San Joaquin Valley, making
it a practical base for Spanish soldiers
exploring the area.
But little of the adobe mission
buildings remain today, although
quaint rural atmosphere of the surrc
ding village does not comprom e the
setting.
In front of an olivc grove planted
padres and Indians stands the "1st ado:
building on the site. Formerly part of thv
monastery
wing
of
the
mission
quadrangle, the white -washed structure is
now a museum holding the last of a once
extensive collection of religious art.
The museum includes mission bells,
farming impiements and a wormeaten
wooden statue of St. Bonaventure. There
are also makeshift musical instruments
the mission was reknown for its orchestra,
which grew under the direction of Father
Narciso Duran.
North of the adobe museum stands the
last church built at the mission in 1867. An
earthquake the previous year destroyed
the great adobe church.
The present wooden church, however,
has not been used by the parish for 16 or 17
years because it was closed after the floor
caved in. Presently, Mission San Jose is
the only mission in California that has not
had its church restored.
But restoration plans have been in the
continued on page 31
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CENTRAL CHINA RESTAURANT

Complimentary Hors d’ Oeuvres
Backgammon - Chess - Checkers

Located at "The Factory"
93 South Central Ave.
Campbell
379-6340

Serving the finest in Szechuan and Hunan Cuisine.
Treat your taste buds to our hot and spicy dishes.
If you prefer Mandarin Cuisine, we prepare the best lightly
sauteed meats and vegetables with a minimum amount of oil.
For a special treat, order in advance and we will prepare Peking
Duck for you. This young duckling is delicately prepared in our
specially built oven, then served boneless with Peking pao-bing,
( a very thin Chinese pancake with scallions and plum sauce.)
Special offer until May 25th. For party of five or more, you will
have your choice of one free dish: fried wonton, chicken chow
mein or chicken fried rice.
We are open for lunch & dinner, Tuesday through Sundays.
1362 So. Winchester Blvd., ( between Hamilton and Payne.)
Also food to go.
374-3840
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FRINGS AND THINGS
MEAL DEAL

Artist Joanne Scott

Festival to celebrate
San Jose’s talented
by Robyne Martin
Over 1 million people are expected at
San Jose’s annual "party" known as
"Tapestry in Talent" the weekend of July
4, 5 and 6.
A celebration of the talents of San
Joseans, the festival began in 1976 for the
nation’s bicentennial. But the city wanted
a distinctive celebration, where the
citizens could get involved with the big
birthday party.
Successful from the onset, Tapestry in
Talent is now an annual festival by decree
of the City Council. Held in 16 blocks of the
downtown
area between the Civic
Auditorium and San Pedro Street, the
affair has always emphasized talent in the
fine arts.
Choral, tfancing and theatrical groups
are recruited to perform at the festival,
Which will have 14 stages to display their
talent this July. Each stage will show a
different kind of event. The music stages
will be emceed by personalities from local
radio stations.
Country and Western groups will play
on a stage hosted by announcers from
KEEN radio 11370 AM). Musicians with a
jazz theme will be emceed by dee jay’s
from K PEN (97.7 FM), and KLIV 11500
AM) will host a stage for rock ’n’ roll
groups.
Twelve of the stages are outdoors, and
all are scheduled to be used continuously
during the three day carnival.
Although the Tapestry in Talent show
is scheduled for Independence Day,
promoters are trying to encourage an
international flavor in every element of
the faire.
Booths displaying artifacts, costumes,
posters or souvenirs of many countries will
contribute to the atmosphere, said Sunny
Merik, who is promoting the festival.
"And food," she said, "we will have
food from every country. We are booking
about 50 different booths. We’ll have
everything from vegetarian sandwiches to
polish sausages, from homemade soups to
oriental foods to fresh strawberries and
pastries."
Merik described all food as being
homemade and fresh. "There won’t be any

hamburgers or hotdogs. The food is a
reason some people come." This may
explain why 700,000 persons visited the
festival last summer, and why the city is
gearing, up for) million visitors this time.
Four outstanding galleries, including
a showing of the best of art and journalistic
photography of California artists, and the
"Touch of Beauty" tactile gallery, which
participants enter blindfolded, will be at
the faire.
The "Touch of Beauty" gallery was
originally designed for blind persons, but
has become so popular for its "please
touch" attitude usually shunned by other
exhibitors, that people return in droves.
Every art piece in the gallery has been
designed for the fingers, and although the
pieces might look funny, "if you touch
them, they’re wonderful," said Merik.
Because of the gallery’s fame, the faire
receives submissions to the tactile gallery
from all over the country.
Two new galleries include one which
will demonstrate how a product is made in
graphic, industrial, landscape or interior
design. The designer’s gallery will show
how a project, such as a park, goes from
paper to landscape, or a credit card from
preliminary sketches to a piece of plastic
in a wallet.
Also new this year is an animation
gallery which demonstrates the art and
presents finished products as well. Lee
Blair, from Walt Disney studios, will run
the gallery. Blair worked on the scene with
dancing hippos in the Disney film "Fan
tasia."
In keeping with the "Happy Birthday
America" theme, the faire will host what
promoters hope to be the largest Native
American pow wow ever held on the West
Coast. There will be 350 tribes represented
by "thousands of dancers, musicians and
delegates," said Merik.
The pow wow, to be held all day
Saturday, will be at the Civic Auditorium
on San Carlos Street. It is sponsored by the
Indian Center of San Jose.
An authentic Civil War encampment
will bring a little history to the festival,
with members of the Civil War Association
of Northern California dressed as Union
and Confederate soldiers.

1

AMERICA
SOUTH
CENTRAL

Jumbo Jack, Frings, and medium soft
Our 100% beet patty on a toasted
swirlfop sesame -seed bun garnished
with tomato chopped onions leaf
lettuce pickles and a special sauce
Plus a delicious order of Our new
Frings and a medium soft drink
lone coupon per customer Not valtd
with any other offer Redeemable at
148 E San Carlos St f
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Vacation?
Do you need some advice?
Air Travel Service offers an unlimited selection of tours and cruises. Let us enable you
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world. Air Travel Service will handle all your
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The unusual, exciting await the adventurous
Redwood City track on May 24, will feature
eight qualifiers from each of the 33
locations. One winner from each location
will then be given an expense paid trip to
Dallas (the newest location) for the final
race. The winner will receive $25,000.
The track’s hours are from 11 a.m.
until 11 p.m. Sunday through Thursday.
and 11 a.m, until midnight on Fridays and
Saturdays. The phone number is (415) 3666442.
There is also a large game room with
pinball and video games near the track,
Tomajan said. Next door to the track, the
Castle Golf and Games Recreation Center
is under construction and is scheduled to
open June 1.
The recreation center is affiliated with

continued from page 2
any of the 33 locations around the country,
and is a one time expense.
Racing costs $1.65 per lap, $1.50 per
lap when bought in groups of 10, or $1.25
per lap bought in groups of 20. If laps are
bought 10 or 20 at one time, Tomajan said,
more than one person can use them.
The cars are built by Malibu Grand
Prix and can reach a maximum speed of 65
miles per hour. However, the average
track speed, Tomajan said, is 30 mph.
Anyone who would like to try and
qualify for the "Shasta Malibu Grand Prix
$25,000 Race" is welcome to, Tomajan
said. Qualifying began April 21 and will
end next Monday.
The race, which will be held at the

With the purchase of any sandwich Enjoy a FREE large soft drink.
Formerly Paul’s Place
Same Management. New Name

Hours 8-5. Mon -Fri
Fernando at S Second St
San
37 E
Short walk from campus

17 ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL-- WITHTHIS

Parts -- Service -- Bodyshop
259 Moffett Blvd. -- Mountain View-- 964-4144 or 964-4114
Hours: 7:30 to 5:00-- Monday thru Friday

Air conditioned cars slightly higher.

TUNE-UP CONSISTS OF:
1. New Points
2. New Condensor
3. New spark Plugs
4. Adjust Valves
5. Check Compression
6. Set Points & Timing
7. Adjust Carburetor
8. Check Battery
9. Check Fanbelt
10. Check Tire Pressure
II. Vacuum Inside Car
12. Wash Outside Windows
13, Diagnostic

These prices for stock engines only.
Super SaVer prices availably on Valve Jobs. Brake
Jobs. Hebuilt Engines. Tires, Parts, Batteries and
Body Strop.
We also service Datsuns, Toyotas, Volvo, Fox 14 MB
Rentals $5.00 per day

Visitors pay $2.50 per person for one
half hour of sliding. Rogers estimated that
would be enough time for 15 to 20 slides,
although it depends on the size of the
crowd. This summer the park will also
feature an all -day rate of $8 and a half day
rate of $5. It has not yet been determined
how many hours the half day pass will be
good for, Rogers said.
The park also has an arcade with 20
pinball and video machines, and a lawn
and picnic area. Plans are underway to
install barbecue pits this summer, Rogers
said.
The park will be open from 10 a.m.
until 9 p.m. for the general public, and
from 9 p.m. until midnight for special
groups. The phone number is 263-6961.
The grand finale to this summer filled
with fun and excitement will bring you
back up into the sky with a champagne hot
air balloon ride.
Captain Mick Farnham, of Farnham’s
Balloon Barn, says balloon rides are
perfect as a gift for "salesman of the year,
student of the year, or valedictorian ex
traordina ire."
The hour to hour and a half long ride
costs $145 for two people on weekdays, and
$165 on weekends.
The balloon takes off around 6 a.m
from the San Martin Wine Tasting room in
Morgan Hill, Captain Mick explained.
Where does he fly his passengers?
"Downwind," he replied.
After the ride is over, the passengers
are given a champagne reception, a
diploma and a pin, which he said is a "real
conversation starter."
Captain Mick’s balloon barn is in
Cupertino at 1033 Cranberry Dr. His phone
number is 253 1031

Into backpacking?
o are we. Come talk to us.

COUPON

Woliburg Corporation

TUNE-UP SPECIAL
Parts & Labor
Rabbit Scirocco -- Dasher
$48.70
_
VW, Type 1
42.80
VW, Type 2 -- to ’71
42.80
VW. rime 2 --’72 on
48.70
VW, Type 3
47.20
VW, Type 4
52.60

Malibu Grand Prix, and will contain three
18 hole miniature golf courses housed in a
castle -shaped building. In addition, it will
feature 120 video and pinball games,
batting cages, and bumper boats, which
are similar to bumper cars set in water.
Prices have not yet been determined,
Tomajan said.
If the water is more to your liking, the
Vasona Park Sail Center offers sailboats,
rowboats and canoes. The vessels can be
rented for $4 to $7 per hour, depending on
the size.
In order to rent a sailboat, said
Manager Craig Harbidge, the renter must
show he or she knows how to sail. There
are no requirements for renting a rowboat
or canoe. Life jackets are required,
however, and can be rented for 25 cents
each, or visitors may bring their own. A
$10 deposit or a driver’s license is also
requested while the vessels are being
rented.
The main entrance to the Los Gatos
park is located on Blossom Hill Road. The
park is open from 10 a.m. until dusk every
day, Harbidge said.
He added that there are no restrictions
on what kind of water equipment visitors
can bring to the lake. Call 395-6755 for
more information.
If you’d rather .get wet, you can try
Splashdown I, thy. waterslide park in
Milpitas. Located at 1200 Dempsey Rd.,
the park offers four slides of varying
shapes and sizes.
The slides range in height from 300
feet to 350 feet, said Joyce Rogers, who,
along with her husband, owns and
manages the park. "We have 360 degree
turns," she said, "and long straightaways.
It’s just like a wet rollercoaster."

First 50 miles FREE

I
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Cinema classics screened
by several area theaters
by Ellen Goodwin
For old -movie buffs who long for the
films of Humphrey Bogart, Clark Gable,
Katherine Hepburn and all the other stars
of yesterday, there is hope.
Several area theaters offer screen
classics made anywhere from the 1920s to
the 1970s.
The Festival Cinema, located at 475
Hamilton Ave. in Palo Alto, exclusively
shows old classics, especially those made
in the ’30s, ’405 and ’50s. Admission is $3.50.
For further information, call (415) 329.
1848.
The following theaters periodically
offer classic films from the past:
Varsity Theater 456 University Ave.,
Palo Alto. Admission is $3.50 31.50 for
Saturday and Sunday matinees). For
information. call (415) 32364t1

The Nickelodeon - 210 Lincoln St.,
Santa Cruz. Admission is $3 during the
week, $3.50 on weekends. For information,
call 426.7500.
Camera One Theater 366 South First
St., San Jose. For information, call 294.
3800.
KEZR Cinema Classics (shown once
every several weeks), CAT Theater, 50
University Ave., Los Gatos. Admission is
$3. For information, call KEZR at 287-5775.
The Vitaphone Family Club is a
private theater that offers members and,
occasionally, non members, classic films,
old cartoons and newsreels, and free
cookies and coffee. The theater is located
at 14502 Big Basin Way in Saratoga and
admission is $3 for students. For in
formation, call 867 3026.
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Observatory offers
view of Bay Area
continued from page 7
in 1975. This resulted when Sicily, Italy,
which is rich in quicksilver, caused the
market price of mercury to drop from $400
to $125 an ounce, by putting much of its
supply on the market in an attempt to pull
itself out of financial trouble.
Another site which has more than just
nistorical significance as its claim to fame
is located at Mt. Hamilton, 25 miles
southeast of San Jose and 19,000 feet up.
Lick Observatory, built in 1898, houses
,hree super power telescopes that are used
Jy astronomers mainly for scientific
pursuits.
Tours are available at the observatory
,n Friday evenings during the summer
nonths, but have already been booked
,olid.
At the 8 to 10 group viewings held each
eason, spectators are able to see a vast
xpanse of stars through the resident 36nen telescope.
The public is not able to view the stars
tirough the 120 inch Shane telescope, built
n 1898, as requested by James Lick, the
.vealthy westerner responsible for the
onstruction of the observatory.
This telescope cost Si million to
construct and was catalogued as the most
, owerful telescope in the world at the time
was built. It now ranks third or fourth in

A new telescope has recently been
installed on the mountain. The 40 inch
diameter telescope is called the Anna
Nickle telescope, named after the woman
who donated the money for its con
struction.
The grounds are open from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and the observatory from 1 to 5 p.m.
Like the Shane telescope, it will be
used solely for astronomical research.
In the main building of the ob
servatory, visitors can see stellar
photographs, pictures of Lick instruments
and remains of fallen meteorites.
Although Mt. Hamilton was thought to
be an ideal site for the observatory when it
was first built in 1884, in the last few years,
pollution and reflected light from the city
below has interfered with the ability to see
the constellations clearly.
Because the observatory is so isolated,
it must be fully self contained to deal with
all emergencies. Lick has its own fire
department and electric generators
needed to run the telescopes.
A permanent staff, complete with
telescope technicians, live at the observatory.
The location of the observatory affords
not only a panoramic view of the Bay
Area, but on a clear day, one can see snow
on the Sierras to the east.

Lick is buried beneath one of the
ipporting pillars of the 36.inch refractors.
is now used as a research instrument by
le University of California at Berkeley,
"her campuses, and guest astronomers. It
also closed to the public. The telescope
in be seen, however, through a large
norto-ceiling glass wall.

Winchester Mystery House

by David Flemate

FREE
SODA

Alcatraz tour
ntinued from page 19
At prisoners who escaped were either
otured or killed. Five prisoners were
r
accounted for, and large scale in
gations failed to turn up any evidence
suggest they prevailed over the power
outgoing tide.

with each

Super Beef Burrito

In the end, economics proved to be the
Mlles Heel of Alcatraz. It cost almost
000 a year per prisoner to maintain the
ility when the prison closed in 1963.
day, in California, it costs about $10,000
’prisoner each year.
In "Times Square," the main
po,.sageway in the cellblock where the
n Tderers once trudged, past the cells
w. ere Al Capone, "Machine Gun" Kelly,
la "Birdman" Al Stroud and 1930s Public
E, .!my Number One, Alvin Karpis were
c. ied, now pass streams of camera
cl,tching tourists, their bright clothes and
ca, efree holiday air somehow inappropra
at. in the bleak place.
A bright spring sun washed down on
th, island as the ferry slowly lurches away
frum the pier. The world is a cheerful,
b; -ezy place. Yet the mind’seye pictures
tht metal lever moving up, and the awful
finality of that "slam" comes echoing
back.
For information about tours of the
island, call 546-2805.
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Many sides to disco
by Kevin Folan
While most people associate disco with
Fever"
and John
Night
"Saturday
Travolta, there is more than one type of
disco.
Disco "ain’t what you think it is,"
according to Mike Love of MC Disco
Productions.
What characterizes a disco from other
clubs is basically the use of records instead
of live bands. Usually a "spinner," or disc
jockey, selects and plays the records.
The type of disco that "Saturday Night
Fever" popularized is the "New York"
style, or traditional disco. A "New York"
disco features music that is between 124
and 134 beats a minute. Here, the DJ
"beats the music," making sure the music
varies only slightly within that range.
Instead of playing a "fast" set and then a
"slow" set, the music will sound slightly
undulated as songs fade and mix into each
other, Love said.
A "New York" style disco in San Jose
is Tiffany’s in downtown San Jose.
The Blue Pheasant in Monte Vista is
Yet another type of disco. This club
specializes in "oldies," music from 1940 to
1962.
The Windjammer is a San Jose disco
that plays primarily rock and New Wave
music, according to Love.
Still another type of disco is the music
played at the Hungry Tiger in Sunnyvale,
where Love works part time as a "spin
ner." The Hungry Tiger "specializes in
variety," according to Love, making it
possible to hear "anything from Glenn
Miller to the Bee Gees." The music is "AM
radio based "
Cupertino plays
Houlihan’s in
traditional disco and New Wave arid is a

Premium Well
Drinks

popular singles bar, or "body shop," as
Love characterizes it.
A Tinkers Damn in Santa Clara and
Toyon in Sunnyvale are two local gay
discos, Love said.
Many people are hking portable
discos now, Love said. For the best results,
he said, someone hiring a mobile disco
should ask these questions:
Will they supply references from
previous customers?
What kind of music do they play?
How many hours of music will be
provided for the agreed price?
Can requests be handled and how
fast?
A good "spinner" is also an en
tertainer who trys to get people involved in
the music, and who is able to "read" the
mood of the crowd and cater to it, ac
cording to Love.
Love said he has been "an entertainer
since age 13," when he got a shift on a
radio station as a birthday present in
Truckee, California.
He explained that he spent all his free
time hanging around the station, learning
the operation, and when there was an
opening on the air one day, he got it.
For those who would like to sample
some of the action at the clubs mentioned
the addresses and phone numbers are:
A Tinkers Damn, 46 Saratoga Avenue,
Santa Clara. 243 4595.
Blue Pheasant, 22100 Stevens Creek
Blvd., Cupertino. 255 3300
Houlihans Old Place, 19624 Stevens
Creek Blvd ,Monte Vista. 725 0515.
Saratoga
1010
Tiger,
Hungry
Sunnyvale Road, Sunnyvale 733 6000.
Tiffany’s, 47 Notre Dame Avenue, San
Jose. 279 3387.

Cosmic rock concert

continued from pages
Airplane’s "Have You Seen the Stars
Tonight," to Tchaikovski’s "Nutcracker
Suite," where the stars seem to take on
personalities and dance together.
"Cosmic Rock Concert" plays on late
night shows with all -rock music by
everyone from Joe Walsh to Foreigner to
Edgar Winter to Pink Floyd. Live syn
thesized drums and possibly flutes will be
added to this summer’s show, according to
Read.
During "Cosmic Rock Concert" en
cores, the artists "jam" (totally im
provise), often coming up with material
for future shows, Read said.
Changes in both "Eye See the Light"
shows are ongoing, with major overhauls
made every few months, according to
Read.
An intense storm erupts across the
universe to Jimmy Sphere’s "Let it Rain,"
and real water sprays from the dome onto
the unsuspecting crowd.
The face of King Tut appears on the
dome to soft Egyptian music, and is
surrounded by pyramids. Suddenly, Steve
Martin’s "Excuuuuuuse Me!" screams
over the sound system and the comedian’s
infamous song, "King Tut" begins.
A laser light forms a comic Tut doing
the "King Tut strut."
To a soft violin, the moon revolves
eround the Earth and both revolve around
the Sun. Then the other planets in the solar
system join in. All spin around and around,
faster as the music gets louder, until
finally, everything explodes into a billion
stars.
Then there is silence

1.09

"Eye See the Light Show, Inc." will be
taking over Morrison Planetarium shows
this June, but the program will be com
pletely different from Minolta’s, Read
said.
For information on show times and
ticket prices, call Minolta Planetarium at
996 4814.

Missions
continued from page 26
making for more than 15 years and the $3
million project is to begin this summer.
Father William Abeloe, a California
historian, is heading the restoration proi
ect which should be completed in 1984. The
old, wooden Gothic church will be moved,
exposing the foundation tiles of earlier
adobe churches. A new structure, resem
bling the original, will be raised.
Money problems have plagued the
mission, which belongs to the Oakland
Diocese, and the restoration committee is
looking for grants from private foun
dations, said Abeloe.
A San Jose architect, Gilbert Sanchez,
will design the new adobe structures.
The restoration should complete the
parish’s needs. A modern rectory and
school, built in the 19th century style,
already stand on the mission’s property.
The annual mission fiesta is open to
the public free of charge and will be held
this weekend from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m., both
The mission
Saturday and Sunday.
museum is open seven days from 10 a.m.
to 4,30 p.m.
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by Boni Brewer
You can find a hundr
Gail Fullerton said at a pre
creatively with the curren
the same time try to maint
"I feel like I’ve been
coming up for air," she ad(
Fullerton was appoic
mediately after Propositic
1979.
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University and Colleges sy:
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